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SUMMARY

As part of the 1992 IntersocietyConversionEngineeringConference,held

in San Diego, California,August 3-7, 1992, the Seasonal Thermal_Energy

Storage Program coordinatedfive sessionsdealing specificallywith aquifer

thermal energy storage technologies(ATES). Researchersfrom Sweden, The

Netherlands,Germany, Switzerland,Denmark, Canada, and the United States

presented papers on a variety of ATES related topics. With special permission

from the Society of Automotive Engineers,host society for the 1992 IECEC,

these papers are being republishedhere as a standalone summary of ATES

technology status. Copies of the complete conference proceedingsmay be

obtained from the Society of Automotive Engineers,400 CommonwealthDrive,

Warrendale, Pennsylvania,U.S.A. 15096.
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Swedish ATES Applications:
Experiences after Ten Years of Development

O. Andersson
VBB VIAKAB
Maim& Sweden

B. Sellberg
Swedish Council for Building Research

Stockholm, Sweden

Within the BFR program for energy storage a
ABSTRACT large number of different projects have been Initiated

covering a broad range of underground technologies. The
During the last 10 years, the general concept of main groups are schematically shown in Figure 1.

using the subsurface for the storage of energy has been
increasingly developed in Sweden. Among the many STEELTANKS
alternatives, aquifers are one of the most promising
options. Potentially they can be used both for seasonal _//////_-'_

and short-term energy storage at temperatures ranging SOILS _z_/.._///,/_ ROCKSfrom 2°C to more than 100°C.

So far, Sweden has had only experimental /// = /// = /_=ww"-- _
experience with storage of high-temperatures (>50°C).
However, there are several low temperature systems
(<25°C) that have been operated for more than two PITS CAVERNS
years. In this paper, these ATES plants are overviewed _'_r/T'_.-////..
and some general technical problems are identified, as
well as measures that have been taken to solve these .,.__r
problems. ,, .,_ r
The range of problems includes the aquifer system itself.
but also problems related to the total system and how it
is operated. Further, the economics are briefly described, TUBES BOREHOLES

as well as environmental aspects. __/_///_/

The ATES concept still has some weaknesses that ,A,. ..
need improvement, but commercialization of the tech- /,,
nology should be quite close.

INTRODUCTION
Ever since the first oil crisis irl the mid 1970s, the

Swedish Council for Building Research (BFR) has suppor- AQUIFERS

ted development of different techniques for energy

conservation. -"' _-I _ _
In the beginning it was a thought that solar

energy should become a major source of renewable ___,_, ..... ___( ,
energy with a higt-,potential for replacement of fossil fuel. , , ' , ' ,However, to be effective, solar energy had to be stored
from summer until winter and hence this demand gave .... _::':_J-_-_//' "
birth to the seasonal storage concept.

Initially, collected solar energy was stored in large
steel tanks, However, this and simular storage techniques Figure 1 Main groups of seasonal storage techniques
resulted In high storage costs and large energy losses, demonstrated within the BFR storage pro-
For this reason, soil, rock and aquifers were investigated gram (BFR 1990)
as storage media.



In recent years lt has become evident that aquifer there has been a growing interest In combined heating
thermal energy storage (ATES) Is one of the most pro- and cooling systems (four out of seven projects In the
mlsing techniques, not only for storage of heat but also table) In the Swedish energy market.
storage of cold. The general "Swedish concept" also
Involves the use of heat pumps In combination with CONFIGURATIONS AND OPERA-

seasonal storage. This allows storage at low or moderate TIONAL EXPERIENCES
temperatures but still results In effective and profitable
systems. In Sweden, the geology and climate are extremely

variable and, therefore, the techniques for energy storageThe general concept also states that high-tempe-
rature storage is especially suitable for short-term applica- are determined by local conditions. As a first step In any
tlons. The main reason behind this approach is that ATES project, site investigations have to be carried out
energy losses will increase with increased storage and then combined with the users specific requirements.

By considering local geology, geography, climate
temperature and, hence, will decrease the quantity and conditions and general applications several system
quality of withdrawn energy. Therefore seasunal storage concepts are possible. They have been divided into four
in aquifers has been focused on low or moderate tempe- main groups and described below.
ratures. This is shown in Table 1where eight BFR suppor-
ted ATES projects are briefly described. Of those, ali but

STORAGE OF WARM SURFACE WATER - This conceptone are Iow-ternperature applications (12-25°C). Fur-
was first tried in Klippan (No 1 in Table 1), then later inthermore the high temperature project (No 8) is pure
Falun (No 3) and quite recently irl Lomma (No 6).experimental and includes research on water chemistry

problems. In Klippan and Lomma, surface water from rivers

Not pointed out in the table, but still significant, is is used as a source of energy for seasonal storage. As
that ali but one of the low temperature projects (No 7) are shown in Figure 2 (the Lomma case), summer heated

water is pumped through a heat exchanger to heatsystems coupled to heat pumps, lt is also of interest to
note that ali systems are quite large and that the typical groundwater that is pumped from a cool part of the
user is a commercial building owner or a district heating aquifer. The heated water Is then stored In a warm part of
netwo'rk. A possible lack of technical confidence in the the aquifer.
technology combined with extended payback times might The mean storage temperature is roughly 15°C
explain why more applications are not utilized by the but might go as high as 25_'Cin the middle of the sum-
industry. Finally, it shall be noted that during recent years mer. During winter the stored warm water is withdrawn

, , . ......... ..,

No Name. Ci_ Enecgy '+ Mean storage Type of AquIfer Maximum Storage Application Years in System User
stored/ Ternperature Flow Rate oper-
cycle (_C) (m 3, n) ation

(MWh) _ (-1992)

warm COld Heating Heating Cooling . Industry Comm. District
side s_de only and only build heatl_

'. , cooling ..............

I Klippan DN. 2000 15 S Unconfined 70 x 8 x
Klip!Dan sand

!

2 Enksson Co, 1800 25 10 Semiconfined 40 x 7 x
Knstianstad sandstone

•. ;

3 H_lsingg_rdsko_an. 1200 12 4 Unconfined 200 x 7 x
Falun esker

4 SAS Office, 5200 13 S Unconfined 10(30 x 5 x
Solna esker

5 Tnangeln, 2700 12 4 Confined 60 x 2 x
Malmb limestone

6 Industnhamnen, 10000 15 5 Confined sand 350 x 2 x
Lomma

7 Sparven, 3200 16 8 Confined 150 (x)a x 2 x
Malm6 (4500)z limestone

8 ATES Pilot Plan_. 200`_ 80 `_ 30 Confined sand 30 x_ 1= x,=Lomma
..

1) Rough average

2) Under reconstruction for both process cooling and a=rcondrtioning
3) Expenmental I_ant under operation _988-89
4) Last experimentaJ srtort term cycle
5) Proposed

Table 1 Some characteristics for Swedish ATES plants
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HEAT EXTRACTION GROUNDWATER ATES SYSTEM

SYSTEM _ "'-----_ _ HEXl , , _ 14__(s,
12o(w)*--
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----- tl t#... --,--, _ 4o (w)
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I
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I , _ _2510 °(s) _ H(DJE RIVER

SURFACE WATER SYSTEM

Figure 2 The system for storage of summer warmed surface water at Lomma
(s) summer, (w) winter

and used as a source of energy to the heat pump
system. The benefits of the ATES systems compared to
traditional heat pumps with native groundwater are in HEAT STORAGEMODE

both cases I---" Q _ Q F" a.
* increased coefficient of performance (COP) for the /

heat pumps
* shorter distances between wells
* lower flow rates/or increased heat pump capacity
* less risk for thermal breakthrough

The main technical problems so far have been
" biofouling of the surface water heat exchanger (Lom-

ma)
* well clogging of injection wells (Klippan)
* clogging of certain wells during production (Lomma)

In Klippan, the clogged wells had to be aban- HEATEXTRACTtONMODE

doned and were replaced with infiltration ponds (Emmelin i--- Q/2 _' _ :---_cih
et al 1983.

L.,I
m

In Lomma, the biofouling problem has been
solved by a specially designed air bubble filter, in front of
the surface water open-hole inlet. Well clogging is still a
problem. However. experimental efforts are being per-
formed to develop a new rehabilitation technique based
on biochemical reactions (Andersson 1992).

In Falun. a different storage technique was
chosen. In this case. there is a direct hydraulic connec-
tion between a lake and a shallow esker aquifer. As
shown in Figure 3 three wells are continuously pumped Figure 3 The induced Infiltration system In Falun
during summer, forcing warm surface water to be drawn (Gustafson et al. 1989)



towards the wells (induced infiltration). In winter only the cooling at the Sparven telestation in Maim5 (No 3).
center well is used producing an average summer tempe- The prime objective at Kristtanstad is to use
rature water to the heat pump (Gustafson et al. 1989). natural groundwater temperature for process cooling.

Because natural groundwater temperature in this Most of the heat obtained from the cooling process Is
part of Sweden is low (5-6°C) and much lower consider- directly used for space heating but excess heat is stored
ing an influence from the lake in winter, a heat pump in the same aquifer as the cold water, This warm water is
application without ATES would not be feasible at this then used as a source of energy to a heat pump, serving
locality. To have the storage functioning with high tempe- the space heat demand during cold weather and week-
ratures in winter, the storage mode has to be seasonally . ends. When designed, the demand for cooling and
balanced. In this case, a thermohydraulic computer heating was assumed to be more or less in balance.
program was used to calculate the distance between the However, it was soon found that the cooling demand was
wells and the lake and also the flow rates neccessary to much higher than expected and the heating demand

have the system in balance, much lower. This led to a thermal breakthrough between
The two main problems encountered at Falun are the cold and warm well and, hence, an increased tempe-

* flooding, normally in springtime with infiltration of cold rature at the "cold" groundwater. The solution so far has
water into the aquifer and thermal pollution of the been back-pumping and disposal of warm water. How.
store ever, for legal reasons a new warm well at a greater

* after some years, iron precipitation in the tubes and distance from the cold well has been proposed (Kronqvist
the heat exchanger. 1991).

The flooding is of less importance because the The Sparven plant in Maim6, has quite a different
temperature drop in the aquifer is limited. To remedy the lay-out. In this case, electronic telecommunication
iron precipitation problem, the system has to be cleaned equipment is chilled constantly with natural groundwater.
frequently, by acid. The source of the iron precipitation The groundwater is then reinjected into the aquifer at a
problem has been found to originate from the mixing of distance of approximately 200 m from the production
infiltrated water containing elevated iron with oxidized wells. To avoid a thermal breakthrough the water is
water (native aquifer water relatively free of iron). The rechilled in winter prior to injection. This is achieved by
latter water oxidizes the iron rich water when mixed in the pumping the water through a series of fan chillers located
center well causing a delayed precipitation in tubes and to the roof of the station. However, the system Is now
fittings. To solve this problem, an in situ oxidation of the being expanded. The target is to extend the use of the
dissolved iron has been proposed but not yet realized, groundwater to include cooling and preheating of fresh

inlet air to the buildings, see Figure 4. Hence the fan
STORAGE COMBINED WITH PROCESS COOLING - chillers will no longer be essential and the economic
This storage system is used for industrial process cooling benefits will increase. The working environment will also
and space heating at Kristianstad (No 2 in Table 1) and be improved by more effective cooling.
for process cooling and combined space heating and

®

COOLING CONDITIONING

14 ° _ 30

k

LIMESTONE AQUIFER

FLOW DISTANCE 200 m {

i i'EMPERATURE EQUALIZATION
..__....J

PRODUCTIONWELLS (3) INJECTIONWELLS (3)

Figure 4 The system for combined process cooling and air conditioning at Sparven, Maim6
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The main technical benefits of this system, Trade Center, the systems are designed for an optimal
compared to conventional chillers are space cooling while space heating 18covered both by
* much better system COP preheating centralized fresh air Inlets and bythe use of
" less noise heat pumps. Typically, running the heat pumps tn winter
* better cooling security also provides cold to be stored for cooling in summer. In
* less freon handling contrast to Sparven, which has an unidirectional flow and

Problems encounted sofar are restricted to some an equalization of different temperatures within the
minor design errors and difficulties with having the aquifer, the SAS and the Triangle are designed with
controlling equipment working automatically. The latter separated cold and warm parts of the aquifers. The
problem is typically due to the complexity in running the schematic lay-out of the SAS system is shown in Figure
groundwater system in combination with other energy 5. The system in the Triangle looks the same but uses a
systems. However, corrections have been made step by confined limestone aquifer instead of an esker.
step to a final successfull system control (Rijpma et al. Both systems suffered from initial operational
1992). problems, mainly as a result of the interaction between

real energy requirements and the operating strategy.
STORAGE FOR COMBINED SPACE COOLING AND However, the system performance has improved steadily
HEATING - This category, represented by SAS office in and the plants are now operated more or less as was
Solna (No 4 in Table 1) and the Triangle Trade Center in planned (Johansson 1992. Landberg 1991).
Maim6 (No 5) is quite similar to the above described Some long-term concerns have been pointed at.
system at Sparven. However, at SAS and the Triangle The most important of those are

* unbalance between cold and warm energy stored,
7 caused by extreme climatic conditions or drastic

.... ,..... ,, 64ooo,, changes in activities within the buildings (both cases)
ootet _ealef I'% I _"

- e_- w -t-_ _ I c,_._p_,,, potential clogging of wells or corrosion in the ground-,,, ,,1(_ I,_wc > water system due to unfavorable water composition

- w 4 _ / _,_"_"_ I EJ_,.,_ j (the Triangle only).

_ __ ! ____._kw ] ! HIGH-TEMPERATURE ATES SYSTEMS - Except for the

experimental ATES plant in Lomma (No 8 in Table 1) no
plan.tshave been constructed. Several projects have been
proposed and predesigned, but for different reasons not
performed. In some cases, the technical risk has been
judged as too high and in other cases, site investigations..

" ..... have shown unfavorable hydrogeological conditions.
-J'_[} _-l'_ The Lomma experimental plant was constructed

_1 1 t _c......a,or, to study one of the main technical obstacles for this tech.

1 I

nique, namely scaling caused by oversaturation of
carbonates, lt was assumed that precipitation of calcium

. _ _,,_,3"°"' carbonate should occur, especiallYthisin the heat exchangerupon heating. Theoretically would be the case
"[ I *'_"_'_Q_' """ already at a moderate increase of temperature. Strange

-- _iill[-_[ _ enough, scaling, corrosion or well clogging did net occur

_'_"_* _ even at temperatures close to the boiling potnt, lt wasI g_yCOI

-- concluded that the content of phosphonates or dissolved

Ii _ ]} organic matter in the groundwater served as naturalinhibitors for growing of carbonate crystals (Banck 1989).LIt- During the recent year and based on the ex-
__,-u _-,.,,-_,.,.,._ _,,-_-_-,.,._,--_-_ _ perimental results from Lomma, two new high tempera-

,,,_,,, s,_,_ , ture projects have been studied. Hopefully at least one of
. . ,- ; these will be built in the near future.

wen ' Wlrm well

'-'= '-'"= ECONOMICS
.,

: ..... " According to an official publication from BFR
.,_'. ' (1990) the storage cost can be compared between

systems by dividing the investment cost for the storage
system with the energy regained from the store each
cycle. This specific storage cost (SEK/kWh) 18shown In

Figure 5 Principal flow diagram for the SAS ATES Figure 6 plotted as a function of storage size.
system in Solna (Johansson 1992)



SE_h often with different methods, it has to be stated that
7 - comparisons between plants are far from being relevant.

STEELTANKS Still, the calculated pay-back times plotted In Figure 7
6 - show at least one clear indication. Combined systems for

both cooling and heating are more profitable than
s-,, systems for storage of heat only, Apart from that, there

" ,.- ,,...,... EARTHP_TS also seem to be a tendency within each group that older
4- plants are less profitable than newly constructed ones.

-..... This may indicate that a more mature storage technology
" "" ,,,. ROCKCAVERNS has been developed in recent years.

3 _ "" _" ,_= ,,,,

2- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
BOREHOLESINROCK From an environmental point of view, BFR has

" " " " "" " " " ........ performed special studies for energy storage techniques
1 - - .... AQUIFERS ......

, in general (Svensson 1990). Sweden has also participated
in such studies within the frame of the International

I I I 1 ""1 I ' 1 Energy Agency (IEA) cooperation (Greulich 1988).20 4o 60 80 loo 12o 14o 16OGwh
lt can be stated that the main environmental

Figure 6 Specific storage cost for different storage impact is a local temperature change within the aquifer
systems as a function of size and at tempera- and its close surroundings. How important this distur-
tures above 50°C (BFR 1990) bance is depends primarily on the storage temperature

level, and other interests at the ATES site.
As can be seen aquifers are very competitive. This At low-temperature ATES systems in Sweden no

is quite understandable considering that only a few wells negative effects have been reported. However, apart from
have to be drilled compared to hundreds of holes for a a thermal impact, there are numerous potential risks
borehole storage or excavation of huge rock masses (Svensson 1990), e.g.
constructing a rock cavern. * leakage of toxic substances like brine, glycol etc

The low-temperature ATES systems listed inTable * leakage of heavy metals from tubings and fittings
1 have ali been subject to investment and operational " emission of CFC gases

cost analyses. Compared to dit!_r_n_ alternatives the pay- * change of water composition in the aquifer due to
back times have also been cni,.'ulated. Bearing in mind temperature changes or chemical treatment
that the calculations were m_':;_ at different times and " noise and dust during construction

The environmental benefits have not yet been
12.................................. studied in general terms. However, most of the projects

listed in Table 1 are to some extent motivated by positive
environmental effects. For instance, cold storage appllca-o ............................. . .... El-B4
lions will decrease the use of" CFC refridgerents by

_" 11.85 replacing conventional chillers. In at least one case atr
< reduction of noise and a better Internal environment haveLU 8 ...... .............................

i '. '. i i been motives for ATES cold store installation.
,,, ; .... The most important benefit is the energy conser-
_- 6 --+ .......... ' ..... ; ..... ,..... i ..... ; vation that ATES systems provide. Reduction in fossil fuelI"-

,4 , . '. [] ,90 i use and a more effective use of electricity will combine to
o decrease the emission of carbon dioxide, sulphur, and
< ...... : .......... " .......... iI ]87'rn>. 4 nitrogen. Hence, ATES is looked upon as an environ.
< 1-89I •'91 mentally favorable concept.

-852-
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The low-temperature ATES application Is one of
t l the most competitive storage systems in Sweden. Re-

2 4 6 8 10 _2 search and monitoring aspects of most Swedish ATES

INVESTMENT (MILJ.SEK) systems have been financially supported by BFR. In later
years, it has become evident that systems with both

Figure 7 Calculated pay-back for combined cooling cooling and heating capabilities are the most favorable
and heating systems (filled squares) and from an economic point of view. Experience shows that
systems for head.ingonly (open squares) valid the pay-back time for those systems Is short enough to
for the low-temperature ATES plants listed in make these systems commercially viable. So far the in-
Table 1. Numbers show the first operational stallations have only been made in commercial buildings.
year However, use of these systems in industrial and residen-



tial application is expected in the near future. Gustafson, G., Ryttar, P.A. and Norb_ck, K., Energy Stor-
Large heat stores connected to district heating age through Infiltration of surface water. Swedish Council

systems is another application that looks promising. So for Building Research, Stockholm, Sweden, R30:1989 (In
far only low-temperature applications with heat pumps Swedish).
have been successfully tested.

For high-temperatureapplicationsan experimental Johansson, S., SAS Fr6sundavik, 1992:-An Office heated
plant has been the first step that might develop into at and cooled by Groundwater. Swedish Council for Building
least one full-scale demonstration plant. Research, Stockholm, Sweden, D5:1992.

Several problems have been identified as develop-
ment of low-temperature ATES systems has progressed. Kronqvist, L., 1991: Energy storage in aquifers - Evalua-
In most cases solutions have been found and knowledge lion of Kristianstad. Swedish Council for Building Re-
from the mistakes has been gained. This is indicated by search, Stockholm, Sweden, R40:1991 (in Swedish).
an increase in performance with operational time in most
of the existing plants and a reduced specific investment Landberg, J., 1991: The Triangle Project in Malmoe.
cost for newly built ones. Thermastock '91, 5th Intern. Conf. on Thermal Energy

Remaining problems, not yet completely solved, Storage. Novem, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
are
" controlling and operational strategy Rijpma, P. and Andersson, O., 1992: The "Sparven" ATES
* clogging of wells due to precipitates Plant. V:sitor information brochure. Telaris, MaimS, 9204.
* long adjustment time due to system complexity and

inexperienced management. Svensson, T., (ed.) 1990: Environmental consequences of
Finally it can be stated that in general terms ATES using new energy techniques. Swedish Council for

systems would be of benefit for the regional and global Building Research., S'(ockholm, Sweden, T21:1990 (in
environment considering its potential for energy con- Swedish).
servation. This would result in less emissions of harmfull

gasses like CO2, SO, and NO,. So far BFR has not
ascribed an economic value to the environmental be-
nefits. However, this is one item that is planned to be
studied and that would be helpfull in bringing the ATES
technique to the commercial market.
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Aquifer Cold Storage in The Netherlands:
State-of-the-Art, Market Potential, and Future Development

G. J. van Mourik
NOVEM Utrecht
The Netherlands

ABSTRACT One of the projects under construction is the expansion of
an IBM-office budding in Zoetermeer. This office is con-

This paper deals with aquifer thermal energy storage nected to an AI'ES system that uses two warm wells and
(ATES) in the Netherlands. Mainly cold storage is two cold wells. The aquifer is 9.40 m below ground level
discussed as well as low temperature (< 30°C) heat and the maximum aquifer water flow is 100 m3/h. In this

storage , however only in combination with cold storage, building the old chillers with a total capacity of 1400 kW
There is an increasing interest in the Netherlands in will be replaced by an aquifer system and a new chiller
ATES, not only because the geological conditions are (225 kW). This new chiller is installed to provide cooling
most favorable, but also because of the simplicity and for the computer rooms, which need a lower air
cost-effectiveness of the system. Most of the projects temperature than the aquifer can deliver. In the new
involve institutional and commercial buildings, but the configuration the stored water will be chilled in
interest m using cold storage for industrial process wintertime by two new cooling-towers.
cooling is increasing rapidly. In this paper, the systez_
concepts and major obstacles to implementation of ATE_ Some technical data for the IBM project are:
are described. Furthermore, the market potential is
mentioned and the importance of energy storage for Storage temperature (°C) 3-5
future energy supply systems is stressed. Production temperature (°C) max. 7.5

Total cooling/heating
capacity (kW_) 950

STATE-OF-THE-ART Total cooling/heating

From a geological point of view, the Netherlands is requirement (MWh_ 1200
favorable for ATES. There are aquifers available almost Storage cooling/heating

ali over the country within an acceptable depth (50-250 capacity (kW_ 1050
m). An active R&D programme on energy storage and a Amount of seasonal energy stored
deliberate marketing policy result in the increasing per cycle(MWh_ 1700
interest in this technology. Figure 1 shows an overview
of ongoing ATES projects throughout the country. Of The annual energy savings in the IBM building are
these projects five have been realized, three heat storage 440,380 kwh,. The extra invesunent costs are Dfl.
projects and two cold storage projects. The other projects 780,000,- and the pay-back period is 5.3 years.
are cold storage projects either in preparation or under
construction. A second project involves the seasonal heating and

cooling of the Bleulmd Hospital in Gouda. The preaeat

SOME EXAMPLES OF ATES cooling capacity amounts to 600 kW and is delivered by
two chillers. This capacity has to be extended up to a

Three typical examples of ATES are cold storage in total of 1100 kW. The extra capacity will be delivered by
an office building, air-conditioning of a hospital, and an ATES system, using a doublet configuration at a depth

process-cooling for industry. These three examples will of 75-90 m below ground level. The maximum
be reviewed shortly, groundwater flow is 60 n_/h. The cold for cooling the

warm well is extracted from the vmtilation system supply
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Location and status of projects'
project no,. city name of project status I

1 Amsterdam Perscombinatie realized I

2 Bunnik BAM-office in preparation

3 Den Haag AEGON in preparation '!

4 Den Haag AEGON in preparation t

5 Den Haag Stadhuis in preparation !

6 Eindhoven RABO in preparation !

7 Eindhoven Univ. of Technology in preparation

8 Eindhoven Heuvel galerie in preparation _

9 Gouda Bleuland Hospital in preparation

10 Hardenberg Wavin in preparation

11 IJmuiden Hoogovens in preparation
t

12 Rotterdam Erasmus University in preparation ....

13 $chied___m Kantorenhuis realized

14 Utrecht IBM hoofdkantoor in preparation

15 Utrect_t Jaarbeurs in preparation _

16 Utrecht R.U. realized

17 Venlo Andeno (industry) in preparation

18 Vollenhoven (0v.) Coberco in preparation

19 Zoetermeer IBM-office in preparation
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air. The ventilation supply air is heated up to 10 to 14°C, wells and seven extraction wells. Each well would have •

depending on the outdoor temperature. In this way the maximum capacity of 80 n_/h. The neceemry cold is
aquifer is used for heating and cooling, obtained by cooling the hot well in wintertime using
The aquifer is also used for short term cold storage surface water. The investment costs for the aquifer
during extremely warm periods or at the end of the system is less than the investment costs for conventional

summer season, when the cold well temperature is chillers. Furthermore the energy saving for this system
relatively high. The cold is generated by the chillers that would be_1600 MWh, each year.
run at low cost during the night.

GENERAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS FOR SEASONAL
Some technical data are: COLD STORAGE IN BUILDINGS

cold heat

storage storage Most existing system concepts apply to cooling
' systems for commercial and institutional buildings. A

Storage temperature (*C) 8 17.5 general approach for the application of seasonal cold
Production temperature (°C) 8-12 14-17.5 storage in the industrial sector can not be defined because
Total cooling/heating of the small number of projects in this sector until now.

capacity (kW*) 1100 The system concepts can be distinguished by the
Total cooling/heating way the chilled water for loading the storage is obtained

requirement (MWh_ 480 and the way the total cooling demand of the project is
Storage cooling/heating covered. This subdivision of the projects, together with

capacity (kW,) 800 700 the basic schemes, is shown in Figure 2.
Amount of energy It should be noted that many refinements to the

stored (MWh_ 550 310 basic schemes are possible, depending on the specific
project characteristics, for example,

The annual energy savings in the Bleuland hospital new building, extension or retrofit,
amounts to 98,000 kWh, and 81,CO0 m3 of natural gas. cold demand in summer only or also in winter,
The extra investment costs are Dfl. 334,000.-, which - comfort requirements and back-up systems for
means that the pay-back-period is 4.3 years, cooling.

The concepts shown in Figure 2 will be briefly disctmed
The third project involves seasonal industrial cool- below.

ing. WAVIN at Hardenberg is a huge manufacturer of

plastic tubes,crates and building material. Until recently, SYSTEM la and lb - This system applies to
groundwater was used for prc,cess cooling and discharged projects in which cooling is required for space cooling
afterwards to surface water. Because of the high quality only. Thus, the cooling denumd only occurs in thz
of the groundwater, which can be used also for the summer season. Ali the necessary cooling is supplied to
production of drinking water, the Dutch government has the building by cooling the ventilation air in the air
recently legally forbidden the use of this groundwater for conditioning units ('ali air systems'). The cold can be
cooling only, because of the high quality of the completely delivered by the cold storage system (sytem
groundwater, which can be used for drinking water. The la) or m combimttion with one or more chillem (sylm
alternatives for WAVIN are either the installation of lb). The storage is loaded during the winter season with
chillers or the installation of an aquifer cold storage the "cooling" coils in the air conditioning units. Them
system, using groundwater I_utnot wasting it. coils then fimction as conventional (pre)heating ¢oiht.

When the outdoor temperature is low enough, the warm
Some technical data are well water is cooled to the required storage temperature,

Cold Heat while the ventilation air is (pre)heated. In this concept the
storage storage long-term storage system functions ts a combined heat

and cold storage system. The advantage of this system is
Storage temperature (°C) 7 15 that separate chillers do not have to be installed to load
Production temperature (°C) 11 the storage. On the other hand, the choice of the
Total cooling/he•ring temperature levels and the siting of the counlmemts
capacity(kWo.,) 2600 requireextraatte_'iontoobtaina good balancebetweem

Storage cooling/heating charging and discharging of the storage. Therefore,
capacity (kW.) 2600 system concept is especially suitable for new congructiom

(building) projects.
The total cooling demand is 2.6 MW,,. If an aquifer

cold storage system is installed, there are seven injection SYSTEM 2a and 2b - In this system, the building

12
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installation can be considered a black box. Only the (plastics), paper industry.
maximum cooling load, the demand pattern, the cooled- The Poteatial market is about 300 industries that presmtly
water flow, and the temperature range have to be known, use groundwater above 50,000 m3/year and another 300
The storedcold is used for comfort coolingand industriesthatcurrentlyusemechanicalcooling.

sometimes to cool equipment (e.g. computer The totalof 600 industriesresultsin an annualgross
installations).Inthelattercase,itiscommon touse potentialmarket for cold storageof about 20

freecoolingwhen theoutdoortemperatureislow enough, projects/ymu..The aim istoreacha penetrationof I0_
by 1995 (2 projects/year) and 25% by 2000 (5 pro-

In some projects the cold storage system is jects/year).
combined with one or more chillers, which can be used
for additional cooling under extreme conditions. The risk GREENHOUSES
of a ct, ld shortage is reduced in this way. This option is A new concept for greenhouse cooling is being
most favorable if extension or retrofit of an existing developed. The basic idea is a closed greenhouse, with a

, installation with chillers is planned. If a new chiller has high level of CO2-fertilization and forced cooling. The
to be installed for additional cooling only, the feasibility market potential is high, but there are still uncertainties
of the project will be reduced by the extra investment about greenhouse technology and pay-back periods.
cost. The need for an extra chiller for additional cooling

(as a back-up) also depends on the comfortrequirements INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
in the building. The long-term national policy is to reduce the use of

The cold storage is loaded in winter by cooling the fossil fuel energy sources and to limit the environmental
warm well water in cooling towers or dry coolers. If effects of energy conversion. This can only be realized if
coolingisalsoneededinthebuildingduringwinter,itis allpossiblemeasures- seperateand integrated- are

usuallypossibletoapplyfreecoolingand tochargethe pursued including:physicalplanning,architecture,
storage via the same coolers, installations, unconventional energy sources and re-use of

waste energy, i.d.
MARKET POTENTIAL FOR COLD STORAGE IN An example of a future integrated system is the
THE NETHERLANDS energy-integration of residential and commercial buildings

with a combined heating and cooling storage system.
Potential market sectors for cold storage applications Cooling heat of offices and shopping cmtera caa be re-

are: used if (residential) buildings are well insulated, if low
- Commercial and institutional buildings (space temperature space heating systems are being used, and if

cooling) new technologies (_olar energy, heat pumps, geothermal
- Industry (process cooling) energy, co-genenttion) are properly tuned within an
- Greenhouses (apace cooling) integrated system. Heat and cold storage ht absolutely
- Integrated system necesmry to meet energy supply and demand. For the

prementioned reamns, the main issue of the Nethedamb
COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL R&D programme "Energy Storage 1990-1994" ht to
BUILDINGS develop and to apply optimized short and long term

This market sector refers to government buildings and storage techniques in integrated systems.
service industries such as hospitals and business offices. The market potential in the Netherlands ht
The potential market is defined as buildings with a floor determined prinmrily by the favorable geological
area greater than 5000 m2 (new buildings)or 10,000 me conditions. This is not the case for ali countries.
(retrofit), > 300 kW cooling Power and > 300 MWh However, the possible application c_ ATES in differeat
cooling demand. In The Netherlands, cold storage is countries is still underestimated, In r,mny countries,
assumed to be (in general) economically feasible for especially in the eastern part of Europe, with a
buildings that meet these criteria, continental climate, ATES is a possible and attractive

The estimated (gross) market potential for cold way of saving energy.
storage is about 40 projects per year, from which about
25 projects are newly t'uilt offices. The aim is to reach a MARKET BARRIERS
market penetration of 20% by 1995 (8 projects/year) and
50 % by 2000 (20 projects/year). There are several barriers that can cause projects to

be cancelled, or that may hinder the implememtation of
INDUSTRY projects.

This market sector is defined as the processing industry The main barrier is that consulting companies are
with present or potential use of groundwater for process often not familiar with the technology. The introduction
cooling, for example the food industry, chemical industry of new technologies consulting companies implies a
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certain risk, especially the bigger consulting companies successful. Maybe this experience can be used in other
do not want to harm their reputation by getting revolved countries as weil.

in a bad project. So they do not take the risks that are System integration is very important. Adding aquifer
inherent in new technologies. That means that, for the seasonal storage to an existing conventional heating or
implementation of aquifer energy storage, one is cooling system is very seldom the most optimal approach
dependent on smaller consulting companies with a limited and very seldom cost-effective. The storage component
share of the market. For the smaller companies, it is even should be an integral and essential part of an optimized

possibility to increase their reputation. These are energy supply system. The importance of optimization
important considerations because the construction of was seen early in the Netherlands research program.
different projects, m which the new technology is proven, During the first 3 years, when system optim/zation was
will increase the interest of bigger consultancies and not emphasized, about 90% of the ATES studies were
subsequently the market potential, cancelled. During the last 3 years, special attention has

Another barrier is caused by the consumer. Even if been given to system integration and, as a result, less
the eventual risks are well known and under control, the than 40% of the ATES projects have been cancelled.
average consumer is afraid of new technologies. For the System optimization means that one has to make choices.
extension of the Amsterdam airport, aquifer cold storage An ATES system with a 100% back-up facility is not
appeared to be very cost-effective. Also the technical cost-effective. It is either an aquifer system or a
risks were well studied and financial consequences conventional system; there is no way in between. That
investigated. The aquifer storage system would be does not mean that the risks are running out of control.
connected to the existing chillers, so that a back-up Today an ATES supply system can be designed without
facility was available. Nevertheless, conventional chillers any unacceptable risks or uncertainties. Risks can be
were installed instead of the much cheaper aquifer system quantitatively calculated very well and there axe sufficient
because of consumer reluctance in relying on the new system _esign tools to decrease these risks to a normal
technology. It is very difficult to deal with this undefined level.
fear for new technologies. Maybe more demonstration System optimization also means that the ATES
projects will encourage consumers to make use of aquifer supply system is a part of the total building concept or
cold storage, industrial process. Building design and the energy supply

Another major barrier is governmental policywith system are closely related. The possibilities of
respect to licenses. To get a license takes at least 1 year incorporating an ATES system should be taken into
and even then the restrictious could be unacceptable, account during the building design. The comfort level of
Now that the implementation of aquifer cold storage is an ATES building need not be less than that of •
increasing m the Netherlands, the Dutch government is conventional building. On the contrary, often an ArES
changing their policy. New laws with respect to limiting system offers a better quality. For example, the total
the use of groundwater clearly declare that energy storage cooling load, and hence the ventilation rate, can increase
is permitted. Local governmental authorities are even substantially, without increasing the energy bill. Also in
promoting the use of aquifers as storage medium because industrial processes the total cooling demand (quantity
of their potential of replacing conventional chillers, and temperature) should be considered carefully in

relation to the most optinud ATES prope_es.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS There is no general rule regarding how optimized

ATES supply systems should look like. The basic system
Future development of ATES is not a matter of lay-outs used today were mentioned also, combining

solving technical problems. There are no unsolved ATES with a heat pump can be very interesting if heating
_hnical problems if the storage temperature is restricted and cooling is desired. Also combinations can be made
to less than 40°C. If the storage temperature is much from the demand side, for example, waste heat from
higher, water treatment problems may occur. Below industries or from cooling equipment in office buildings
40°C it is a matter of system integration, economy, can be used for residential heating. It is a future
en_vironmentalimpact, challenge to develop energy saving systems by optimizing

Implementation is the ultimate goal and for that the supply as well as the demand side. It is certaia that
reason even more important than the development, optivmzation, as mentioned above, is very difficult
Nevertheless national R&D programs are very common (technical and organizational) but, if done properly,
and implementation programs are very rare. An results in a tremendous energy saving.
implementation program should supply the answers to
two questions: "How can one use the developed
technology m practice'.)" (system mtregration) and "How
can one sell the developed technology?" (marketing). An
implementation program m the Netherlands appears to be
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Overview of Projects with Seasonal Storage for Cooling
from Four Countries

V. Chant
Hick]ing Corporation

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

E. Morofsky
Public Works Canada

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT collaborative R&D work program (called Annex 7) specifically
targeted on thermal storage for cooling (Chant 1991). The

This paper presents the results from a review of projects, primary objective of Annex 7 is to identify, analyze and
technologies and applications utilizin_seasonal thermal energy document such systems and applications which maximize
storage (STES) primarily for cooling loads. The review energy savings and environmental benefits from the application
covers four countries (Canada, Germany, The Netherlands, of STES for cooling. The ultimate purpose for the re,suits of
Sweden) participating in an IEA R&D collaborative work this work is to encourage the adoption of thermal storage of
program. The characteristics of 55 projects are summarized, cooling as a standard design option.
Projects included in the review include projects with feasibility
study only, projects under preparation and completed projects Begun in 1990, this multi-year collaborative R&D work
(approximately equal in number in each category). Project program undertook a review of the state-of-the-art of storage
load type, system configuration, storage type, size and cost are technologies and applications in the participating countries.
included. Experience and lessons learned are also The review included storage technologies for building and
summarized, indUstrial applications, design models for application of th_

technologies, and methods of predicting subsoil characteristics.
Assessments of the infrastructure in each country to As weil, national reviews (see list of references) were

design and implement such projects are given. Market undertaken of existing projects and feasibility studies of
development characteristics are reviewed in terms of appropriate seasonal cold storage applications identifying costs
legislation and regulations, and other barriers and drivers, and energy use, advantages and disadvantages, and technical

and non-technical constraints to implementation. This paper
INTRODUCTION summarizes the results of these reviews.

Energy use for cooling, based primarily on electricity, is SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION
rapidly increasing in No_"h America and in Europe.
Especially important in bo_!' _ew and existing commercial Figure 1 shows the basic system classification structure
buildings, cooling is increasingly needed because of heat developed for the Annex 7 work program. The emphasis in
generation from computers and other appliances. In addition, Annex 7 is on seasonal applications (that is, with at least three
the emphasis on energy conservation in the past two decades months of storage) which have a defined charging cycle for
has decreased air infiltration in buildings contributing to an cooling, and which are cost-effective as compared with
increased requirement tor cooling. Increasing awareness of conventional system designs for the application.
the benefits from improved indoor air quality and occupant
comfort also leads to increased demand for cooling. OVERVIEW OF 55 PROJECTS

Thermal storage systems for cooling applications, or for Data for 55 projects incorporating cooling for storage
combined cooling and heating applications, can result in have been collected and reviewed. The data include actual
energy savings, cost savings and reduced adverse measurements, as well as estimates from feasibility studies and
environmental impacts as compared to conventional energy detailed designs.
systems.

The Executive Committee of the Energy Conservation

through Energy Storage (ECES) Implementing Agreement of
the International Energy Agency (IEA) established a
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QUALIFICATION FOR ANNEX 7:

Cold Storage: Must be charged with cold for purpose of cooling

Seasonal Storage: Discharging at least three months after charging

Cost.effective: Better SPF than conventional reference system

CLASSIFICATION: Each system must fit into either Column 2 or Column 3for each characteristic
identified in Column I.

Application: Cooling only Heating and cooling

Storage technology: Open (e.g. aquifer, Closed (e.g. duct in water bearing
ground source) soil or rock)

Cold source: Air (winter cooling) or Heat pump or system heat exchanger
surface water

Load: Building (residential or Industrial process
commercial)

Size of storage/load: Storage meets entire load Additional cooling required

Figure 1: System Classification

PROJECT ACTIVITY - There has been an increasing EXPERIENCE
interest in seasonal cold storage projects in the last decade as
illustrated in Figure 2. These projects have been primarily tbr The merits of cold storage systems have been

commercial building applications (83 %), while 13% have been demonstrated in actual operation. Electrical energy
for process cooling and 4% have been tor residential consumption and peak demand, and thus energy costs, can be
applications. About one third of these projects have been with reduced with seasonal cold storage.
closed storage systems (most of which are in Germany).

Experience gained from realized projects indicates:
SCALE OF PROJECTS - Figure 3 illustrates the range of

size of projects Loth in terms of amount of cold energy that is • The complexity of the control systems that are
stored per storage cycle and in terms of the cooling capacity required have presented problems in several
of the storage. The size of the projects varies widely from instances.
over 10 MW capacity (20 000 MWh stored) to 10 kW (10
MWh stored) and even smaller. The median size is • Some problems havesurfacedwithconventionalsub-
approximately 1 000 kW (1 500 MWh). (Ali units refer to system components. Existing equipment must be in
thermal energy stored or thermal energy flows.) good working order and be compatible with the cold

storage.
INVESTMENT COST - Figure 4 plots the additional

investment cost due to the storage against the stoiage cooling • Some aquifer systems have operated without major
capacities. These costs represent a mix of estimates (from chemical problems; but high concentrations of
feasibilities studies of systems not yet built) and actual costs, dissolved gases such as methane have presented
There is a definite economy of scale evident in the investment problems in some systems.
cost relative to the storage cooling capacity. Depending on the

tnclusion or not of some projects with extreme values, analysis • The start up of cold storage projects should be
of the data shows that STES project costs vary from about scheduled such that enough cold can be stored before
C$400 per kW (for 50 kW systems) to about C$200 per kW the first cooling season. The fall season appears to
(for 10 MW systems) more than conventional designs. Some be the logical choice.
STES designs cost less than conventional design.



INDUSTRY INFRASTRUCTURE

The industrial infrastructure required t4
for the implementation of cold storage
projects is considered to be in place in ali
countries participating in Annex 7. In t,9

general, ali the component expertise and

equipment are available; but considerable
improvement can be achieved in the __ 10

integration of the components into an _ ,
optimal cold storage installation, a, 8

Component expertise and technologies -- _.

geological and hydrological site o _ t
characterization, subsurface installation, _ .

and mechanical and control systems -- : :
are available. Specific consulting _ 4-

companies exist with experience in

designing STES and ground storage

systems for cooling applications. 2 _ _
Improvement is needed and expected,
however, in the design and integration of 0 +--- -_

components and sub-systems comprising t981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
a cold storage installation, and in the Year FeasibilityStudyCompleted

integration with building energy systems. _ ¢_ _ c,_ _] _ I]_ s_ ]

REGULATORY ISSUES

Figure2: Number of Projectsby Year

The most prominent legal and

regulatory issues that can potentially
affect the implementation of STES

systems are:

100,000_-
• Groundwater withdrawal and

well drilling; and

•2 _., o
IO,ooo_ [] _ []

• Reinjection of thermally (and _ _ o[]
potentially chemically) altered _ o[] _z#n_•_

'groundwater. 2 -, [] [] []

°Ad_o o
_. 1,000

Legislation and regulation which _ _ _ _:# [],_ -_

apply to underground energy storage _
A•

systems are generally the same laws "v 100_ []
which govern groundwater withdrawal ,_ " • •
and well drilling for drinking water and "2

for industrial processes. Aquifer thermal _ A = A- 10 ,,
energy storage (ATES) systems are _ :
addressed specifically in only a few •

instances. In Sweden, legal permission is •

required tor groundwater energy systems I .......... ---- .................................. 1

greater than 10 MW, or ATES systems t to 100 1,000 t0,000 100,000
with storage capacities exceeding 3000 Storage Cooting Capacity (kW)

MWh/year. Closed systems have

minimal regulatory concerns, except in I o Open • t.lo_l ]
Germany where the same regulations L

apply.

Figure 3: Storage Cooling Capacity by Stored Cold per Cycle

.



In ali countries, the relevant
legislation involves two to three levels of
governments: federal or national, state

1o,ooo,ooo
or provincial, and local or municipal. l

r, _ o A
The discharge of groundwater to the _

surface, and the thermal quality of the _ _ []
returned groundwater, will likely be more _0 I.000.000_ []

rigorously regulated in the future. The _" _ al, _t:_
complete return of the supply well ,_

volume via a return well is already z. '] AO o,,, o °
O []

recommended in o too.000_ _ [] t_required stronglyor

some cases. The installation of seasonal _

cold storage has the additional advantage ,_ _ &•
of mitigating the warming effects that 2 _ • []• ,_ J t

these industrial cooling processes have on >v t0.000_ o l
groundwater. -_

1

g,,

The development of more stringent "_ _: •
regulations with respect to the return of _ l. O00-r----_-, ............... , , , ,,,,,,, , , ,,,,_. , , ,,,_T
groundwater may support cold storage t 1o 1oo 1,oo0 1o,0oo 1oo,ooo
development, particularly in the industrial Storage CoolingCapacity(kW)
sector. In many industrial applications,

groundwater is simply used for process [] Opena, cl0ast]cooling and then discharged to the
surface. The temperature of the water
may be changed more than 20°C by the
industrial process. The environmental

importance of preserving groundwater is Figure 4: Extra Investment for Storage (Cdn$) by Storage Cooling Capacity
increasingly recognized.

MARKET DEVELOPMENT • Increased security of cooling where full-time cooling
is required.

The most attractive market sectors identified by the Annex

participants are: Other relevant factors are the positive public image of
adopting an innovative system design which is environmentally

• Commercial and institutional buildings (space and friendly and reduced exposure to energy availability and price
equipment cooling); fluctuations. In some applications, however, the STES design

is the least cost.

• Industry (process cooling);
The most significant drawbacks and barriers to cold

• Residential homes (space cooling); and storage installations are:

• Greenhouses (space cooling). • Higher capital costs with long payback period (most
cases examined had payback periods of four to six

The commercml and the industrial markets are by tar the years, about a quarter were longer than six years with
most important, and they have the best technical and economic another quarter with payback less than four years);
viability. Both residential homes and greenhouse applications

are less attractive because of technical and economic factors. • Limited energy and energy cost savings, compared
with total consumption for the building or process,

Benefits of seasonal cold storage include: limits the visible impact of energy savings;

• Energy savings and reduced energy costs through • Increased complexity of design, installation,
reductions in both energy consumption and in peak operation, and maintenance (in some cases); and
demand;

• Lack of user confidence in the reliability of cold
• Environmental benefits (displacement of conventional storage technologies and users making decisions who

refrigerants and electricity); and are not very familiar with cold storage options (more
education is required).

"3:'_
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The commercial and institutional building market is generally
identifie_l as being the most penetrable for the next several
years. Although industrial applications represent vast
potential, they are viewed as leas likely to be developed.
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Long-Term Performance of an Air.Conditioning System Based on
Seasonal Aquifer Chill Energy Storage
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The University of Alabama

Tuscaloosa, Alabama

ABSTRACT The focus here is the seasonal storage and recovery
of water chilled by exposure to cold winter air. The primary

A nominal 520 kW (thermal) Mr-conditioning system design objective is to reduce energy costs by minimizing
based on the seasonal storage of cold water in an aquifer has both demand (kW) charges and energy (kWh) charges.
cooled a University of Alabama building since 1983. During Electricity use is reduced, compared to conventional air
cold weather, ambient, 18" C water is pumped from warm conditioning with or without diurnal storage, because
supply wells, chilled to about 6* C in a cooling tower, and substantially less energy is required to chill water by expo-
reinjected into separate cold storage wells. In warm sure to cold ambient outdoor air than is needed to operate a
weather, water is withdrawn from the cold wells and vapor-c0mpression or absorption-type mechanical chiller.
pumped through building heat exchangers for air condition- Demand charges are reduced because the peak occurs
ing. Presented here are results of 6 years of study [sport- during water'chilllng on cold winter nights, which typically
sored by the U.S. Department of Energy through Pacific are periods of low electricity usage in large buildings using
Northwest Laboratory] of the first successful U.S. applica- fossil fuel heating in southern climates.
tion of this technology. This system yields high energy In addition to reduced energy and demand costs,
efficiency, with measured annual average COP of about 5 chill-ATES-based air conditioning offers several other
(SEER = 17 Btu/Wh), and energy recovery efficiency benefits. ATES system reliability during the air-
ranging from 40 to 85%, shifts utility loads from summer to conditioning season exceeds that of a conventional system
winter, and no chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) release, because cold water typically can be recovered from several

different wells, and the only component required to deliver
INTRODUCTION cold water is a well pump. A conventional system often

depends on a single chiller, several pumps, and a cooling
"Cool" or "chill" storage can be used in building tower with fan motors. The failure of a single component

cooling to store energy that is more available or less expen- disables the entire air-conditioning system.
sive at certain times for use during later periods when ATES-based air conditioning offers several major
energy is more scarce or costly. Diurnal cool storage environmental benefits. The possibility of chlorinated
applications that use off-peak electricity, to power mechani- fluorocarbon (CFC) release is eliminated because water is
cal refrigeration equipment and store cold water or ice are the only working fluid. CFC's are both greenhouse gases
becoming quite popular. The electric utility industry is and are responsible for the chemical destruction of the
promoting this application of diurnal cool storage because it stratospheric ozone layer. Increased efficiency reduces
shifts demand from peak to off-peak periods. From the electricity use, which decreases fossil fuel combustion and
viev,'point of energy conservation, however, one disadvan- its associated air pollution and greenhouse gas release.
rage of diurnal cool storage is that electric energy use is Southern utilities experience their peak power demands in
usually increased because of losses inherent in anv thermal the hot summer months and would benefit from the reduced
storage and discharge process, peak capacity requirements as load is shifted from summer

One alternative to the diurnal cool storage systems is to winter. An additional benefit of the aquifer chill energy
seasonal chill .Aquifer Thermal Energ3, Storage (ATES), the storage system is that the resulting low cost of air condition-
subject of this study. Aquifers are natural storage media ing allows new applications, e.g., industrial building cooling.
and only mc:tns of access must be constructed, typically a Aquifers capable of being used for energy storage are
system of wclls. Aquifers have been used for diurnal, available to about 75 percent of the population of the
medium term and seasonal storage of both hot and cold United States [1]. The earliest experimental studies of
wr,ttr. A thorough discussion of aquifer thermal storage thermal energy storage in aquifers examined the storage of
systems design issues is presented by Schaetzle et al. [1]. high temperature water [2,3]. A number of European
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countries, including Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden and
Switzerland have studied hot water aquifer thermal storage ""_"'"
systems, often as sources for heat pumps. Most of the *_'
European aquifer storage systems have experienced water
treatment problems such as scaling by calcium carbonate or
silica [4]. The first test of the feasibility of chilling and ,_,,,.,,,

storingDavisoncOldetal. [5].water("chill" storage)was conducted by -. _-,,,,_"__
Although chill ATES cooling systems have been used

in several other countries, the system at the University of
Alabama Student Recreation Center (UASRC) is the oldest
operating U.S. installation. The UASRC system was

designed and constructed in the early 1980's [61and began • 0,,_, _..._¢..

operation in 1983. This paper reports the results of "_'"
monitoring the performance of the UASRC chill ATES m,,,,,-, ., ,,,,. , ,,.,,,,,.. c,,,,,
air-conditioning system for six full annual cycles.

Figure 1. Chill ATES system schematic.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

The UASRC facility consists of 5760 m2 (62,000 ft2)
of conditioned floor space, with 14 handball/racquetball

courts, five basketball courts, a running track, a weight _ N
room, locker rooms, and offices. The estimated peak
cooling load is 520 kW (148 tons) [7]. Using a chill-ATES- ]
based system made air conditioning the gymnasium econom- _,u _z_4 t I
ically feasible. " * " *

The unconfined aquifer at the UASRC lies in an ,t,, HINTIN
unconsolidated sedimentary layer consisting of alluvial _.,'._ . * " . _r--_

H2_ T2[ 2 H,__
deposits from the nearby Black Warrior River [8]. The _ _ _aw._s Sri • ,, . ,. rym
aquifer layer lies above the indurated Pottsville Formation, Tts
which acts as an aquiclude, preventing the downward "
migration of aquifer water. The lower part of the layer is s 3• o

marked with sand and clay, and it becomes more gravelly
and less sandy toward the surface, which is mostly red clay. _ 50 ._
At the UASRC site, approximately 30 m of alluvial material .'CI1.DPRI)DIJCII(_14[$.J. x ,,

overlies the Pottsville Formation, and the lower .(0 m is ,.0 _n_me'rt__ru.

typically saturated with groundwater. ,,:arn, ma. m.xm3 .,.."_._

The ATES-based air-conditioning system, shown in ...tem _m. (._-_3 1'35 • H'I5
Figure 1, consists of three main components: (1)heat .,wtxr,_tm _ _ ,,
rejection, provided by a conventional cooling tower; nOUIFERFLO_IOIRECTION
(2) seasonal chill storage, provided by the aquifer; and

(3) heat absorption, provided by conventional cooling coils Figure 2. ATES system wellfield layout.
in the building air handlers. The aquifer system for the
UASRC system uses six operating wells, three "warm _ wells,

numbered 1-3 in Figure 2, and three "cold" wells, numbered this injection temperature is achieved by water recirculation
4-6 in Figure 2. The bold rectangle in Figure 2 is the foot- within the tower. For the Tuscaloosa area, there are typi-
print of the UASRC building. The wells are drilled through cally 1200 to 1400 hours below 6* C wet-bulb temperature
the aquifer and slightly into the Pottsville Formation. The per year. The chilled water is injected into'the cold wells
wells are a total of 27 to 30 m deep, use 25 cm PVC sand after being passed through a sand filter to prevent aquifer
screen, are packed with gravel in the 10 m thick saturated contamination. Cooling tower operation is related only to
zone, cased with solid PVC casing, and grouted with weather conditions and is not matched to a corresponding
concrete to the surface. Each well contains a three-stage 7.5 cooling load. Chilled water is stored in the aquifer until
kW submersible pump and return riser, required for air conditioning, which can be a few hours (a

Water chilling is accomplished with a conventional cold night followed by a warm day) to several months.
mechanical-draft cooling tower having a nominal water flow During hot weather, the cold well pumps withdraw
capacity of 102 m3/hr. The tower operates automatically chilled water on temperature demand. Water is pumped
whenever the ambient wet bulb temperature drops below from the cold wells and absorbs heat from the air-handler

about 6° C. Ambient (_,18 ° C) aquifer water is pumped units. The inlet chilled water temperature from the cold
from the warm wells to the tower, chilled to below 7* C, and wells varies upward from a minimum of 7* C depending on
reinjectcd into the cold wells. In relatively warm weather, how much water has been chilled the previous winter and
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how much has been recovered during the current air- _._1
conditioning season. The temperature of the warm water _ RE C0 _"E,_ r

leaving the building is typically 14 to 17" C. Warm water _t I_1 l #,r E C r I o _,

exiting the buildlng would ideally be returned to the warm q I_ __

wells, thus creating a system with no net water removal ts.. I

except for minor loss due to evaporation from the cooling "E lotower during winter water chilling. In practice, however, it 5
has been necessary to dump the warm water leaving the

building to the storr_ sewer, and, in addition, to pump water o : -Ii [, ii

o__ liI' "! r
upgradient from the cold storage zone of the aquifer (called o
back pumping), in order to minimize the loss of chilled ,..,-to-
water due to adverse regional aquifer water flow. -t5-

-20

SYSTEM MONITORING -_-
,. -:30-

Data are collected on the performance of the heat -35-

rejection (cooling tower), storage (aquifer) and heat _4o ..,.........:.....,..::;,,..,._,,_,,;_,..,;::::::,::_:::::::_:;,,,:_,,,..,..,..,::: ......,..,
absorption (building cooling coils) elements of the chill @_,_,_'._'4_°z_, _"c_,_',_J,'_c-__c_,(Pffe_
ATES system. To evaluate the water chilling system, cooling _ e_, _._ e_ e_ ,_
tower inlet and outlet water temperatures, water flow rates T I M E

and volumes, and power input are measured, as are power
inputs to the warm water supply and reinjection pumps. The Figure 3. Monthly chilled water injection and recovery
data acquired to physically define the aquifer performance volumes.
consist of drilling samples from the monitoring wells, aq_,ifer
water head data to determine undisturbed water level and

gradient, aquifer water temperature profiles, water flow Average cooling tower water inlet and outlet temper-
injection and withdrawal rates and temperatures, and pump atures, reported as Tin and Tou t, respectively, in the "INJ"
power input. Building inlet and outlet water temperatures (injected) column, and volume of chilled water injected,
and flow rates and power input for pumping water are reported as '1000 m3"in the "INJ" column, are presented on
measured to evaluate the building heat absorption system, an annual basis in Table 1. Average annual chilled water

To evaluate and monitor the aquifer, 21 monitoring injection temperatures vary only slightly from a mean of
wells have been drilled, as shown in Figure 2. There are 5.9* C. Annual injected volumes vary considerably, reflect-

three background head monitoring wells far removed from ing large variations in weather conditions. The cold water
the chill storage actMty, three additional head monitoring injection temperature is lowest during the coldest months
wells in the operating well field, and fifteen temperature (usually January and February), at the same time the rate of
monitoring wells. Four head monitoring wells (H1W, H2E, chilled water injection is largest. Table 1 also presents
H4E and H4S) and the temperature monitoring wells are annual heat rejection data, reported as "Heat Rej" in the
instrumented with thermocouples at 3 m vertical intervals up "INJ" column, for the cooling tower, which closely parallels
from the Pottsville formation. The head monitoring wells the volume of chilled water injected. The annual electricity

use 5 cm FVC casing screened through the saturated zone. use for the cooling tower blower and for the hot well pumps
The temperature monitoring wells use 5 cm blind PVC is shown in Table 2.
casimz. The monitoring wells are not ground packed. BUILDING COOLING PERFORMANCE - The

- monthly volumes of cold water recovered for air condition-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ing are shoo,xi in Figure 3. Water is recovered for building
cooling year-round, although little air conditioning occurs

The chill ATES system, the sole source of air condi- December through February. The ratio of volume recov-
tioning at the UASRC since 1983, has been monitored for ered to volume injected ranges from 1.6 to 2.6, reflecting
six annual cycles [S-121. An "annual cvcle" is October 1 to annual weather variations. This ratio is greater than unity
September 30 of the following year, which approximately because dispersion of chill energy into both the solid media
corresponds to an annual charge/dischargc cycle, and the ambient water or the aquifer formation necessitates

\VATER CHILLING PERFORMANCE - The that more water be withdrawn than was stored in order to
mt_nth!v volumes of ,,vatcr chilled during the six-year period recover a substantial fraction of the stored chili energy.
()ctober l, 19S5 thro_l,.z,hSc[-;tember 30, 1991 are reported in The annual air conditioning provided (heat removed
Fi_zurc 3 as volume "injected'. An operational problem in from the building) is presented in Table I in the "Heat Rej"
the 1987-88 water chillina season resulted in the loss of from row and "REC" column. Air conditioning is calculated as
6000 m3 to 15,000 m3 of chilled water in early January, 1988. proportional to the difference between the building inlet

The data presented here do not reflect this chilled water and outlet water temperatures. At those times when the
loss. Figure 3 shows the relatively short cold season avail- building inlet water temperature is excessive, the warm
able at the site, with the bulk of the chilling occurring during water exit temperature, reported as Tou t under the "REC"
December through February. column, exceeds the 18" C ambient aquifer temperature.
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Table 1 - Overall ATES System Performance Data remote from the ATES system activity., wells H4W, H4S and
H6E, are used to calculate the undisturbed aquifer hydrau-

1955-66 I_6._7 Is_r._ l_-as 1_9.90 155o.91 lic gradient at the site. The hydraulic gradient,, which is

INJ REC INJ REC _ RIEC INJ RE(: INJ REC INJ REC propordonal to flow velocity, is typically about 3-4 x 10"3 in
magnitude. The average aquifer flow direction is indicated

1000 m3 58.4 92.4 4.4.3 112 5,¢5 96.9 39.6 103 59.0 109 52.1 122 by arrows at the lower right of Figure 2. For the well field
T,n{.C) _e.1 14.5 163 1,.3 IS.9 lZ8 17.4 13.9 183 13.5 18.2 14.3 layout emF!oyed ,: the UASRC site, the warm and cold

Tout (, C', 5.7 18.1 6.1 18.9 $.7 17.9 6.1 18.6 5fl 18.2 6.2 t8.3 production well rows ideally should be located perpendicu-
Heat Rel 2.89 1.36 2.29 2.15 2.57 2.08 1.89 2.03 3.10 2.15 2.62 2.08 Inr to theaquiferflow.

(TJ) The natural aquifer flow velocity is pro'portional to
c._,,R,c 116 1.r4 :I_ 1_ 161 1_ the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer bearing strata and

frj) to the hydraulic gradient, as:
COP 4.1 5.4 4.6 4.9 4.4 4.6

ERF(%) 40.6 76,0 70.2 36.9 58.6 62 V = K. v h,/_ (1)
APF{%) 30.3 32.6 43.9 36.1 38.7, I 33.2

where V is the actual regienal flow velocity, K is the average
hydraulic conductivity, ,_ is the effective porosity, and Vh is

Table 2 - ATES System Electricity. Consumption the hydraulic gradient. The hydraulic conductivity has been
estimated from recent pumping tests as 25 m/day, and the

1986-8711987._ 11980-8911909-901'1990-91 effective porosity has been estimated as 16 percent at the1985-86
i

" UASRC site. Using a typical aquifer gradient magnitude of
Total MWh 91.9 111 '125 116 1:15 125 3.5 x 10"3 in EQ (1), a regional flow velocity of about 0.55,¶ =

Cola Wells 31.1% 32.1% 26.7 % 26.3 % 25.1% 29.0", m/day is obtained for the site.
" The water velocity differs from the thermal front

Hot Wells 11.1 11.7 122. 8.9 10.9 12.9 velocity, which is of primary interest for determining aquifer
BackPump 0.0 4.6 14.6 22.7 27.5 24.2 energy storage potential. When chilled aquifer water is
Tower 57.8 51.6 46.5 42.1 36.5 33.9 injected into the aquifer, "chill" energy is stored in both

water and the solid aquifer media. As chilled water moves100% 100% ",00% '_00% _00% 100%
.... through the aquifer strata, it is warmed both by mixing with

other water and by conductive gains from solid media. The
When this occurs, building cooling is being accomplished thermal front velocity, Vth can be estimated by [1]:
not only by chill recovery in warming the water up to the

ambient aquifer temperature, but aiso by "free cooling" as Vth = V. ,_p wC.w/[_p wCw+ (1-_)p rCr] (2)
the water is warmed above the ambient aquifer temperatu, e.
Thus, "air conditioning" or "total heat rejection" is the sum of where p is density, c is specific heat, and subscripts "w" and
the "chill recovery." at_d the "free cooling." "r" refer to water and aquifer solid_, respectively. As EQ (2)

The actual chill recovery, is reported in Table 1. Chill shows, it is alwavs true that Vth < V. Using _ = 16 percent,
recovery is proportional to either the difference between the P r = 1770 kg/m 3, and cr = 0.84 kJ/kg. K, the thermal front
building inlet and outlet temperatures or to the difference velocity is about 0.19 m/day at the UASRC site.
between the building inlet temperature and the ambient Only limited information was available prior to the
aquifer temperature, whichever is lowest. Total building drilling of the UASRC wells and not until after project
heat rejection always exceeds the chill recovery, and, in completion was the existence of a large regional flow
those years where the winter chill storage is small compared discovered. Excessive regional flow causes convection of
to the summer heating load, "free cooling" provides up to 20 stored chill energy beyond the potential recovery region
percent of the total air conditioning, surrounding the cold wells. The first measure taken to

The annual electricity usage for building cooling, control the natural flow was to dump the warm water e:dting
which is the cold well plus back pumping energy use, is the building cooling coils to the storm sewer rather than to
shown in Table 2. Back pumping has proven necessary, to reinject it into the warm wells. Reinjection into the warm
counteract the drift of cold 'xater downgradient from the wells is preferred from a water conservation standpoint but
chill storage zone in _he aquifer caused bv background it exacerbates the problems arising from the natural aquifer
rcgi,_nal ilo',,, greatly excce:5,ing design expectations. Energy flow bv increasing the magnitude of the adverse gradient.
use has increased as longer periods of back pumping have Wells 2 or 3 have been used for back pumping because they
b,:cn emplo._ed. Back pumping lasted about five months the are located directly upgradient from the primary cold
past tv.o annual periods, accounting for nearly a quarter of storage/recovery wells 4 and 5. A total of 76,000 m3 of water
the annual electricity usage. The effect of back pumping at was back pumped in summer 1988, and about 120,000 m3
the UASRC site is further assessed in References 12 and 13. was back pumped in each of the summers of 1989 - 1991.

AQUIFER STORAGE PERFORMANCE - Water OVERALL PERFORMANCE - The performance
levels around the UASRC ha;e t_een measured at the six of a chill-ATES-based air-conditioning system can be
head monitorin_z wells (H4W. H1W, H2E, H4E. H6E, and evaluated in several different ways. A common figure ofl
H4S). The water levels at the three head monitoring wells merit for the gross thermal storage efficiency of the aquifer
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is the Energy Recovery Factor (ERF) [3], defined as the recovered. The ratio of air conditioning provided to
fraction of the chill energy stored that is recovered during electricity input (COP) is low even though building comfort
building air conditioning over an annual period. Energy is better than for the case of mild winter followed by hot
rejection from the building accomplished by heating the summer, which results in a higher COP. Back pumping also
building water flow to temperatures exceeding the ambient reduces COP compared to a site with negligible regional
aquifer water temperature is not included as recovered chill flow. The 1989-90 annual COP of 4.4, e.g., could have been

energy. Table 3 reports measurements of ERF ranging from as high as 6.1 without back pumping, although building
41 to 87 percent. Note that the recovery efficiency for the dehumidification would have suffered.

10/87-9/88 period is significantly higher if the loss of chilled' Another possible index of system performance is
water that occurred during that winter is considered, suggested by the methods of Second Law analysis. A

parameter termed the Availability Storage Efficiency (ASE)
Table 3 - ATES System Performance Parameters cart be defined as the rado of availability recovered for air

conditioning to the availability stored, calculated as:

1985-86 1986-871987-881988-891989-90 1990-91
. .' ...... ' ASE = T.Qr(1-Taq/I'bi)/_Qs(1-Taq/Tte ) (3)%ERF 40.6 76.0 70.2 86.9 58.6 62.0

' COP 4.1 5.4 4.6 4.9 4.4 4.6 where the indicated summations are over an annual period,

*/.ASE 14.0 32.1 33.6 39.0 24.9 22.2 and Or is the chill energy recovered, T,_ is the ambient,aq
aquifer temperature (which corresponds to the "dead state"

%APF 30.3 32.6 43.9 36.1 38.7 33.2 temperature), Tbi is the building inlet water temperature,
OI 1.8 ' 2.1 2.8 2.2 2.3 1.9 Os is the chill energy stored, and Tte is the chilled water, L ,,

WSI 0.77 2.37 1.44 2.77 1.28 1.85 injection temperature, ali over a particular subperiod. EQ
(3) was used with data for monthly subperiods and a value of

Taq = 18" C to calculate values of ASE for the six annual
The ERF is not an ideal measure of system effective- permds, as reported in Table 3. ASE varies considerably

hess for two reasons. First, the ERF is strongly dependent from year to year and, as will be demonstrated, also depends
upon annual weather conditions. Specifically, the water significantly on weather.
chilling capacity, or availability of cold weather, is unrelated An alternative parameter for the evaluation of
to the air conditioning load, or amount of hot weather. The seasonal thermal storage system is the Aquifer Perfo. ,nance
second weakness of ERF as a performance measure is that it Factor (APF), which is defined as [13]:
is only loosely related to building comfort. To illustrate

these problems, consider the example of a long, cold winter APF = (Taq - Tbi)/(Taq - Tte ) (4)
followed by a mild summer. More cold water is stored than
necessary, so the ERF is low. Nevertheless, the building air The APF does not depend directly on the relative quantities
conditioning will be of high quality, with good dehumidifica- of energy stored and recovered but is indicative of the
tion. The opposite situation, a brief, warm Winter followed success of the system in recovering low temperature water.
by a long, hot summer, results in insufficient chilled water Recovery of low temperature water, as opposed to recover-
storage, so the ratio of recovered-to-injected cold water ing large fractions of the chill energy, is critical to providing
volume is large, and a high ERF results. In this situation, good building comfort and dehumidification.
the building dehumidification is poor, more of the air Building comfort for a given cooling coil configura-
conditioning is accomplished by "free cooling', and, lion is largely a function of entering water temperature. The
although a large fraction of the stored chill energy is recov- coils at the UASRC should perform very well with 10" C
ered, the quality of the building air conditioning is poor. water entering the building. A parameter termed the
Clearly, a performance parameter less influenced bv Quality. Index (QI) can be defined as:
weather variability is desirable.

From the air-conditioning viewpoint, the average QI = (The- 10)/(Tbi-10) (5)
system COP (similar to SEER), defined here as the ratio of
air conditioning provided to the electrical energy input where temperatures are in * C. Values of QI calculated
required to produce the air conditioning, is a common figure using EQ (5) are presented in Table 3.
of merit. Comparing the annual air conditioning (Table 1) lt is of interest to investigate the dependence on
to the annual electricity use (Table 2), measured annual annual weather conditions of the various svstem perfor-
COP has averaged close to 5 (Table 3). This is approxi- mance parameters. To quantify the suitability of the annual
matelv double the annual measured COP that is obtained weather for ATES system operation, a dimensionless
from conventional mechanical air-conditioning equipment Weather Severity Index is defined as the product of the ratio
of this size. Consequently, the UASRC is being cooled with of water volume recovered to volume stored and the ratio of
about one-half the electricity use of a conventionally-cooled air conditioning provided to chill energy injected. Both of
building. Note that the COP and ERF have similar prob- these ratios increase with increasing air-conditioning load
lems as measures of system performance. For a cold winter and decreasing availability of cold weather for water chilling.
followed by a mild summer, e.g., considerable energy is The Weather Severity Index is small for annual weather
expended in water chilling, but much of the cold water is not conditions favorable to ease of operating the system-- long,
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Experience with a Solar Heating ATES System for a University Building

E. Hahne and M. Rornberger
Unlverslt/it Stuttgart
Stuttgart, Germany

A thorough investigation of nn artificial aquifer is given

ABSTRACT in 141.Experience from investigations in manycountries
At Stuttgart University, a solar heating system is accumulatedin the IEA (InternationalEnergyAgency)

for an office building with laboratories and lecture Task Vii/XV Program.The Oenmmcontribution is our
r_x_mswa_ installed in 1985. The heating systemcon- flooded pebble-bed store(artificial aquifer). This store
sistqof 211 m2 of ungiRd.sdsolar collectors, a t050 m] hasbeenin operationsinceDecember1985.
water-flooded pebble bed heat store, and a heat pump.
This installationis a pilot facility and is includedin the THE ITW HEATING AND STORING SYSTEM
activitieq of the InternationalEnergy Agency(IEA). The
experimental heat storage contains ali heat exchanger A schematic picture of the heating system is
systems that are u_d for ground stores: direct water shown in Figure I. The systemconsistsof thr_ main
exchange and a 4853 m long tube for heat exchange, parts: unglazed collectors, a Pebble-bed store, and a heat
Ileal can be supplied to the store from the solar pump. The system is connected with the University
collectors or from a power station (as waste heat). The cogeneration plant. From this plant, heat can be dell-
store and its behavicur are de.c.cribed.The whole system vered to the store and directly to the _stitute building.

has worked successfully for 5 years under varied strate- The building has • space of 1375 m" for offices and
gies. laboratories and • calculated heat demand of atouad 150

In the first tw,, heating periods, the heating MWh/a.
strategy was aimed to collect as ml,ch _lar energy as
possible. Thus, about 60% of the heat demand could be
covered by s_lar energy; but the yearly heat pump .

coefficient_f-perforn_nce (C.O.P.) was only around r r- InshluleBuild,ag 1 //,72.76. With sn improved heat pump, which was installed IuncjIQzedC0ttecl0rs1 I ..L _ _,,,_ ,s0.w,_r. I

during the last 2 monlhs of the second heating cycle, a / i _ ti,,_,_, it,,,,_

the storage amounied to about 20 %. -- - -- ._ sts¢_.cl

INTRODUCTION
Codssngravel "Nonmode'oqu,fer | ....

World-wide investigations are performed to learn / h,_,,,_,q., ,,*,*l,,_'_',,,h,_,"'L'" I

atx,ut storing low-temperature heat in large and cheap / _ _ _.._,i|!/__ "

therefore aliof itscomt'xments and its constntction have he_Qnqef g

lo be simple and cheap. There _re a great many Ix_ssibi- K
lilies h_r storing heat /I/ and there are al_ discussions
on the u_e of ground stores /2/. Especially in Sweden,
large-_ale thermal stores have Ix.en built and te.sted/31. Figure 1: ITW lleating and Storing System
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in 8 different levelsin the store. An antifrecr,e ethylene-
As heat,_ureeewe u_e glycol/water mixture flows through the_e tubes. The

- heatfrom thecogenerationplant flow cen be regulated,,_'peratelyforeachcoil.
- ._lnr he_t from the unglazedcollectors.

The heating of the building can be performed - , zt. .

- from the cogenerationplantdirectly ^^ c,.trol.., 1

/ MAI- fromthe coge.lerationplant indirectly, I _ _ ""'L_"" I 1/ | I
,,o,o I ', t -I

- from the unglazedcollector_via the heatpump j__,_ ,-_r---._.._.,__. tI_, _.l:7:,,.__-_',_.r,...___._a_l_
.......from the unglazedcollectorsvia the storeJund ,n,,,,.,_i_..... \\ _, ,._ I II/_./__.,,_,_.'-'_,_i.."......... _ ....... -"_''_ ,,0_.

_M_ _' -- llt llt.lltl F ,thehe.mtpump. d.... ,ur, -.-. ."--'.:.i;_l_l III"I/ / ,,,,_ ".._P",m-,;_; '
"'o',,,,.... ,,_,-,

The ._torei_ shownin a cro._s-r,ection in Figure 2. -_.___/ic_._,,_._-_,_._.__,,_= ,,_.,.,,,
lt has the shape of a tnmc'nted cone and is lined with a /! .01,,, _J - " ) .._,._.,,..plastic (hi_h--den_ity polyethylene) fifil, 2.5 mm thick.

' There i_ no lherrnnl insulation on the bottom or the d,,,ho,g, Ce,,t,.,h,oO,,.,=,,_u,,_,O__h_ar_'"e

side_. Only on tsp, we put a 90 cm porous lava-layer

and60 cm of earth. [--_-_,_ !__ _y"-_//_ "/-

=._-:.-..... _.7._._.... q-_- .L_._ ,,,oq,-\ \\.,......,,.,_.... ...,_ _./// /,_I ' J .... _.-'-,,.-,::.-.-.------_- _ _....'"" _ " " "" / - II i "/
"---?ILL'4---T"r:J' """_ i ,r'.... ........ :'.,,...... :._;:._...:i:,""-_,....... :.,...,,_..:_._.:'.:T'.,,., ;/" \ "\_ / o,,o " "- -'" _-- """- ,.x,o_"_'_k///// ../

. ...... -.v.v...v..,,,-:-;",.........-, /
1 - / ,,ooeo .**,.. oo, , 0_ _ • .I _ •

i _ .':.'.'..v.v.:'/.': .'1:."- .......,,,,, -__. _.:--.I"
/.......... f.--?'-----.-.-,- .. •

'tO.I _ --. t_rp , I*'tr 41lit.diii |1#_1)_1|

'_5"" Figure 3: Direct water exchange "ring-system"

Figure 2: lleat exchanger system (coils)
With this system the store cam be charged in

Thi_ arrangement was thorn, becau_ it is cheap Winter from the unglazed collectors end it can be
and calculations had shown that Ios._esinto the surround- discharged to temperatures below the freezing point of
ing ground can partially be regained. The store is filled water.
with gravel of different size: larger pebbles of 16 to 32 The store was built u a full,-_.lle experiment amd
mm diameter form the layers at bottom and top; smaller is thoroughly monitored. For this purpose 415 thermo-
pebbles of 8 to 16 mm fill the ._ection between there two couples and 9 heat flowmetera were positioned in,

layers. Thus, a higher hydraulic permeability and around, and below the store. These pmbel were
smaller flow resistance in the upper and lower layers arranged in three planes in directions, 120° apart. The
with a more uniform flow distribution is provided, water level is controlled by mspecial well in the _o_;

The pehbles lie 4 m high, 3.72 m of these are water probes can be drawn from the store, in order to
flooded with water. The water portion is 37 % or 354 m3 control the growth of bacteria and possible chemical
of the water-filled store volume of 956 m3. The entire changes in the water.

store volume is 1050 m3, its heat capacity is
750 kWh/K. The store is 5.75 m deep. The groundwater HEATING OPERATION
level is only 80 cm below the bottom And may ri_ after
heavy rainfalls. The store provides three different SHORT-TERM TESTS - In two short-term cycles, the
po_sihilities for being charged and discharged with heat: behaviourof the store with respect to timea of loading
two systems which allow for a direct exchange of warm and unloading, temperature distribution, amd intemad
or cold water and one heat-exchanger system with mixing was checked.

4853 m of plastic coils. One direct water-exchAnge The store was first charged on Dec. 18, 19115
system is shownin Figure 3. with heat from the University cogeneration plant. Warm

When the store is charged, warm water enters water of 30°C And, family, 40°C was pumped into the
through the pipes on top and cold water leaves the store store through the top ring, while cold water wu with-
through the central header at the bottom. For drawn at the bottom of the central weil. The n'm.,mflow

discharging, the flow directionis reversed, was 8000 kg/h. During the four days of charging, a
The hest-exchanl.er system is shown in Figure 2. distinct temperature stratification developed, Figure 4,

Coils of polyethylene tubes (32/26 mm) are arranged with 36°C on top and I6OC at the bottom (cun,o 3).
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Thiq indicates high heat transfer coefficient_ to the Suh._luently, the store WLq left alone for a

pebble,;: nm,;t of the heat is transferred immediately in perh_l of 14 days. During this standby period, the
the mp part a,; indicated hy the large temperature temperature dropped by about 5 K. Then heat .wu

increase between curves ! and 2. extracted for 17 days hy the heat exchanger coils via the

....._.... , heat pump end the temperature decreL_Cl to 14°C. The

0 .... , , " '_ ;_,,_ various dala of this test and of the following one are

m , , ' -s.,:_,_:,-:__ listed in Table !.
2_.-T -'"_0."-- ........ ---,-. _:.--....:..1 In the second cycle, the ma.qs Pow rate was

_> , ' i I ,'-; .... I 1 I _:'';_:.L'I reduced to 4000 kg/h, but the charging temperature was
- J -'; , , ...... "-; ! / I r:_-.;,q increa._l to about 55°C. The temperature distHhutioo

'-o,g _'' .... / f. ".... _/_.... .....r" ",;"-.7"_-- _,_,,.,,,._,,,( _'4_.....;,_ for the store and its surroundings is given in Figure/,.... , .....5a.
a o[ _ --...;-FI I , I I _,-3: 0

,.-- _ ...,L -,a...J- ,--...-.._"-_ ----_ _ _ i-.. ..... ,p- .,.,,,__ _.-_ ffl
_ ,,.,--, ._ _ __._ . "4 _ ,_- • . i.., . " / l " ." '. '

0 10 zo :3o _,0 _0 "c _o /_1 o,........ ..,,'"'-
--- ° --/ I I ......

Figure, 4: Short-term tegt: temperature distribution in the I 8 ___ _ 0,.0,c,,_,,,,,," ,, v,,,,''"""/ °_ I I " "0'°'"
! .. ttor_,_O_ 'it e,,O .

,;toreduring charging and standby _0 _ I I _ _,,,--M

In _he following two days (20.12. to 22.12.), the _0 z0 )0 _,o s0 'c _0
middle and lower parts of the store gained heat (curves 2 Temperature -----
to 3). Altogether 20.4 MWh of heat was supplied to the Figure 5a: Shod-term tesi: Temperature distribution ia

store, 3.7 MWh of heat was lost to the surroundings. On the store during charging
Dec. 22, at ncmn, the heating _'Lq turTled Off and the

water was circulated through the store until 18.55 h Within !1 days, the store wM charged to about
(curve 4), in order to equalize temperatures; a mean 50°C quite evenly distributed (curve 6). Followin8 the
temperature of 29°C was reached, charging period, the store we di_harged for direct heat-

ing of the building for 9 days. This period is shown in

Table I: Data of Short-lerm tests Figure 5b.
G r':_d levQl

0 4 'r '

, ,.

_"! _ t c r c I t ;" "... " < . '> "-s,,,:_,-,,"' , , /

Ol_'rlt loft hPlt 10ur,ce -- " .... , "

_,'rtod _de or _tr,k dltl >_Z -- _- "_'" "'" -- _ ' '" --_

_, _._ r_._,_,,_,,, ._. _ : ,'.h o_ ,. i ,.:..J. -;-.. "-

"" ."";" '/*'_ ._. :_;t

........................ :4.,,,,, __ -- ._.,,..:._._._-==.=_--

................... .i_ r ! _ Chr_-,,o,_ I IllZ) le. ;t_ndhl °S • 14 'C _. SoU I -,,.,_' .0 _,,','_"o,, _,_,7,o

...................... I' fOl Ol - 41_fh,lr_In_ heal. pu_p 0,, • _ _ N_h O,s(_ir._ I

_4 OI _ h_,|t elchanr)er 05 " (|4 'C) OgO7 "_)_?_J4_,feCt

....... b ) slllrhn_ 11_2 Sit le Ne_lt llt_ql

S e ond C yC I 10 }I;;0::-] [-- i I

(h_rq_r,g power saltwort [ 01 .-Of )4 7 ff,_h ' "

0, O1 e6 / r_.g .,yste, _ • ?6 _ _ 0 10 20 30 gO $0 "C 60

A . 4 ooo k_/h TImplroturl ..-..-.

0_ • (_0._) Figure 5b: Shod-term tesi: Temperature distribution ha

)4 0_ / _,_,(hllr_trh_ tJ|rt_etho,,e 0e - 5 5 _,_ the store during charging
'1 0_ 8_ J rlnq sfst.m heating _S )S 'C

) 07. dt_.caa,lt_q heat pump I_ I'_h

0 0) ,6 "_q ','_" °s " _6s 'c About 5.5 MWh were drawn from the store and

0_.... ,,,.,_,, _5 " is "c its temperature dropped to 35°C. A sligh( temperalure
_'__ stratification developed as warm water was taken from
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the top and cold water was fed at the b_)ttom (curve IO). healing. Only _'hen there is not enough heat from the
During thi,_ Period, the ground about I m below the collectnr_ or the store, auxiliary heat ii delivered from
store was heated from 14oC to 18°C. Only 5 m below the cog,eneration plant. The control strategy for the hent-
the store, no short-term temperature effects were ob- ing ,Lv_temis presented in Figure 7. When heating of the
_rved. building was required at ambient temperatures Oamb

In the sub._uent discharging period via the heat above -4°C, _lar heat was directly supplied to the heat
pump, the stratification becomes more pronounced; this pump if the temperature of the unglazed collectors and
can be observed in Figure 6. The curve ! gives the tem- their transfer liquid (an ethylene glycol/water mixture)
perature distribution when the di.qcharging was ended was at least 7 K above the store temperature.
and a 29 days' standby period began. During this period,
experience should be gained on the Iosse.qof the store
from both internal hem' exchange - due to internal con- c0., '].., .(_ H..I, ,.,:j _1 '_e au,loans c.,.ls# 2 0q.,o0 L0odtr,_ 0/l_,t_ Stcft.

,t ,L,..q ' -e,*C II ,¢ }.,.eo-_*{ r_
veclionand thermalcr nduction- and loses to the exle- u,._'o:.._cot,.:,or, II U-_az_/Coat-:.tor

expected (curve I in the ground). : L:'."
:, ,,1 _ I r---_l":.'_'_:I

.... :-- .--__ _,-',..,, _.......
m "'' _:..... ! r I _'_"" I c,I.-_,-. .'_,.I •T.

_ ---.-'-.-J- _ -'_r

_ - II ........ t ........ I.--_-, ;'¢"..' I /L/X_ "_.'_,'"'

_, '-_',', _t_ 'f'' "_

.-" I

_ ..., ,aT.. t I Figure 7: Control strategy for heating and storing

i 8 _ ,,..... When this temperature difference w_ nol,,. -,t.
i .... , "',_ reached, the heat pump obta;ned heat from the store.

.... "..... _ This was extracted by the heat exchanger coils so that, if

_0 _2 _ _5 _s oc 20 neces_ry, freezing temperatures can be reached in the
To-,._-_,.,, _ store. At low ambient temperatures (below -4°C), the

heat pump was backed by the cogeneration plant. WhenFigure 6: Sh(,t-term tc_t: temperature di,_tril)utionin the
store during standby no heating was required, in winter or summer, the _lar

heat was directed into the store if the temperature diffe-
rence between the collector outlet and the store exceeded

At these comparntively low temperatures, ii takes
7 K. This was done by patch-wise operation, lt would25 days to equali_e a temperature diffe:renee of about
have been possible to feed the warm. water supply store,

4 K to ! K throughout the ,_tore. The bottom temperature but the demand for this was small.

increa.,;cd from 14 to 15.5°C due to heat gains. The re.suits of the two heating sea._ns are com-Roughly estimating from Figure 6, there were
only small losses to the exterior: the temperature de- piled in an energy flow chart, in Figure 8.
crea_e in the upper part of the store is compenmted by a
temperature increase in the lower part. But the value of
the heat - its exergy - has altogether decreased, of
course, with temperature changes of about 3/25 c.,q_,_,o,, E,,c,,c c0_,,,_,_,,o,= Energy gpO!

Heqt Eztr"JHeqt._Ot i_llll I_ II
' zIJ ,:,,'o,,_ I I;;_ I1,i_

O. 12 K/d which is still quite small. \t I. o,,,.:,us,:___,--. _'Su0t_ly

LONG-TERM TESTS - In such tests, the po_ibilities of u,_}_o.,,_ ; s,0,_ ; t_ pu_°I'_" ¥ '_'
seasonal heat storage for the solar-assisted heating of s0,0, c0,,,0;') .-_,,,__lu ,'_-',,-,_--i,_/,, I,,h'. ,,_,_
buildings was investigated. Detailed heat balances ,,,,,_,, ,, ,,_,,_ . . g

i L_ _lo,u_=

should relate the efficiency and the long-term behaviour '"" _" L0sm..... t0,,_'"t0,,

of the store with its Ios.,_.sand gains; its impact on the Ener_esmNWh,1%
surroundings and its water quality were to be studied.

Coll¢ctor Lo_st_ _so
1568

Starting in April 1986. long-term tesla were per-
formed for the two consecutive heating ._..a-.ons1986/87

and 1987/88. The tests were performed in such a way Figure 8: Energy flow chart for the heating system in the
that heat i_ collected from the unglaz_l collectors and seasons 86187 and 87188
either stored or delivered to the he.at [,ump for hou_
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The solar irradiath)n nf around 230 MWhla The behaviour of the ._tore and its inferdepen-

_gree,_well v,ith the nile nf thumb ()f I000 kWh/m 2 a d.,nre ,._.ilh the cnllect(',r_ i.qpredated in a compilation of
for Central European countries. The uceful gains, htr,v- the r_,nthly heat balances of the store and its tempera-

ever. are relatively ._mall with only about 3,10 kWh/m 2 lure in Figure 9.

a. But we u_ed only the inexpensive unglazed collect()rs The biggest heat inputs are found in the ._ring
which cannot collect high-temperature heat, but they suf- month,_ when the storage temperatu_s are still low. In

rice in a c_mhination wilh a heat pump. the summer months when the solar gains could be lar-
The ._lar fiaction f f(_r 1986/87 is gear, comparatively little heat was _tor_d, becau_ the

unglazed collectors were not able to provide heat ,,t tem-

he_t_uppliedby _,n 63.6- 3.3 peratures much above 30°C. An extra field of glazed
f = - = 0.62

heal luppliedtobuildg. 97.3 collectom would improve this situation; there is roof
space provided for _ch an extension. With high _torage

temperature, the heat loses became high in the _mm_
and 0.60 for the _cond cycle. This means that the heat- months. A large proportion of these losses ta, however,

ing sy,;tem is 60% a._si_tedby solar energy. Calculations recovered during the winter months.
show/5, 6/that ._]ar fractions between 50 and 60% can The fact thai the store wLq only insulated on its

result in energy co,_tof about douhle the present ones. top and not at the bottom and sides, cau._edan outflow
The heat pump operation was not so _ti_factory of heat of about 40 % in summer, but with most of this

in 1986187: The heat delivered was 93.2 MWh at an heat being recovered in winter, there actually resulted an

electric energy input of 33.8 MWh. Thus, the annual increc,;e of storage capacity, or a larger store (see
C.O.P. amounted to Table 2).

Tibia ._ flea!b_lance of the ,,tore m r_n he_tln_ legsoas_

heat o_lIput 9 _. 2 Hea, input Helt |tea! Io Hca! Heal I,"a I::hffcrr_
C.O.P. annual --- - = 2.76 ,_,_d G,o,,d ,_o,-_ =,,*,_

elect.en i_,pt)l 33,8 Heal
in kt\Vh O,. O., Qo Q, f), _O1

, ... ,._ , ,,,

The high eh.'clric energy input we,; caused I,y the t,_,,s,r_ _4 s60 z_4 _s7 t_._ _
heat pttmp ev_pc)rat-r _,.l_k.'h ',va,; not v,'ell adapted lt) t,_,_,,,,t 6_t _ :.'_ t_ _30 0
lemperntures of 15 t(_ 3()°C. The,::e prevailed, _hen the ... t,_*_,s'_ zgs'_u

warm f_re-run elhvlene glyc()l/water fl(_w f, orn the store o,,-o,
Szorage Ef'ficiency _lt "--O--_ 12 % II %

was mixed wilh the c(dd return fl_)w from the heat
O.. O., 1,.0 260

pump. A new heat pump was in,;talled in February 1988 c,_,_,,_ F,_,o_ _"(mc,_s"_T'7_'-'_'_" _

with an improved conlr(_l of power and refrigerant O,
,_uperhealing. and a lar._er ev_porat(_r. For the secnnd _...... F=to, r,-_ 0s'_ 0_

heating _a__n an improved C.O.P. of 3. I _'a,_ obtained.
Most of the heat, which was delivered from the Univer-

The effective storage efficiency we very high
_ity cogeneration plant, was u_ed to cover the extra heat

with more than 80%. The capacity factor Jrs indicates

demand after cold nights in the 86/87 season, when a how often the heat storage capacity was actually utilized
room-temperature setback during night had been

during a reason. The thermal capacity for the we-

practised. In the 87/88 sea_on most of the auxiliary heat ter/pehble compound was calculated as 750 kWhlK. For

of 12 MWh wa,_ used in Fehruary when the new heat rs in Table 2, a temperature difference ofT = 31 K was
pump was installed, taken under the assumption that tbe store could be

,_], ,' _:._._,,:..........,.,.,....)....,..,...,_,, ........... ,_. , . : :,.0,,. cooled from its highest temperature to the freezing point.
__ v,_"_.,. __ '. t _ _ t _ >_' I , ! '_,_ _0 I This does not account for the latent heat of formation of

l _ _ i I t i :/" % I ' ' , ,--, 'f " ice. Only a little ice was formed in February 87. The.'_ , , _. , , ' I I / : i'_ ! i ' ii / : --_ recovery factor rs indicates to what pereeatage the lost
_'_I.,_ 1,_..,"_. '\ ".___-_,,:f-__.: i _\_ ,a.[ _t_r.-_ '_'_ heat could be recovered, it was more thm_ 50% in both

._._<>>,>..... x:. ', ' IIEAT LOSSES AND TEMPERATURE IMPACT -The

•,_/ _' i tJ"_.k '_il'-_:_,,,I ] _ ' , L__,:..__._._.. : , heat store affects the surrounding ground with its tempe-/ , , , _,...... , _ _ ....... , , rature fluctt_tions, since these are larger and reach
|' i i i _ |i i , _ ' ! ' ' ! i ' ; ' i

-_5t-:-'----_ . "_L ..... -'-:_ deeper than the natural seasonal fluctuations comin|,. ,,, _ _., _,_,+..... ,., ,., 0 ,,'7' ...... .,.,1 from the ground surface. For an environmental impact
L__ _,_a_, _' _q_7 ...... __...2____ !q_t_ . ------4

(on flora and fauna), the layer I m below the surface is
Figure 9: } lear balance and mean temperature of the the most important. Thia layer will attain hilber

store
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temperaturesthan hy natural fluctuation in August, and ungla_t'_dcollectors would bring higher temperaturesin
the_ reachaleut t_m beyond the store rim. In February, the stare and thus, improve the Imlar fraction and the
theground temperature around the store I m below the C.O.P. of the heat pump.The water-floodedpebble-bed
surface c_rre_pondwe I with tho_ by the natural lm- store exhibited grind internal heat-transferqualitie_ and
pact, ._ thathibernating fauna._houldnot he irritatedtoo low internal mixing during standby. Ali systems of
much. In greaterdepthsor below the store, the imposed loadingor unloading(v._ter exchangeor heat exchange)
temperaturefluctuationsdiffer very muchfrom the natu- worked properly. No chemical or biologicaldeteriora-
ral one,=.Their effect on deep rooting plants shouldbe lion occurredand no watertreatmentwas nec_ry;
r_hservedon treesand bu_he_planted around the store.
So far, no effect has been fi_und. NOMENCLATURE

WATER LOSSES AND WATER QUALITY -Within 3 A area Greek symbols

years of operation, we encountered water loses of 13%. C.O.P. coefficient of r/ efficiency
There is, of court, evaporation of water on the water performance 0 teml_ratum

surface within the pebble bed. The top .surface area is Cp specific heat 0 mean temperature
402 m2 and if we assume - according to the volume capacity Ks capacity factor
share - nn area share o 37% fi_r water, the calculated m nuu;s Indices

evaporation rate would be 20 g/m2h, which definitely m mass flow arab ambient
appears to be too much. There may he some small leaks Q heat S store
in the sy,_tem. The quality of the storage water and its AQs extra heat stored i input
maintenance was considered a big problem when the or removed • extracted
store was planned. Luckily, after 6 years of operation, it R radius I lost

tumq out to be no prohlem, at all. The water has been rs recovery factor r recovered
regularly monitored for its chemical and biological qua-
lily. The evaporation residue has been increasing over REFERENCES
the years as an indication that some material dissolves in /1/tlahne, E., "Thermal Storage - Some Views on eonm
the water. In the latest check it ha.,_decreased. The sui- Problems', Proe. of the 8th Inr.Heat Transf.Conf.

fate (SO 4) is al_o increasing, while carbonate (IICO3) San Francisco, Vol.I, 1986, pp.279-292.
and calcium (Ca) remain about constant. The oxygen /21 l.x)ttner, V., "Die Nutzung von Erdreich und
content of the water decreased rapidly within the first Grundwasser f_r die saisonale Winneal_ichenmg
fifty clay,cof operatinn and stabilized then at a low value und als ganzj&hrige Wirmequelle _r Wlrmepum-
of 0.5 mg/I. The existence of e,xygen in the water pre- penheizungen', Z.angew.Geowiu., HER"7, 1986,
vents the formation of dangerous anaerobic bacteria and pp.5-20.
fi_uling procesms. The silicon oxide, which endangers /3/Fisch, N., "Internationaler Stand der Stilamalen
heat exchangers, increased glightly in the first year and WL-rnespeicherung', Aquifer-W..irmcspeicher-Pilot-
decreased thereafter. The biological quality is projekt, Fachkolloquiur,;, _tuttgart, 14. Mat 1987,
characterized by the number of colony-forming units publ. by Forschungsinn_'.'at _r Wirn_lcelmike.V.,
(bacteria). Their number I':as decrea_d rapidly within Stuttgart.
the first year and now ._-ems to fluctuate around a low /41 Glebe, R., "Ein Kiea/Wasser-Winncs_icher in
value of 2500/ml. The_ fluctuations are likely to be Praxis und Theorie', Dissertation am ITW Stuttgart,
cc;upled to the heating and cooling cycles; temperatures 1989.
between 30 and 40°C provide best breeding conditions. /5/tlahne, E., M. Hornberger, N. Fisch "Solar-usi_0d
The high initial number of bacteria was probably intro- district heating plants with long-term heat storage',
duced with the pebbles. The water has not been treated, Clean a. Safe Energy Forever, Proe. ISES Congnms
at all, while it is circulated by the various char- 1989 Kobe, Vol.3, pp. 1736-1740, Pergamon Prims.
ging/di_harging systems, and is in contact with the at- /6/Hahne, E., "System Design: Centralized vs. Deeea-
mosphere by way of the drainage devices, tralized Concepts', IEA Workshop Tutzing 1991 (in

press).
CONCLUSIONS

The heating system has worked very _tisfacto-
rily. Except for the exchange of the heat pump, there
was no interruption or disturbance in the operation for
two consecutive heating cycles. Collector size and
storage capacity matched well with the heat demand. The
addition of some glazed solar collectors to the field of
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Results of the Third Long-Term Cycle at the University of Minnesota

Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) Field Test Facility

M. C. Hoyer and R. L. Sterling

University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota

ABSTRACT istry is critical to the operation of the University of
Minnesota F'I'F, or any A'I'ES facility.

The third long-term ATES cycle (LT3) was con- This work was conducted for the U.S. Department
ducted between October 1989 and March 1990. Objec- of Energy through its Pacific Northwest Laboratory.
rives of LT3 were to demonstrate that high-temperature
ATES couldsupply a real heating load and to simplify INTRODUCTION
the water chemistry modeling. For LT3 the Field Test
Facility (FTF) was connected to a nearby campus The objectives in buildingthe University of Minne-
buildingto demonstrate the FTF's ability to meet a real sota ATES F'IF were to design, construct, and operate
heating load. For LT3 the wells were modified so that the facility in order to study the feasibility of using ArES
only the most permeable portions of the Ironton- in a confined aquifer at temperatures up to 150°C. The
Galesville aquifer were used to simplify water chemistry F'rF is located on the St. Paul campus of the University
comparisons and modeling. The campus steam plant of Minnesota. The FTF was designed to inject and
was the source for heat stored during LT3, recover heat at a rate of 5 MW(thermal) using a well

A total volume of 63.2 x 103m3of water was doublet spaced at 255 m, operating at an injection/

injected at a rate of 54.95 m3/hr into the storage well at a recovery rate of 18.9 LJsec (68.0 m=/hr). The wells ar_
mean temperature of 104.7°C from October through completed in the Franconia-lronton-Galesville (FIG)
December 1989. Tie-in to the Animal Sciences Veteri- confined aquifer at a depth of from 182 to 244 m and
nary Mea_cine (ASVM) buildingwas not completed until have static water levels about 55 m below land surface.
late December. A total volume of 66.0 x 103 m3of water Heat source for the F'IF is the St. Paul campus steam
was recovered at a rate of 44.83 m3/hr from the storage plant. Figure 1 is a generalized diagram of the FTF.
well at a mean temperature of 76.5°C from January Summary results of the experimental ATES o/des
through March 1990. Highest and lowest temperatures conducted at the FTF are presented in Table 1. Results
of recovered water were 100.0 and 47.8°C, respectively, of previous cycles have been reported previously (1-4).

Approximately 66% of the energy added to the For the previous cycles the heating load was a water-to-
aquifer was recovered. The useful minimum tempera- air radiator located on the storage site (Figure 1).
ture for recovered water was 49°C; approximately 50% When the previous cycles had clearly demon-
of the energy added to the aquifer above 49°C (33% of strated that >100°C ATES was feasible, it was deter-
the total energy stored) was delivered to the ASVM mined that one (or more) additional cycle(s) during which
building. Approximately 15% of the usable (10% of the the recovered heat would be used on the campus would
total) energy stored was actually used in the ASVM be desirable. Additionally, it was desirable from a
building. Operations during heat recovery with the modeling perspective to simplify the configuration of the
ASVM building's reheat system were troublefree, storage and source wells.
Integration into more of the ASVM (or other) building's
mechanical system would have resulted in significantly PREPARATIONS FOR LONG-TERM CYCLE 3
increasing the proportion of energy used during heat
recovery. The cost to connect to other ASVM building New operating and discharge permits, selecting an
systems for this experimental cycle was the main reason appropriate heating load in a nearby building, designing
for not incorporating other building systems into the FTF. and constructing the connection to the FTF, and modify-

The FTF ion-exchange water softener reduced ing the storage and source wells were required for LT3.
hardness of the source water to <5 mg/L as CaCO 3prior Permits necessary for operation of the FTF for LT3
to heating, allowing successful operation. Water chem- required going through the entire permitting process.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Drawing of University of Minnesota A TES FieM Test Facility

Table 1. Summary ofATES Cycles at the University of Minnesota FTF

Short-Term Cycles Lonq-Term Cycles

1 2 3 4 1 2 3

Duration (days)
Injection - Pumping 5.2 8.0 7.7 7.7 59.1 59.3 47.2
Injection - Total 17.0 10.0 10.4 12.0 74.7 65.0 47.8
Storage 13.0 90.0 9.7 10.1 64.0 59.1 21.4
Recovery - Pumping 5.2 8.0 7.7 7.7 58.0 59.7 61.2
Recovery - Total 5.2 8.0 8.0 7.7 58.8 59.8 85.8

Temperat_ Ire (°C)
Source Water 11.0 20.5 36.1 52.6 19.7 33.1 20.2

Injected Water 89.4 97.4 106.1 114.8 108.5 117.7 104.7
Recovered Water 59.2 55.2 81.1 89.1 74.7 65.1 76.5
Returned Water 29.0 54.4 76.6 75.7 68.0 60.4 68.1

Flow Rate (L/sec)
Injection 18.4 17.6 18.3 17.9 18.0 18.3 15.3
Recovery 18.1 17.8 17.3 17.8 18.4 17.9 12.5

Volume (103 m3)
Injection 8.3 12.2 12.2 11.9 92.1 93.9 63.2
Recovery 8.1 12.3 11.8 11.9 92.2 92.1 66.0

Energy Recovery Factor
(using source temperature) 0.59 0.46 0.62 0.58 0.62 0.62 0.67
(using ambient temperature) 0.59 0.52 0.71 0.75 0.65 0.69 0.70
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Necessary permits from the Minnesota Pollution Control nearly constant speed operation and a relatively simple
Agency, Minnesota Department of Health, and Minne- tie-in. No new control systems were required on the
sota Department of Natural Resources for the operation aquifer water side of the system. The fine control of the
of injection wells, discharge of waste water, and appro- reheat system was taken care of by the already existing
priationof ground water for two experimental cycles ASVM building systems. The FTF was tied into the
having no more than 90 days of heated water injection, buildingsystem upstream of the building's reheat
temperatures no higher than 150°C, and injection rates condensers. The only modification required on the
no higher than -17.6 L,/sec (63.4 m3/hr)were obtained in buildingside besides piping to the FTF and installing a
September 1989. Site closeout conditions includedfinal double-wall heat exchanger, was simply adjusUngalarm
temperature of the aquifer and sodium concentration of pointson the ASVM reheat system. The tie-in was
the ground water. Modeling of the planned cycle(s) and completed in December 1989, after LT3 had begun.
well moclificationswere significant factors in setting The storage and source wells were originally
conditions of the permits, completed with two screened intervals in the FIG aquifer,

For LT3 the F'IF was connected to a nearby the upper Franconia (UF') and the Ironton-Galesville (IG).
campus buildingto evaluate the high-temperature ATES Modificationof the injection/recovery wells consisted of
F7"F'sability to meet a real heating load. Several removing the UF well screens and replacing them with
possible nearby buildingswere considered fortie-in to blank pipes (Figure 3). This left only the IG part of the
the PTF for LT3 (4). Distance to the building, type of aquifer, the most permeable part of the aquifer,
building heating system, heating system capacity and screened to the wells. The capacity of the wells was
cost to tie-in were considerations. The Animal Sciences reduced somewhat. This modification simplified model-

Veterinary Medicine (ASVM) building was connected to ing of the aquifer because the UF and IG parts of the
the PTF. The FTF was tied into the reheat system of the aquifer have significantly different mineralogy and
ASVM (Figure 2), a relatively constant load. The charac- permeability (1). Additionally, using only the IG part of
teristics of an ATES system, with highest temperature the aquifer for storage simplified the geometry of the
water being recovered initially and relatively complicated thermal injection/recovery zone around the storage/
startup/shutdown and reversal procedures, strongly recovery weil, tending to reduce heat loss to the aquifer
suggested that replacing a base load portion of heating and adjacent confining beds.
need would interface more simply to the FT{=. Replacing While the wells were being modified, the pumps
peak loads would have required much more extensive, were removed and inspected. Inspection revealed that
and more costly, modification to the FTF. These would the pump in the injection/recovery well required replace-
probably have included variable speed pumps and a merit due to wear from the previous experimental cycles.
complicated pumping procedure. Replacing a relatively Replacement considerations included the capacity
constant demand part of the heating system allowed a reductionof the wells due to removal of the UF screens
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Figure 2. Configuration oi'the University of Minnesota ATES FTF ]'or Long-Term Cycle 3
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(recovery to injection and injectionto recovery) took less
s_. (m) 13=4_'__ _ than four hours. When the unseasonably warm January

weather continued, it was necessary to halt recovery
I_- because the attainable temperature drop across the

P==w ASVM heat exchanger did not lower the return tempera-
sl._ _ _ ture to less than the maximum temperature for the

- _ source well design (85°C), With this interruption,
10o- • i i. Pm(_ inspection and repairs at the source well were under-, . _ " •

i. ;,. • . . _ taken. Partial repair was not completed until late Janu-
F_.=== __ ary when seasonably cold weather had returned. Heat
Fm. _ lZ' _ Hole(l_k_n)

_ recovery was restarted January 31 and continued
8o- _---,-- -- Pwr_ (_ through March 29.

o p== PARAMETERS - Figure 4 and Tables 1 and 2
summarize the data and results for LT3. There were

- II only 47.2 days of injection because of problems with the60-- Wetltct_m

Ironton& I (r_).zl._ source well pump. Source water temperatures were
G=_vd_,Fm=. " - 20.2°C, a result of the previously completed pumpout to

- a temperature of -200C in 1988 (5). A total volume of
4o- - -- 63.2 x 103 m=of water was injected at a rate of 54.95E=-¢_reFm._ _

_ _ - - - m3/hrintothe storage well at a mean temperature of
104.7°C from October through December 1989. A total
of 6,21 GWh were added to the source water and stored

Figure 3. Conjuration o_tl_eStorage and So.rce Wells in the aquifer. Of the total, 2.11 GWh were necessary
FollowLngModifzcation to raise the water temperature to 4900, and 4.10 GWh

were added to raise the water temperature to 104.7"C.
A total volume of 66.0 x 1_ m_of water was

and the required heating need for the ASVM. The recovered at a rate of 44.83 m3/hr from the storage well
required pumping rate for recovery was determined to be at a mean temperature of 76.5"C from January through
approximately 12.6 LJsec (45.5 m3/hr) instead of the 18.9 March 1990. Highest and lowest temperatures of
L/sec (68.0 m3/hr)originally installed. The replacement recovered water were 100.0 and 47.8"C, respectively. A
pump in the injection/recovery well was sized for the total of 4.13 GWh were recovered from the aquifer. The
needed recovery rate rather than the original rate. mean return water temperature was 68.1°C.

Ion-exchange water softening was used during
LONG-TERM CYCLE 3 injection to prevent scaling and blocking of the heat

exchangers and the storage well during the cycle.
LT3 was planned to consist of 90 days of injection Operation of the softener during injection was nearly

of 104.4°C water at a rate of 15,8 L/sec (56.7 m3/hr), troublefree. The major change to the water was from a
Recovery was to be continued untila volume of water calcium-magnesium bicarbonate water to a sodium
equal to that stored was recovered. The recovered bicarbonate water. Source water had a hardness of 174

water was to be used to supply heat to the ASVM mg/L as CaCO3; the injected water had a hardness of <5
building as long as the water temperature was high mg/L as CaCO 3. Sodium concentration was changed
enough to be useful, from 19 to 101 mg/L by the water softener. Recovered

CHRONOLOGY - LT3 was conducted over 155 water had an average hardness of 48 mg/L as CaCO=
days between October 1989 and March 1990. Table 1 and a sodium concentration of 87 mg/L.
summarizes data for LT3 and previous cycles; Figure 4 PERFORMANCE. Table 2 presents the energy
presents LT3 flows and temperatures. Injection was performance for LT3. In reporting energy recovery, it
conducted from October 25 untilDecember 12, when must be remembered that the source water was consid-
lowtemperatures (<-18°C) hit the area and the water erably cooler than would be optimal for this system.
softener control system froze, causing the system to Approximately 66% (4.13 GWh) of ali of the energy
shutdown. Restarting injectionwas not feasible at that added to the water was recovered; approximately 50%
low an air temperature. Heat recovery was not possible (2.07 GWh) of the energy added to the water above
at that time because the ASVM building tie-in was not 49°C (33% of the total energy stored) was delivered to
yet completed. The ASVM building connection was the ASVM building. Approximately 15% (0.64 GWh) of
completed and tested in late December. Heat recovery the usable (10% of the total) energy stored was actually
began on January 2. Unseasonably warm weather hit used in the ASVM building. The remainder of the energy
the area, and on January 5 heat recovery was halted recovered, 3.49 GWh (above 20.2°C) or 1.43 GWh
and restart of injectionwas attempted. However, the (above 49°C), depending upon the base used, was
source well pump did not operate properly and recovery returned to the source weil. The useful minimum
was continued, Each switching of system modes temperature for recovered water was 49°C. Operations

duringheat recovery with the ASVM building's reheat
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system were troublefree after adjustingthe alarm points DISCUSSION
on the ASVM reheat system.

Temperature drop on the aquifer side of the heat The ASVM buildingwas able to use only about
exchangers in the ASVM building averaged 8.4°C, with a one-third of the possible heat supplied. If variable
maximum drop of 14.7°C. The building reheat side had pumping rates had been possible, significantly more of
a temperature rise of approximately double the aquifer the supplied heat could have been utilized. Integration
side temperature drop. When the heat demand was low into more of the ASVM (or other) building's mechanical
and when the recovered water temperature was ap- system would have resulted in a significant increase in
proaching the lower limitingtemperature, the tempera- the use of the energy supplied during heat recovery.
lure dropwas less (Figure 4). The cost to connect to and modify other ASVM building

systems for this experimental cycle was the main reason
for not incor_oreting other building systems intothe F'TF.

The ion-exchange water softener reduced hard-
ness to <5 mg/L as CaCO 3,allowing successful opera-

Table 2. Energy Summary o[ Long-Term Cycle 3 tion; control of the water chemistry is critical to the

operation of the University of Minnesota F'TF, or any
ATES facility.

Added Recovered

To Aquifer From Aquifer Percentage CONCLUSIONS

ENERGY. GWh

above20°C 6.21 4,13 66.5 LT3 did demonstrate that ATES in a confined
above49°C 4.10 2.07 50,5 aquifer at temperatures above 100*C can be effectively

tied into a conventional building heating system. AI-
Energyusedin ASVM building 0.64 though approximately 66% of the energy added and

Energy usedinASVM/ Totalenergyadded 10.3 stored was recovered from the aquifer, and 33% was
EnergyusedinASVk; / Energy added >49°C 15.6 delivered to the ASVM building, only 10% of the total

energy added to the water was used in the building.
Energy =upplied ASV[,A > 4S'_C / TotaJ energy added 33.3 Approximately 50% of the energy added above the
Energy supplied ASVM / Energy added > 49°C 50.5 usable minimum temperature (490C) was delivered to

the ASVM building. The delivery of heat from the
storage system to the targeted use is reasonably predict-
able if the parameters of the aquifer and operating
scheme are well characterized. The system as operated
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for thi,_cycle would not be cost-effective during an initial
cycle, but with continued use and an appropriate inter-
face, it can be cost-effective.

Ion-exchange water softening was effective in
preventing scaling in the heat exchangers and the
storage weil. Cnernistryof the ground water is critical to
the operation of an ArES system.
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Heat Storage at SPEOS (Swiss AYES Pilot Plant):
Chemical and Microbiological Aspects and Problems

L. Jollien, S. Remonnay and F. Mlserez
I C C Ingenieurs Chimistes.Consells S.A.

La Chaux.de-Fonds, Switzerland

AK_CT plantis locatedin LausannenearLake Geneva.
The designof the installationis very unumk_ and

The SwissATESpilotplant,SPE)S,is locatedin consistsof a largediametercentralweil, from
LausannenearLakeGeneva.The installationconsists which tw networksof six horizontaldrainsare

of a largecentralwellwitha networkof horizon- drivenintothe soilat the levelof two sandy
tad drainsin eachof two successivesandyagui- aquifers.D_ theinjectioncycle,the water
fers.Watergoes fru_me levelto the otherdur- is extractedfromthe upper leveland stored,

in_ the injectionand productioncycles, afterheatinq,in the loweraquifer.Durinqthe

Slightchanqesin the chemistryof the aquifer productioncycle,the hot wateris takenfromthe
havebeenobserved,generallywitha low impact, lowerleveland injected,afterheatextraction,

_adiz4 and clogvi_ by calci_ carbonatepreci- in the upperone. At the beginnin_(1982-1985),
pltationare the biggestproblem.Many experiments the hot aquiferwas not the lowerbut the upper

havebeenperformedto finda goodsolution.Dif- one. Since1985,the systemhas beenworki_ as
ferenttypesof heat exchangershave been tested: described above.SP_ is linkedto a heat l_ZXh,cer

tul_r, plate,and fluidizedbed. Severalwater (wastewater treatmentplant)and to a consumer
,_reatmentmethodswere alsoinvestigated:mecha- (UniversitySportsCentre).

n.ical, el_rcmagnetic conditioningand injection SP_ characteristicsare as follows:
of -chemicals.The fluidizedbed heat exchangeris Centralwell diameter : 2.2 [m]

currentlyrunningin _. Continuousinjection Depthof the upperaquifer : 7 [m]

of HCi (hyth_oric acid)was an effectivesolu- Depthof the lower aquifer : 24 [mi
ti_ for s_ca.linqpreventionbut it resultedin an Lengthof eachdrain : 25 lm]
m,creassin chlorxdeconcentrationand in corrosion Draindiameter : 0.2 lm]

of the _<_iip_t (includi_stainle&_steel). Storagevolume : 100,000 [m3]
Therefore,a bettersoluti_ mustbe chosen, Aquifer'stexture : siltand sand

possiblywithsutthe u_ of ch_cals, which may Upperagttiferpermeability: Ixe-4 Ira/s]
leadto envi/onmentaiimpacts. Loweraquiferpermeability : 5.7xe-4 [m/s]

Microbiologlcalstudieswereperformedto help Injectiontemperature : 40 - 80 [°C]
understandthe behavlourof the aquifermicroflora Flowrate : 5 - 20 [m3/h]

to an increasein temperatureand possibleother

changesprovokedby the aguifer'sexploitationas _reover, numerousmeasurin_pointswareset up

a thermalstorage.Up to now, the hy_/ienicquality for checkingand regulation:
- 43 piezumeters(agr/letsleveland pressure,of the waterhas not beenaltered.But some poten-
watersampling),tiadlypatten mcroorganismslikeLeqionellamay

representa biolovicalhazard. Therefore,it is - i0 thermumtrictubes (temperaturereadinq),

necessaryto evaluatedisinfectionmethods. - 6 verticalmicrcwells(toincreasethe perme-
abilitythroughthe t_ aquifers).

SPEOSPLANT Figure1 showsa schematicof the workir_
process of SFB_.

The SwissATES pilotplant,SP_ (Stockage

P11oted'Energlepar OuvrageSouterrain),was CH_CAL ASPECTSAND PR_
createdfor scientificresearches,withinthe IEA

(InternatlcnadEnergyAgency)programmeon aquifer SP_ WATE_ - Initialqualityof SPB3$water

thermalenergystorage.The researchesare spons- has beenanalyzedsince1979.Waterfrom the
ored by the SwissFederalOfficeof Energy.The upperand icmer a_fers werequitesimilar.



M.am parameterswere as follows: calciumcarbonate,whichdo not formdeposits,
Temperature : 12 [°C] was not observedwith any of thesedevices.

l_ : 7.2 - 7.6 [/] PlateHeatExchangerand Self-ScrubberBalls-
Alkalinity : 250 - 300 [mgll]as CaO03 The selfcleaningsystemis a mechanicalone and

Calcium : 62 - I00 lag/l] consistsof polystyrenemicroballs,whichrecir-

Magnesium : 15 - 33 [rag/l] culatecontinuouslyinsidethe exchanger.Turbu-

S_lium : 9 - 16 [m_/l] lence and erosiondestabilizethe depositsand
Silicon : 4 - 9 [rag/l] removethem.A barrelwith two basketsis used

Sulphate : 36 - i00 [m_/l] to guide the ballsinsidethe ey_er and filter
Chloride : 25 - 35 ling/l] themfromthe outlet.The resultswithhard de;o-

Dis.oxygen : 3 - 6 [rag/l] sits suchas calcitewere not as goodas wzth soft
depositslikeorganicmatter.The ballswere very

Preliminary"in vitro"testsinvolvingSPEOS oftenblockedinsideof scale,particularlyin dead
waterand sandshowedthat,duringthe loading zones.Moreover,scale takenout from the exchanger

cycle,calciumcarbonateprecipitationand clay can clogthe equilmm.ntdownstreamand the aquifer.
weatheringoccured.Then,duringthe coolingcycle, FluidizedBed Heat Exchanqer- The fluidized

silicagel reprecipitationwas expected, bed heatexchangeris based on the same principle.
It consistsof a tubularex_er with a fluidized

WAT_ TREATM_RTMErH(X_TESTED- Scalingand bed (quartzsand)outsidethe tubes.Sandpatti-
clogginghave occuredseveraltimes,particularly cles increaseturbulenceand avoidthe growthof

duringinjection.Silicagel precipitationdid not depositsin the exchangerby breakingthem.The

occur Uside the equipmentduringproduction._any exchangersystemworkswith_t scalingor clog-
experimentshavebeen performedto findthe best ging.Peeledoff depositsof calciumcarbonateare

solutionto avoidscaling.Three typesof heat partiallyheld in a cyclonedevice.The problem

exchangershave been tested: tubular,plateand is thataquiferpenmeabilitytendsto decrease
fluidizedbed. Severalwatertreatmentmethods by clogving.Thus, it is necessaryto wash the

werealsoinvestigated: mechanical,electrmag- drainsperiodicallywith HCl (Miserez,1990).

netic conditioning, and injection of chemcals Heat _er with SK_cial Coatina - A tubular
suchas HC1 (hydrochloricacid)and NaOH (sodium heat exch_er withPTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene)
hydroxide).Someof theseexperimentshave been coatingwas testedwithhard watersimilarto the

combined. Table 1 provides a stmmary of the water found at SPE_. Scaling did not occur inside
systemstestedfrom1982 through1992. the exeter becauseof the antiscalir_effect,

TubularHeatExchanger- Tubularheat exchan- but smallflakeswere observed_nstream. This

gers (eightmn parallel)with a periodicwashing couldsurelyresultin clo_ of the drains
processby HC1 in a closed circuit, were tested within SPBDS. In addition, heat transfer coefficient
first.Washingprocessesbecametoo frequent.The is so low thatthe volumewillbecum ixz_hibitive

exchangerswere blockedwithdepositscontan_ for a highoutlettemperature(Jollien,1991).

calcite(calciumcarbonate),ironoxides-hydroxides, FluidizedBed Heat Exchangerand NaCR Injection-
manganesecsadeand other fineparticlesdue to the NaOH was injectedat the ex_ inletto

weatheringof clays (Miserez,1989).Moreoverthe increasethe precipitationrateof calcium

permeabili_of the drainsdecreased,alsodue to carb_ate, so that the scalewill growinside
scaling, the fluidizedbed on the surfaceof the particles

PlateHeat Drhanger and HCI - After that,it (quartz sand).The pH of the exitwater increased

was decldedto cuntmuouslyinjectHCI into the wa- to alx_t8.5 to 9. Calciumoarbmmte precipitated
ter beforeheating.The resulting_{ was about 6.5 quantitativelynot only in the exchangerbut

to 6.8. This method was very successful in keepn_g but also in the aquifer. Cloggi_ was observed.
the exchangercleanand maintaininga good peme- Howeverthe scalecoatainsmore aragunitethan
abllityLa the drains.But it resultedin an in- calcite.Vateriteformationwas alsoobserved

creasein chlorideconcentrationin the aquifer but r_Dtsystematically.

and mn corrosionof the equipment.Evenplatesof TubularHeat Exchangerand 002 - Withinthe
the heat exchar_/er made of stainless steel (V4A) IEA Annex VI progrmmm, Subtask F, the German
weredamagedby pittingcorrosion(Miserez,1989). group is currentlyperformingfieldexperiments

Therefore,a bettersolutionmustbe chosen, with CO2 (carbondioxide)injectionin SPE_.

possmblywithoutthe use of chemicals,whichmay CO2 is used insteadof HCI to acidifythe water,
leadto envlronmentalnnpacts, keepingit in equilibriumafterheatinqand thus

Electruma_tlc Conditioning- Severaltypes avoidingscalir_.The firstresultsare quite

of physicalconditioninglikeelectromagnetic prumising.
fleld,permanentmagnetsoutsmdeor insidethe
tubewere testedat the runletof the plateheat WAT_ TREATMENT_ AVAILABLE- To date

exchanger.The formationof macrunoleculesof at SPB3S,ualy a fe_ methodscan be usedwhile
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mnoectioncyclesare operatir_.(Productioncycles studied.Theseorganismsmay representa biolo-
not need Water treatment): gieal hazard in an ATES system, for _le, near

- }Mat_ with continummhydrochloric the main weilof _ and in plumbir_fixtures,
acidinjection, if specificphysiochm_caland biologicalcondi-

- Fluidizedbed heatenv3mngerwith periodic tionsare found,(temperaturefrom30 to 50 oC,

Wash_ of the drainsby HCI. for example).LegionellaSl_.survivequite
Neithermethodisperfect,butthedisadvantages well in sterilizedand unsterilizedSPBOSwater
can be overc(aeeasily.The seom_ methodis (Montandon,1991).Theseorganismscan compete

mmning at the m0mentin SPID6. withindigemmm microorganisms,if temperature
The methodusingNa(_ injectioncan not be applied• is lowerthan45 °C. Therefore,it is necessary
withoutan adlitimml device,whichcan quanti- to evaluatedisinfectionmethods(chlorination

tativelycapturethe flakesof carbonateat the of storedwaterand/orsuperheatin_at 70 °C).
exchangeroutlet,for example,by usingcentri-

fugal force. BIBLIOGRAPHY "

_C_ OF THE ADUIF_ CHIXISTRY- Slight All the followingpapersare IEA restricted

changesin the c___mistryof the aquiferwereob- and can be obtainedfromthe FederalOffice

served,generallywithno effecton the aquifer, of Energy,OF_{, 3003Berne,Switzerland.
More significantwas the increasein chloride
concentrationbecauseof the continuousinjection (i)CHYN,_ (1983)- SPEOS,IEA AnnexIII-

of acid,withthe resultingevolutionof the pH Premiercycled'exploitationde l'installa-
and hardness(oversaturationfor calciumcarbonate), tionpilotsSPIDS,rapport1983.N° 703.217,

However,sinceabout1989,continuousinjection Lausanne,Switzerland.

has been stoppedand theseparametersare gradually (2)InternationalEnergyAgency,Annex III,third

returningto the initialvalues.Degradationof ExpertMeetingon energystorage(Lausanne,
claymineralshas not beenas strongas expected; January1983).Summaryof presentations,(hP/N,
dissolvedsodiumand siliconconcentrationsstill Neuch_tel,Switzerland.
tend to increase.Figure2 shows the evolution (3)CHYN, _ (1984)- SPEOS,IEA Annex III-

of the mainparametersof the water chemistry, Deuxi_mecycleal'exploitationde l'installa-
since1982. tionpilotsSI_36,rapport1984.N° 703.220.

(4)B. Saugy,J.-J.Miserez,B. Mathey (1988)-

MICROBIOLOGICALASPEC_ AND _ SPIDS,a seas(realaquiferheat store,Results
afterfiveyearsof testsand rulmir_.

Microbiologicalstudieswere performedto help _ of JIGAST(X_88, Versailles,France
understandthe behaviourof the aquifermicroflo- IHE, Lausanne,Switzerland.

ra to an increasein temperatureand possible (5)B. Saugy,IHE, (1988)- SPEOS,IEA Annex III-

other changesprovokedby the aquifer'suse as a Suiviscientifiquede la deuxi_me_tape,ralr-
thermalstorage.Up to now,the hyvienicquality port inte_aire au 31.12.1987.N°703.265c,

of the aquifer,suchas attestedby microbiolovi- Lausanne,Switzerland.
cal testsand analyses,has not been altered."In (6)J.-J.Miserez(1989)- IEA AnnexVI- Phase I,

vitro" (usingSPID_watera_d sand)and "in situ" FinalReport: Researchesperformedin

(uslngdrainsimulators)studieson the different Switzerland.La Chaux-4e-Fonds,Switzerlar_.
florado not show a criticalsituationWithinthe (7) B. Saugy,IHE, (1989)- SPID6,IEA Annex III-

contextof SPIDSenvironment,which is verypoor RapportfinalSPID6,deuxi_me_tape.

mn nutrients.Mesophilicand saprophyticbacteria, No703.293,Lausalme,Switzerland.
as well as alloch_ bacteriaof fecalorigin, (8)F. Miserez,(1990)- IEA AnnexVI - Ra_t de

tendto decreasebecauseof the high temperatures, la phaseint_aire, _ suisse.ICC SA,
almostnear-sterilization.However,in thisenviron- La Chaux-de-Fonds,Switzerland..

ment,the thermophilicfloraappearsto be able (9)L. Jollien,S. Remmmay (1991)- iEA AnnexVI
to dominatethe otherspeciesand thus,to provoke phaseII - Testd'efficacit_d'un &_hengeur
a modificationof the microbialecology, de chaleur_ rev_temeatanti-adherent.

Biocorrosionand biocl(x/gir_did not occurdur- ICC S.A.,La Chaux-de-F_, Switzerland.

Lng SPIDSoperation,althoughsome typesof iron (i0)L. Jollien,F. Miserez(1991)-IEA AnnexVI
bacteriaweredetectedat the beginningof SPECKS phaseII- Traitementde l'eaupar _l_vation

exploitation(Miserez,1989).Moreoverthe presence du pH par injectionde soude.

of dissolvedox,lgen in the aquiferavoidsan (ii)P.-E.Montandcm,(1991)- IEA Annex VI phase
extensivedevel_t of the bacteriaresponsible II- ExpertMeetingLa Chaux-de-Fonds
for blocorrosion,suchas sulfatereducers. 1991- Survivalof thermotolerantand poten-

Ubiquitousthermotolerantand potentiallypath- tiallypatho_m_micr_ in conditions

ogenicmicroorganisms,likelegionella,werealso of an ATES.La Chaux-de-Fonds,Switzerland.
• .
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High Temperature ATES at the University of Utrecht, the Netherlands

L.M.J. vmi Loon
Heidemij Consultants

Arnhem, The Netherlands

K. van der Heide
University of Utrecht

The Netherlands

ABSTRACT Project engineering and realisatio,q was done by
Bredero Energy Systems and Heidemij Cor;sultants,

A long-term thermal energy storage system has with support from the Netherlands Agency fo_ Energy
been implemented at the University of Utrecht campus in and the Environment.
the Netherlands. The project will extend co-generation
operation into the summer beyond heat demand periods,
resulting in increased electricity generation. The stored STORAGE SYSTEM- At "De Uithof", heat is stored
heat (90 =C) is used inwinter for space heating of several in an aquifer, a water-bearing sand layer between two
unwersJtybuildings. Inthisdemonstration projec_experience clay layers, at a depth of 210-260 m below ground level.
is beinggained, among others, with groundwatertreatment The pnnciple of the system can be seen in the artist's
and flow-rate control in an aquifer thermal energy plant. _mpression (figure 1).

The storage system has been infull operation since
May 13, 1991. tn this paper a short review _spresented
of the technical problems that were met dunng the
design stage and one year of operation.

The general conclusion is that during the first
operational period too much water had been treated so
that there was a risk of clay-swelling. This problem was
caused by a technical failure of the spit-control for water
treatment. Since the control system has been altered the
hzgh temperature ATES has been functioning perfect!y.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

GENERAL INFORMATION -The "De Uithof" cam-
pus of the University of Utrecht was constructed in the
mid-sixties. The building area is 335 000 m2 and energy
consumption is 37 000 000 kWh electricity and 10 000
000 m3 natural gas per year. The heat required to heat
the ou_ldings of De Uithof is generated _ntwo central . _..

pla"'s and a numoer of decentralized plants. In each
central plant there are neat-power co-generation units. -L,,..
The capac',ty of these co-generaticn units _s3.75 MW
the one plant and 4 MW n the other. Until 1991. neat
demand dictated production. Excess electricity was soic
"'.,_:he PL.;bilcUtilities Services.

However. s_nce 1991. electricity ,s aiso generated
:r_summer, and excess heat is stored for re-use in the
,v,r'ter season. Figure 1' Artis's impression

L4.1



Key technical figures in 4th cycle
=u= (precaJculated)

b_ding

_" i '-"i_ _ charge dischargei i, (summer) (winter)

__/_ _,_-_ amount 21 600 GJ

heat capacity 6.0 MW 2.6 MW

'C___- fy=c, energy 13 000 GJ

I' _---? ',et,ri,,ri_co_r,,.,t_,_tdicJn,_t, (6000 MWh) (3600 MWh)

_____ _ !L._ _-_ _- _'-o_"- temperature
. _ warm well 85- 95 °C 90-> 50 °C
i

,,.r,, ,,._l _o(_,,et_ cold well max 50 °C max 50 °C

flow rate (max) 100 m3/h 50 m_/h
Figure 2: Simplified diagram of the principle of the

system water displacement 100 000 m3/a 130 000 m3/a

storage depth 210-260 m 210-260 m
In summer the aquifer is charged by pumping up

water from the relatively cold well (the well on the right in
the picture), heating this water with the residueal heat

from the co-generation units and injecting it into the warm MONITORING PROGRAMME- The ATES-system
well at a temperature ot some 90 °C. The warm water is being studied in a monitoring programme during a
replaces the cold water and thus a warm bell is created period of two years (1991-1993). The aim is to dertemine
around the warm weil. When the heating season underground storage behaviour and to evaluate the
commences, the warm water is extracted and transfers energy balance and economic results.
its heat to the two buildings at "De Uithof" via a heat

exhanger, after which it is injected into the cold weil. Altogether,70temperaturesensorshavebeeninstatled
inthe four monitoring wells. With the aid of 25 observation

In figure 2 it can be seen that how the excess heat tubes, the groundwater level is registered and groundwater
from the central plant for the Veterinary Medicine Faculty samples are collected. These samples are analyzed with
and from the central plant for the Mathematics and regard to numerous substances including heavy metals;
Physics Faculty is transferred via two heat exchangers furthermore, bacteriological activity is measured. Possible
and transported underground to load the aquifer, expansion or subsidance is measured at ali wells and in

During discharge, the return water from the two the wide vicinity of the storage. To measure the volume
buildings first passes the heat exchangerwhich is connected of displaced groundwater, two water meters have been
totheheatstore;subsequentlyitmaybeheatedadditionally installed. In the above-ground system 10 heat sensors,
by boilers. 8 gas meters, 12kWh-meters, two pressure transmitters,

In order to prevent wells and heat exchangers 11temperaturesensors, a hardness meter andturbidimeter
becoming clogged by lime deposits, the groundwater is are used to monitor the s tem behavior and to establish

treated, forwhich awatertreatment unit (Ca/Naexchange) the energy balance. The data are recorded in a logbook
has been installed, inwhichmaintenanceandexpedencecanalsoberegistered.

The groundwater flow rate is changed by speed A final report is expected in 1993.
controlling the pumps and by control valves. To avoid

carbon dioxide being degassed when the pressure in the OPERATIONAL - The aquifer storage was tested
system drops too low, injection pipes are geared to a under natural temperature conditions late 1990. After
specific flow range, as disc_.jsses below, installation of the water treatment equipment, the system

• was started up on March 14, 1991.
More details about system design are given by van After several charge and recharge tests (15, 40 °C)

Loon and Paul (1991). A summary of key technical the system started complete operation (automatic) on
f_gures is given in Table 1. Thermal and chemical May 13, 1991 at a maximum temperature of 65 oc. From
environmental effects have been reported by Willemsen August 29, 1991, the injection temperature was increased
and van der Weiden (1991). to 90 °C.
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DESIGN PROBLEMS Accordingtochemical-physicalequilibriumcak::ul_ons,
an absolute pressure of 2 bar is necessary at 90 °C

WATERTREATMENT-Heatinggroundwaterbefore throughout the secondary (groundwater) circuit. This
injection means that calcitescalingcan be expected: the pressure is regulated in the most critical part of the
Saturation index for calcite(SI=)tends to increase atthis system (injection weil) by using several injection tubes
location from 0.47 at 15 °C to almost 1.0 at 90 °C. For with varying diameters and thus resistances.

•environmental reasons Ca/Na exchange treatment prior At a decreasing flow rate, smaller injection tubes are
to heating was chosen (Figure 3). However, this technique used and at avery low flow (about 10m3/hwhen charging)
implies a risk of clay swelling and conseqeuntly an • there is a throttle valve at the end of the smallest injection
increaseofflow resistance. Fromcalculations by Willemsen tube in order to maintain overpressure.
and van der Weiden (1991) it was concluded that a There are 3 injection tubes in the cold well and 2 in
s_,_t-treatmentof 60% _sthe maximum value that can be the warm weil.
used without a risk of clay swelling. Th_ssplit is probably
safe enough to prevent calcite precipitation. MATERIAL SELECTION - In order to limit heat

losses, insulation is needed throughout the system, lt is
,_- difficult to insulate well-tubing at 200 m depth. A material

.... _ had to be found with acceptable and fairly constant
thermal resistivity, a strength of (200 m) 20 bar pressure,
strongadhesionforce (expansion), andiwich isconstructable
and sufficiently economic.

Materials with high thermal resistivity contain air and
they are generally not strong enough nor constructable at
a depth of 200 m. After a pre-study of cements, foams.
fibres and double-tubings, an optimum was found in
spherelight-cement insulation, thermal conductivity 0,12
W/mK.During construction, no problems were encountered.

MONITORING RESULTS AND OPERATIONAL
PROBLEMS

ENERGY BALANCF - The first loading cycle is not
complete, because of a gradual starting-up procedure. At
the end of the summer season (week 43, 1991) 78 257 m3
of water and 18 170 GJ of energy was stored with a

Figure 3: Water treatment installations maximum temperature of 90 °C. Of this amount, 3 030 GJ
17%) hade been discharged during [;'e first winter season

at temperatures of 83 to 51 =C. This result is fairly good,
FLOW AND PRESSURE CONTROL - The compared with previous calculations, lt is expected that

temperature .s fa,r!y constant when charging the store, the thermal efficiency will increase to about 55% in the
: but the _njectLonrate _svanaote. To maintain a constant fourth cycle.

"]ect_on temperature of 90 :C in the secondary (aquifer)
c:rcuJt.:he groundwater fiow requires stepless control _n WATER TREATMENT- Water chemical composition
summer was monztored on several dates. Some of the results

When o_scr'arg_ng'.Pestore,the temperature gradually have been published by Willemsen (1992). The Saturation
drops from an _nqt,.ai90 C to 45 :C at the end of the _ndexcalculatedforcalcitearepresentedinTable2. The
neat_ngseason. However. :_e temperature demanded _n Sl values are calculated before treatment ("before"), after
the bL,_idirg f!uctuates great!y ,/v,th ambient outdoor treatment ("after") and within the warm well (aquifer).
temperatures, so _at the groundwater flow _nw_nteralso
reau_res step;ess control. Tn_s,s ach,eved by means of From the results on 13-06-1991 may be concluded
_requencyccr'trc, panels. At towflow rates, flow resistance that .'artoo much water has been treated during the first
a_m_n_snesccr's_derao,y, so that O., Cb: or CH. gas two months of operation.
cuoo2es may 't "'-_ 5s a result of under sressure, lt ,s After some research, it was found that the split-control
aoso;_,:eiyqecessar_ to oreventthis because gas ouDD_es did not function properly during the first two months.
can cause acbte we_tc:ogging, instead of 60%, 100% of the water appeared to have

The concentrations of soluble gases _nthe aquifer been treated. This problem was caused by an incorrect

are: N216.3 mg, I;CH, 0.08 rag,lt CO23 mg/I. signal from the flow meter to the split-valve. When this



problem was discovered, the splitwas changed. In the
nearfuturethe splitwillbe controlledby awater-hardness
meter.

Tabel 2.'SaturionindexSI for calciteduringoperation
..

13-06-91 29-07-91 30-09-91 05-12-91

Before +0.28 +0.30 +0.42 - 0.40

After - 0.05 - 0.08 +0.10 - 0.29

Aquifer - 1.37 +0.23 - 0.12 - 0.22
,=.

Sincethen, the Saturation Index has beenwithinthe
proper range, and salt consumption by the softener is
according to previous calculations.

A more detailedinterpretationof the water chemistry
is given in Willemsen (IECEC, 1992).

Figure 4: The groundwater engine
HYDRAULIC PRESSURES- The hydraulicpressure

inthe injectionwelldependson flow rateand temperature. CONCLUSIONS
if water is stored with 100 m3/u(maximum flow rate) and

90 °C, the hydraulic (over)pressure in the warm well is During the design of the high temperature ATES at
expected to be 1.7 ato. Monitoring results are presented the University of Utrecht many potential problems were
in Table 3. studied and safetymeasures were taken. During operation,

a serious problem was traced by monitoring chemical
and hydraulic features. Too much water proved to have

Table _1;Measured hydraulic pressure in injection beent reated by a Ca/Na exchanger, entailing a danger
well W, when charging the storage, of clay swelling. High hydraulic pressures on 1-7-1991

indicate that flow resistance was increasing and danger
01-07-91 29-07-91 29-08-91 for clogging might be starting. The correlation between

Saturation Index and hydraulic pressures have not yet
Flow rate m3/h 50 35 45 been evaluated.

After solving the technical problem of split-control,
Temperature °C 70 65 90 the ATES has been functioning without problems, up to

90°C. The project will be evaluated early 1993 in a final
Calculated report.
_ressure (ato) 0.95 0.75 1.25

LITERATURE
Measured

3ressure (ato) 1.1 0.6 1.1 Loon, L.J.M. van, and A. Paul (1991)
Aquifer thermal energy storage at the University of Utrecht,

Difference (ato) +0.15 -0.15 -0.15 the Netherlands
... Proc. Thermastock '91. pp. 1.3-1 to 1.3-7.

These results indicate that in the first two months of Willemsen A., and M.J.J. van der Weiden (1991)
operation a higher flow resistance did occur. Heat losses and groundwater chemistry of the Utrecht

This phenomenon disappeared after some time Univesity ATES.
/see conclusions I. Proc. Thermastock '91. pp. 4.12-1 to 4.12-7

OTHERS- During operation, some minor problems Willemsen A. (1992)
did occur concerning one pump, pipe leakage, and PHREEQM-2D A Computer Model to Calculate Geo-
frequency control problems, chemical Reactions During Transport of Ground-water:

During the summer period, the concentrations of Model DescriptionandApplicationtotheUtrechtUniversity.
soluble gases did not change. Proceedings IECEC Conference San Diego.
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Weil, Hydrology, and Geochemistry Problems Encountered in ATES Systems
and Their Solutions (1)

E. A. Jenne
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington U.S.A.

O. Andersson
VBB VIAK AB
Maim0 Sweden

A. Willemsen
IF Technology

Arnhem, The Netherlands

Abstract must be carefully examined and the installation planned
based on a knowledge of the kind of problems that could

In aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) systems, be encountered and site conditions. It is prudent to care-
wells provide the interface between the energy storage and fully consider the need for water tre_,tment and to antici-
use. Efficient operational wells are, therefore, essential pate that there will be some increase in injection pressure
for the system to run at maximum (design) efficiency, and decrease of specific capacity o_r time. Therefore,
Adequate test drilling to accurately predict aquifer the design should include 1) the capability to monitor the
properties is essential in the design phase; proper con- specific capacity, 2) an injection pressure control, 3) a
struction and development are crucial; and proper moni- permanent backflush system, and 4) a safety valve.
toring of performance is necessary to identify the early
stages of clogging and to evaluate the adequacy of well INTRODUCTION
rehabilitation. Problems related to hydrology, weil, and

aquifer properties include 1) loss of permeability resulting Aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) systems
from gas exsolution, chemical precipitation, and dispersion make it possible to achieve I;a.-gestorage volumes, hence a
and movement of fine-grained particles; 2) loss of recover- large potential energy tra,_sf,._ and obtain economy of
able heat caused by excessive regional ground-water gradi- scale, particularly if local ground-water gradients are small.
ent, hydrodynamic mixing of injected and native ground A driving force for alternative energy forms is Europe's
water, buoyancy flow (because of temperature-induced quest for energy self sufficiency (Rybach et al. 1988,
differences in water density); 3) leakage up along the well Louwrier et al. 1988).
casing; and 4) "fracturing" of a shallow upper aquiclude as During the early studies of Iris (1979) and colleagues
a result of an injection pressure greater than the hydro- at the Ecole des Mines de Paris, the concept of seasonally
static pressure on the aquiclude, recharging a solar/geothermal doublet was developed and

The predominant geochemical problems encountered commercialized for an urban area containing 200 housing
are precipitation of carbonates in some areas and iron plus units near Paris, France (Hadorn et al. 1990). Since then
manganese oxides in others. These precipitation problems the majority of ATES systems involve the doublet concept.
can be anticipated, and thus avoided, via geochemical However, because of the loss in recoverable heat caused
calculations. The likelihood of iron carbonate (FeCO 3) by buoyancy flow experienced at Colombier, near

precipitation is less certain because of the lack of adequate Neuchatel, the second Swiss ATES site (known as SPEOS)
research. Corrosion is a frequent problem, utilized a novel radial drain design in separate but

Most of the hydrochemically related clogging and adjacent aquifers.
corrosion problems that have been encountered in ATES China clearly leads in utilization of chill storage
systems can be predicted and avoided by appropriate having had "several years of experimentation" by 1965
design, construction, and operation of new ATES systems, (Yan and Woo 1981), with as many as 500 wells in
assuming that a comprehensive and careful site investiga- Shanghi province alone (Lundin 1990). There are various
tion that includes appropriate hydrologic and geochemical other heat and/or chill storage sites not included in this
modeling is carried out in advance. Because of local review because they were not reported in our primary
variations in hydrology and water chemistry, each project sources.

(l)The U.S. portion of this work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute.
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Many ATES systems have storage temperatures in the clay-sized material or amorphic precipitates that may
range of 12 to 40* C, but there have been only result from water clarification. If it is expected that
six with temperatures of >85"C (Horsholm, Mobile, frequent backflushing will be needed, it is advisable to
Plaisir, SPEOS, St. Paul, and Utrecht; Lundin 1990, Molz design wells with a permanent backflushing system.
et al. 1983, WiUemsen 1992). CONSTRUCTION ASPECTS - Even drilling a weU

The objective of this paper is to review the technical in an unconsolidated formation involves a risk of clogging,
design and implementation problems encountered to date especially if a non-biodegradable mud is used as a drilling
in ATES systems _rldwide, examine the extent to which fluid. In this case, clogging is caused by fine-grained
these problems are unique to ATES as opposed to generic sediment entering the more permeable parts of the
problems known to the applicable disciplines, and identify formation and lodging there (Glenn and Slusser 1970).
the solutions exploited to resolve these problems so that A loss of gravel pack permeability can occur while
they can be avoided in future ATES systems, the screen and the gravel pack are being emplaced. If

The scope of this review includes those ATES systems these components are not carefully installed, formation
that have been recor_ic, _in the Seasonal Thermal Energy sediment may be admixed with the gravel pack, resulting
Storage (STES) newsietter, the JIGASTICK'88 and in a permanent loss of permeability. Particle migration
THERMASTOCK'91 conference proceedings, or are and bridging of pores during well operation, especially at
included within International Energy Agency (IEA) high flow rates, may also result in clogging (Andersson
Annexes III, VI, and VII and for which enough 1988).
information was found to make a meaningful entry into Short-circuit flow along a casing may have been the
the Appendix tab|e. Thus, the review is not all-inclusive cause of the breaching of the upper confining at the
but does include the majority of ali experimental and Mobile site, allowing the mixing of the thermally altered
commercial ATES sites. Economic and environmental water with native ground water (Molz et al. 1978). This
aspects of ATES systems are not considered in this paper, occurs as a result of an inadequate seal above the gravel
The information collected on problems and solutions has pack and upwards along the casing.
been summarized in the Appendix along with selected key lt is obvious that inadequate well design, improper
information pertinent to the problem encountered. In the drilling, or inadequate well construction can cause severe
following text, ATES sites are referred to by their identifi- damage to the total ATES system. Therefore, adequate
cation in the table (acronym, company, or city), test drilling to accurately predict aquifer properties is

essential in the design phase of the project, lt is then up
WELL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION to the engineer and the well driller to carry out their work

skillfully. To reduce potential drilling and well construe-
In ATES systems, wells provide the interface between tion errors, some simple but important "guidelines" can be

the energy store and the remainder of the system; stated (Andersson 1990): 1) use biodegradable polymers
tl'.erefore, they are critical for the successful operation of instead of clay minerals (e.g., bentonite) in the drilling
the total system. Thus, wells need to be carefully fluid, 2) before setting screen and gravel pack, circulate
designed, drilled, and completed to prevent operational water until the hole is clean, 3) design screen slot size
problems, and gravel pack carefully to avoid sand production or

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS - In a storage system, clogged gravel pack, 4) spot weld down-hole pipe connec-
individual wells are generally used both for production and tions so that they cannot loosen and allow air entry, and
injection. Thus, they are operated under both hydraulic 5) develop the well (e.g., by airlift) until the water is free
drawdown and pressure buildup conditions. For the latter of particulates and no sand is circulating.
case,, this normally means a tight well-head construction to
avoid gas escape and a pressure relief device to avoid HYDROGEOLOGY
excessive pressure. On the other hand, if the water level
is low, a negative pressure can occur. In this case, airtight FREE CONVECTION OR BUOYANCY FLOW -
construction is necessary to avoid oxidation of FelI by Buoyancy flow is the flow in the aquifer that is driven by
atmospheric oxygen; either a set of injection tubes of the difference in density between hot and cold water (or
different diameters and/or a down-hole throttle may be between saline and fresh water). Buoyancy flow occurred
necessary during the injection phase to prevent ex_solution at ali sites where storage occurred at relatively high tem-
of dissolved gas and clogging of the aquifer with gas peratures in aquifers with a high permeability, i.e., Bunnik,
bubbles and/or precipitates. Colombier, Horsholm, Dorigny (SPEOS), Campuget, and

Because water almost always contains some partic- Mobile. Buoyancy flow can not be prevented for given
ulates, most injection wells will clog with use. However, it hydrogeologic and storage conditions, such as thickness
has been shown that well performance after clogging from and permeability of the aquifer on the one hand, and
silt and sand-sized particulates can easily be restored by temperatures and amounts of water on the other hand.
backflushing (Andersson 1988). However, specific capacity However, the amount and effect of buoyancy flow within a
may be only partially restored if the clogging is due to cycle can be reduced and the effect of buoyancy flow on
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the storage efficiency can be greatly minimized by implc- casing rather than breaching the aquiclude (Molz et al.
menting one or more of the following design measures: 1978).

• Inject warm water over the full height of the aquifer In general, breaching of the confining layer can be
and produce water only over some upper part of the prevented by an adequate design of the storage system.
aquifer as was done at Mobile, Horsholm, and Delft. Account should be taken of the necessary injection pres-
The results from tests at Mobile and theoretical sure during maximum flow and of possible clogging. Also,
calculations on the subject by Buschek et al. (1983) safety measures should be taken such that the system shuts
show that this can significantly increase the thermal off above a certain injection pressure. These safety
efficiency of the store, measures should not depend on a single pressure

• Drill horizontal instead of vertical wells as was done transducer.

at Dorigny (SPEOS). When there are two levels of THERMAL BREAKTHROUGH - The injection and
wells and the "warm" wells are above the "cold" wells, production wells should be at an optimum distance from

there will be a layered store, as with short-term each other that should allow for the maximum required
storage in tanks. In such a situation, the density amount of energy to be stored. Whether any influence of
difference will cause a stable situation when the one side on the temperatures at the other side is desired
lighter water is above the heavier, colder water. At depends on the injection temperatures with respect to the
Dorigny (SPEOS), it was subsequently found that natural ground-water temperatures. If the injection
there was a low-permeability layer between the hot temperatures at the "warm" and "cold" sides of the store
and the cold wells and that heat loss to the surface are such that the natural ground-water temperature is
could be lowered significantly by switching the cold between those temperatures, then thermal breakthrough is
wells and warm wells, undesirable. Undesirable thermal breakthrough occurred,

• Prevent vertical flow through the (vertical) wells when for example, at Kristianstad. If, on the other hand, "warm"
pumping is stopped. At Bunnik, it was found that and "cold" sides have injection temperatures that are both
vertical flow through wells occurred and contributed below or above the natural ground-water temperature,
significantly to the buoyancy flow. Vertical flow was then some thermal breakthrough is wanted. Kowalczyk
subsequently prevented by placing a packer in the and Havinga (1991) performed calculations on the thermal
warm weil, which was manually closed when the store efficiency of a store as a function of well distance. They
was not used. In practice it was found, however, that showed that the optimum well distance depends on the
the packer leaked the nitrogen gas used to close the type (heat, cold, or combined) and the temperatures of the
packer. This gas caused high pressures at the top of store. In case the injection temperatures are on both sides
the warm weil. of the natural ground-water temperature, the radius of
BREACHING OF CONFINING LAYER - When the influence of cold and warm well (Rth) should not reach

injection pressure becomes higher than the minimum each other (well distance larger than 3 times Rth). In the
pressure required to lift the confining layer, the confining other case the wells should be in each other's range of
layer will breach and the water will flow to the surface, influence (well distance approximately 1 to 2 Rth). The
This phenomena is known from artificial recharge potential for thermal breakthrough depends of course also
(Olsthoorn 1982) and from injection carried out to on the regional flow, the direction of this flow with respect
minimize subsidence caused by a lowering of the ground- to the locations of the wells and on the existence of pref-
water table (Rijkswaterstaat 1986). In general, the rule crential flow paths.
can be used that the injection pressure in meters of water PREFERENTIAL FLOW PATHS - Aquifers
head above the surface level should not be larger than 0.2 normally exhibit higher permeability in some layers than in
times the depth of the top of the screen below land others, resulting in a greater volume of water being inject-
surface. For the final design of an injection weil, an cd into the higher permeability layer(s). The effect of
accurate calculation of the allowed injection pressure variable permeability layers is to increase the surface area
should be made, taking into account the weight of the of the store and, therefore, the thermal losses. The flow
total column of rock and water above the top of the of thermally altered water to a greater distance in some
screen or above the top of the aquifer (whatever is the layers than other, cannot be prevented, but the following
most critical point) and the angle under which the matrix countermeasures can be taken to prevent exCessive losses
is likely to start to move. Breaching of the confining lavcr caused by preferential flow paths.
occurred at Horshoim and may have occurred at Mobile. • If feasible, use (screen) only the part of the aquifer
At Horsholm, a pressure transducer that should have shut exhibiting similar permeability values.
down the system before too high an injection pressure was • Contrary to the standard practice with water pro-
reached did not function properly. This is not an isolated duction wells of using the maximum slot size and
occurrence, as pressure transducers at St. Paul also gravel pack grain size that is allowed by the grain size
failed32_ At Mobile, it was speculated that the failure may in the aquifer, for ATES wells an (small) increase in
have been caused by piping along a improperly sealed well resistance to flow across the screen and gravel pack

may be beneficial by causing the injected water to be
f2) M. Hoyer, Oral Communication. distributed more uniformly over the various aquifer
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layers.Thisapproachwill,ofcourse,reducethespecific precipitate-inducedaquiferclogging(i.e.,reducedaquifer
capacity, permeability caused by precipitation within the aquifer)

REGIONAL FLOW - Where _gional gradients in results from carbonate and Fe plus Mn oxide precipitation.
pressure head in the aquifer are relatively large and the Problems with carbonates has occurred at St. Paul,
permeability of the aquifer is high, there will be a signifi- Dorigny (SPEOS), Horsholm, and Plaisir (Appendix).
cant regional flow that will cause part of the stored energy Extensive clogging occurred at St. Paul because the
to be lost. Significa_t losses from regional flow occurred engineers and geologists involved were unaware of the
at Bunnik,Dorigny (SPEOS), and Tuscaloosa (Schaetzle inverse solubility of carbonate minerals with temperature.
and Brett 1989). The. losses caused by regional flow can Subsequently, the quantity of carbonate available for
be minimized by altering the upstream head or effective precipitation was underestimated; hence, precipitation
permeability by developing cylinders clogged within a day or so because of the
® An active gradient control or "bypass" for the regional extensive precipitation that occurred. A Na-ion ex,_hange

flow wherein the upstream head Lsreduced by pump- system was subsequently installed that has been essentially

ing from one or more wells upstream of the store to trouble-free. At Dorigny (SPEOS), carbonate
one or more downstream weUs (transfer to surface precipitation was prevented by adding acid for some years;
water as is now done at Tuscaloosa). Willemsen and but, the acid addition was terminated because of

Groeneveld (1989) showed with computer calculations increasing Ci concentration and hardness levels of the
that such a bypass can effectively reduce the effect of water. Since then, there has been continuing
the regional flow on the thermal efficiency of the experimentation with a variety of physical approaches
store to zero. ("non-sticking heat exchanger coatings," recirculation of

• Passive gradient control wherein the impact of plastic balls), alkali addition to raise _he pH, and fluidized
regional flow is minimized by judicious control of bed heat exchangers. However, these treatments resulted
pumping scheduh.s can be effective if the regional in fine-grained carbonate precipitates that have frequently
flow is not too great (Schaetzle and Brett 1989). clogged the well/aquifer interface. At Horsholm, as at

Both of these methods to decrease the extent of the re- Dorigny (SPEOS), acid addition was used to prevent
gional flow through the aquiter store require significant carbonate sealing. Aquifer clogging at Plaisir occurred
investments, and care must be taken to ensure that they when the treatment control system failed. In the later
are cost effective. A low-permeability screen is only feasi- stage of this project, a cation exchanger was installed and
ble in shallow aquifers. Other methods that may be used no further carbonate clogging was encountered.
to reduce the loss in the efficiency of the store without Thus, Na-exchange resins provide a trouble-free
actually reducing the regional flow itself are to method of avoiding carbonate sealing and clogging, as long
• Inject into the store upgradient of the recovery weil. as care is taken to ensure that clay swelling and/or disper-

This requires that the quality of the energy in the sion does not occur and the disposal of the acid or salt
upstream part is higher, the wells are in line with the used to recharge the resin is not a problem. The likeli-
regional flow, and that the warm and cold sides are hood of 'clay swelling/dispersion can be estimated from
both higher or lower than the natural ground-water the sodium adsorption ratio and used in conjunction with
temperature. Otherwise, steps must be taken to the salinity of the water. An environmental consequence
minimize thermal breakthrough, which means that the of the cation exchange method is that sizable amounts of
wells have to be placed orthogonal with respect to the either salt or acid, used in recharging the exchange resin,
regionaJ flow. must be discharged to surface or ground water.

• Inject more water in the upstream than downstream Although not yet implemented in other than an
,Jell and/or produce more from the downstream than experimental rrode, a fluidized bed heat exchanger with an
in the upstream weil. This implies that the wells on in-line activated carbon column to remove dissolved
each side have to be placed in the direction of flow. organic carbon has recently been successfully tested. (3)

However, application of these methods may also involve IRON AND MANGANESE HYDROXIDE
significant cost. PRECIPITATION - The precipitation of Fe and Mn

oxides is caused by a change in water chemistry. Precipi-
GEOCHEMICAL SCALING AND CLOGGING tation of Fe 11I oxides can be induced by increasing either

the redox potential (Eh) or the pH. As illustrated in the
As is evident from the Appendix table, scaling of heat Fe stability field diagram shown in Figure 1, if either the

exchangers and clogging of wells, gravel pack, adjacent Eh or pH of a slightly reduced water (point A in the
aquifer caused by chemical precipitates has been diagram) is increased, precipitation of Fe oxides is likely.
frequently encountered in existing ATES systems, especial- Not shown on this figure is the effect of Fe concentration;
Iv the precipitation of carbonates in the systems operating as Fe concentration increases, its oxide will precipitate at
above 85"C and Fe and Mn oxides in low temperature progressively lower Eh and pH values. In practice, there
(<40"C) systems.

CARBONATES - Scaling (i.e., precipitation within
the above-ground portion of an ATES system) and (3) A. Willemsen, Unpublished Data.
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are at least three processes involved to create the Eh and Appendix), but did not occur at Utrecht, because a total
pH changes. Those are (Andersson 1990) 1) oxygen is pressure sufficient to maintain the dissolved gas in solution
added from some source and the Eh value is increased was maintained at the latter site.

(displacement from A to B in F'tgure 1); 2) waters differ- CLAY DISPERSION - Swelling and dispersion of
ing in their Eh status are mixed upon entering the well clays contained within the aquifer sediment occurs when
causing either an increase or decrease in Eh and possibly the Na saturation exceeds an amount determined by the
pH (A to B or B to A); or 3) carbon dioxide escapes from ionic strength (i.e., conductivity) of the water (WiUemsen
the water, increasing the pH-value (A to C). The latter 1992). Clay swelling and dispersion are unlikely to pose a

process is also believed to be one of the main factors problem in consolidated or silica-cemented aquifers even
causing the precipitation of carbonates in a production when the water is passed through a Na ion exchanger
well with little or no scaling in the heat emhanger. Where repetitively, as at St. Paul. However, it is the suspected ,

there are significant Fe concentrations, Fe carbonate cause of the last clogging problem encountered at
rather than Ca carbonate may precipitate. Although Plaisir.(4) Clay swelling and/or dispersion has been
definitive information is not yet available, the precipitation avoided at Utrecht, by treating the minimum fraction of
of Fe carbonate is suspected at several locations in the water necessary to prevent carbonate scaling; no
Sweden (e.g., Lomma). The Fe carbonate precipitate in scaling is observed at a calcite saturation indices of 0.6 to
these cases is not readily solubilized by acid treatment of 0.7 (Willemsen 1992). A large amount of sediment was
the well. recovered at Mobile (Molz et ai. 1983). The amount of

Shallow, unconfined aquifers generally have levels of suspended sediment may have been increased by the use
Fe and Mn that are likely to yield oxyhydroxide piecipi- of a foreign water (i.e., local surface water) into the
rates if air is allowed to enter the ATES system. Some Fe aquifer and/or the inadequacy of the gravel pack.
oxide, along with pyrite, was found on the heat exchanger
at Horsholm, presumably the result of partial oxidation of CORROSION
dissolved sulfides caused by air leaking into the system.
An air leak in the ATES system at Bunnik caused Fe and Both chemical and electrochemical corrosion occur in
Mn scaling of the well screen. Iron oxide precipitation ATES systems. Chemical corrosion is induced by
was presumed to be the cause of clogging at Klippan. constituents such as CO 2, 0 2, H2S, dissolved sulfide,

However, none of the processes causing Fe oxide chloride, and su!phate. Sites that have used HCI to re-
precipitation need occur during injection if the system is move or prevent carbonate precipitation, e.g., Dorigny
airtight, and the aquifer is selected or the hydrology is (SPEOS) and Horsholm, have experienced significant
controlled to eliminate the mixing of dissimilar waters corrosion. Corrosion was also experienced when a pipe
near the well. For these reasons, the likelihood of Fe connection was not sufficiently tight and allo_ed a small

oxide clogging during injection is low in a properly de- amount of water to seep through the threaded joint and
signed system. If for any reason an airtight system is not react with air in the annulas between the riser pipe and
feasible, any one of a number of iron removal methods the well casing. This leakage water with its dissolved Fe
may be used (Vail et al. 1992). The principal processes partially oxidized was drawn down to the submersible
leading to a greater likelihood of clogging in production pump inlet causing Fe precipitation and promoting corro-
and injection wells with water containing elevated levels of sion (Andersson 1990). Electrochemical corrosion appears
Fe are illustrated in Figure 2. to be more frequent than chemical corrosion. Electro-

CLOGGING BY MICROBIAL GROWTH - chemical corrosion is caused mainly by joining metals with

Clogging by biofilm or microbial slime is a well-known different electrochemical potentials but electrochemical
phenomena in the water-well industry (Driscoll 1986). corrosion also occurs on monometallic components that
The most frequent biologically caused well clogging is that have been stressed, e.g., welded joints, cut surfaces or
associated with iron bacteria, especially the ones belonging damaged coatings. Further, it seems that electrochemical
to the Gallionella family. However, in a highly reduced corrosion causes loss of material only on parts of well
environment, clogging can also be associated with sulphur screens and casings. Usually it occurs in water that is

- bacteria. In ATES applications, clogging by iron bacteria slightly acidic and with total d,'ssolved solids greater than
slime will is a potential risk mainly in low-temperature about 1000 mg/L (Driscoll 1986).
systems (less than 25"C) and in waters with an iron con- Protection against corrosion is in most cases
tent of at least 1 mg/U Other conditions that favor major dependent upon the choice of materials for each specific
bacterial growth are Eh values between 200 and 400 mV system. For instance, different steel alloys may cope with
and pH values between 5.5-7.5. expected corrosion, as well as plastic materials, ceramics,

GAS CLOGGING - Gas clogging may occur as a or corrosion-resistant coatings. A world-wide method for
result of the exsolution of gases present in excess of the galvanic corrosion protection of wells is to use a cathodic
amount that would be present at equilibrium with the protection system, normally z:ccomplished by connecting a
lowest pressure in the system. This occurred at Delft sacrificial anode to the well casing (Driscoll 1986).
because of the methane overpressure in the source/
storage aquifer, and presumably at Scarborough (see (4) A. Vinsot, Personal Communication.
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Figure 1. A portion of the Eh versus pH Figure 2. Illustration of hydrologic and geochemical
stability field for iron illustrating the likely processes that facilitate the precipitation or dissolution of
precipitation of ferric hydroxide and/or ferrous carbonate and/or Fe and Mn oxides in or close to (1) pro-
carbonate (siderite) as result of a change in EH duction well in an unconfined aquifer (carbonate and Fe/
or pH (aFe = 10..4M, temperature = 25"C; after Mn oxide precipitation) as contrasted to (b) a well where
Jenne 1968). oxygen-containing water that is undersaturated with respect

of Fe oxides (e.g., surface water or treated ground water)
and carbonate is injected into a confined aquifer.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION Clogging is the most frequent problem encountered
in ATES systems. Rapid filtration (e.g., sand, fiber filters)

Most of the hydrochemically related clogging and and frequent backflushing is effective against particle
corrosion problems that have been encountered in ATES clogging. Backflushing may need to be done as frequently
systems can be predicted and avoided by appropriate as twice daily, as in the chill storage wells in Shanghai
design, construction, and operation of by performing a province during charging (Lundin 1990). Bacterial bio-

comprehensive and careful pre-investigation. Because of films or slime are rarely a problem unless the water being
local variations in hydrology and water chemistry, each stored is a surface water or has been enriched in nutrients

project must be carefully examined and the installation and/or energy substrates, lt is presumably for this reason
planned on the basis of a knowledge of the kind of dis- that the water used to cool the cotton mills in Chartzhou is

cussed in this paper that could be encountered and specific not only filtered three times but is chlorinated twice (Shen
site conditions. 1988, Yong-Fu et al. 1991). Where Fe precipitation is a

Virtually ali common hydrologic and geochemical potential problem, confined aquifers are preferred and
problems have been encountered at one or another of the care should be taken that CO 2 is not allowed to form a
ATES sites (e.g., buoyancy flow, breaching of confining separate gas phase nor to escape, lt is also desirable to
layer, gravel pack failure, particle clogging, air clogging, limit the drawdown to the minimum extent possible.
methane clogging, precipitation Fe and Mn oxides), in Iron oxide and Ca carbonate solubility, as well as clay
addition to carbonate precipitation which is somewhat swelling and dispersion calculations have been found
unique to ATES and geothermal systems, lt is prudent to reliable in predicting when these problems will not occur.
anticipate some build-up in injection pressure and However, not enough experience has yet been gained to
decrease of specific capacity over time and therefore, to allow the prediction of Fe carbonate precipitation.
include in the design 1) the capability to monitor the Research on this problems, as well as on the effects of

specific capacity, 2) an injection pressure control with kinetic inhibitors (e.g., DOC, PO4, Mg) on Ca carbonate
more than one transducer, 3) a permanent backflush precipitation and complexation with dissolved organic
system, and 4) a safety valve.
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carbon on the apparent oversaturation of Fe oxides is Andersson, O. 1988. 'Injection Well Designing
underway within Annex VI of the IEA. Requires Special Concerns." In Geohydrology in

Steps to detect and avoid corrosion include 1) not Practice Symposium. VIAK AB, Stockholm,
allowing contact be_een metals or alloys with different Sweden (in Swedish).
electrochemical potentials, 2) not allowing oxygen to enter
the system at any point, and 3) a_iding the use of acid to Andersson, O. 1990. "Scaling and Corrosion in

prevent scaling and dogging, and 4) installing a corrosion Subsurface Thermal Energy Storage Systems." In
detector. J.C. Hooghart and C.W.S. Posthumus (eds),

Hydrgch_misl_ry _nd Energy Storage in Aquifers.

CONCLUSIONS TNO Technical Meeting 48, Ede, The Netherlands.

• There is an acute need for greater use of multi- An92a Andersson, O. 1992a. "Evaluation of the Well

discipline experience in the design and implemen- Development at Lomma ATES Plant." Swedish
tation of ATES because most technical problems Council for Building Research. Stockholm, Sweden.
encountered to date could have been avoided if they

' had been anticipated in the design, construction, and An92b Andersson, O. 1992b. Ooerational Monit_

implementation stage and the appropriate steps taken the Sparven ATES Plani. Consultant Commission
to prevent their occurrence. Report on Behalf of Telaris, MaimS. VBB VIAk

• From a hydrogeological point of view, confined AB, Maim/5, Sweden.
aquifers are strongly preferred over unconfined
aquifers, because the potential for mixing of BS85 Bruggen, R.IA. van der and A.L. Snijders. 1985.
reduced and oxidized waters is much reduced. "Heating of an Office Building Using Solar Energy

• Minimize buoyancy flow losses by injecting thermally in Combination with a Heat Pump and Seasonal
altered water over the full height of the aquifer but Heat Storage." In Proceedings ENERSTOCK'85.

produce only from the upper part of the aquifer, or Public Works Canada, Ottawa, Canada.
drilling horizontal instead of vertical wells.

_ • Use best available hydrologic modeling to optimize BD83 Buschek, T.A., C. Doughty, and C.E Tsang. 1983.
distance between warm and cold wells. "Prediction and Analysis of a Field Experiment on

• Losses from excessive regional flow can be minimized a Multilayered Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage
through lowering the upstream head by pumping an System with Strong Buoyancy Flow." W.._gtl_
appropriate distance upgradient of the recovery well Resources R_. 19:1307-1315.
and/or by injection at an appropriate distance
downgradient. Da91 Dalton, M. 1991. Ouestionnair¢ for Review of CoLd

s Multiple pressure transducers should be included in Storage Projects willhin IEA-Anne× 7.. Hickling
the design to shut down the system before excessive Corp., Ottawa, Canada, February 199L
pressures can cause a breaching of the confining layer.

• Closed and over-pressured systems are generally Driscoll, EG. 1986. Grotlndwater and Wells.
essential to avoid loss of carbon dioxide and Second Edition. Johnson Division, St. Paul,
entrance of air. Minnesota.

• Where the ground water contains considerable
dissolved gases, a sufficient overpressure must be EH83 Emmelin, A., H. Hyd6n, and L. Lemmeke. 1983.
maintained to avoid the exsolution of these gases to Storage of Surfac¢ Water in _1Sand Aquifer for the_

form a discrete gas phase, which can clog the aquifer. Distri-ct Heating Sv_¢m in Klippan. R146:1983.
• The drawdown of an aquifer containing significant Fe Swedish Council for Building Research,

concentrations during production should be limited to Stockholm, Sweden (in Swedish).
the extent possible, to avoid local degassing and a
possible pH rise, by using highly permeable aquifers Glenn, E. and M. Slusser. 1970. "Factors AffectingWell Productivity." Series of Articles in

or additional wells. _, Petrol. Trans. Reprint, Series No. 5,
" Soc. Petrol. Eng., Dallas, Texas.
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Injection of CO2 for the Inhibition of Scaling in ATES Systems

M. Koch and W. Ruck
Universit/lt Stuttgart
Stuttgart, Germany

ABSTRACT PRINCIPLE

A new water treatment method for the preven- Difficulties with chemical precipitation in heat
tion of carbonate scaling is described. This method exchanger and piping systems are mainly caused
uses carbon dioxide for adjusting the water to fulfill by displacements of Tillmans Equilibrium.
Tillmans Equilibrium. The pH is lowered and there-
fore no scaling occurs.

The experimental plant used in the experiments CaC03 + C02 + .[£20 _ Ca2. + 2 ECO3
is sketched and results of a field test in a Swiss
ATES system are presented. This water treatment Shifting this equilibrium to the left will cause
method proved to be economical, effective and precipitation of calcium carbonate (CaCO3); shifting
environmentally beneficial, to the right leads to the tendency to dissolve

CaCO3 from deposits. With increasing _emperature,
INTRODUCTION the equilibrium also will change and CaCO3 will

precipitate. The basic principle of the new water
Scaling in heat exchanger and piping systems treatment technology is to control the carbon

due to the precipitation of carbonate minerals is a dioxide content of the water, lt was well known
problem in many ATES systems with high tempera- from water supply technology, that it is possible to
tures (Wagner et al., 1988). As a part of the adjust water chemistry to fulfilITillmansEquilibrium
International Energy Agency Implementing Agree- by adding or stripping carbon dioxide (C02).
ment for a Programme of Research and Develop- During the loading cycle of the ATES system
ment on Energy Conservation Through Energy (heating of the ground water), the addition of CO2
Storage - Annex VI "Environmental and Chemical lowers the pH, but this should be done only to such
Aspects of lnermal Energy Storage in Aquifers and an extent that no excessive carbonic acid is for-
Research and Development of Water Treatment med, which could destroy the protection coatings
Methods" the German working group developed a of the pipes. Therefore injection of CO2 must be
new water treatment method for the prevention of controlled. The necessary amount of carbon dioxide
this scaling, The objective of ATES is the saving of depends on the temperature difference, the water
energy and therefore protection of the environ- hardness, and the flux. Because of frequentchan-
ment. If a conventional water treatment method is ges in flux and sometimes in temperature, online
needed to prevent carbonate scaling, this goal is m.easurement and controlling are absolutely neces-
endangered at least partially. The water treatment sary.
method using CO2 was developed to avoid negati-
ve effects to the environment. EXPERIMENTAL PLANT

As a first step a small-scale experimental plant
was constructed for the loading cycle of an ATES
system (about 1 m3/h water). This plant consists of
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carbon dioxide
Controller

1_
_ ',' _!',,:;!141!:; : ......

] .cold heated
groundwater groundwater

heat supply

FIG. 1: Principle of an ATES carbon dioxide water treatment plant

CO 2 outlet for excessive

1 I or stripped gas

--tcold well

jet pump I/" to heat
exchanger

gas water

I separation tube

.... -- 1

mixing tubes

FIG. 2: Schematic of the injector

three parts: - mixing gas and water
injector for CO2 -. increasing the flow velocity in the mixing
measurement devices tubes

control unit - recirculation of eventual undissolved CO21
In Fig. 1 the principle of a water treatment plant The mixing tubes (Y2" in diameter} increase the

is depicted, turbulence and allow time for the dissolution of the
gas, The separation tube (2" in diameter) lowers

INJECTOR - The CO 2 has to be vigorously the flow velocity and enables the separation of gas
mixed with the water. Fig. 2 shows a schematic of bubbles. A valve is placed on top of the injector as
the injector used, A jet pump installed in the injec- an outlet for excess gas, primarily stripped nitrogen
tor had various functions: and oxygen. The material of the injector should be
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resistant to corrosion caused by CO2-aggressive not "suitable for direct controlling because of the
water. In the experimental plant stainless ste_; was time delay before the corresponding signal is
used, but plastic tubes would also be sufficient, available. However, it seems feasible to use it as a

master controller to regulate water treatment. Fig.
MEASUREMENT - A key factor for measure- 4 shows a schematic of the necessary measure-

ment is pH. There are two possibilities. On one ment 2 device.
hand, the necessary pH after the injection can be
calculated from the temperature after the water CONTROLLING -A computer was installed for
exits the heat exchanger and from the calcium and data logging, calculation and controlling. The flow
hydrogencarbonate content. In Fig. 3 the calculated of carbon dioxide was adjusted with a mass flow
pH for a water with a calcium ion content of 2.87 controller. For an upscaled version of the treatment
mmol/I, hydrogen carbonate content of 3 mmol/I, method, an automatic calibration of the pH elec-
and ion strength of 11.95 mmol/I is plotted versus trodes is planned.
the temperature.

, Measurement 1 in Fig. 1 provides the actual pH FIELD TEST
and temperature after the injection. This signal can
be obtained very fast and therefore can be used for With the equipment described above, two field
controlling of the CO2 dosage, experiments with a total duration of 5 weeks were

Another possibility is to take a small part of the carried out in the ATES plant SPEOS (stockage
pilote d'_nergie par ouvrage souterrain) (Saugy,
1990) in Lausanne, Switzerland. A tube heat
exchanger with stainless steel pipes and a glass

8 outer wall was used. So scaling on the hot tubes

pH could be inspected visually. In addition, it was
7,5, • possible to clean the heat exchanger with formic

'•. acid and analyze the Ca2+ content of the cleaning
7. .-_ solution. From this, the total amount of precipitated

........ minerals could be calculated. The water was
.....- heated from 25°C to about 75°C using heat from

..

6,5 ........... the district heating system. The temperatures of
tris primary circuit were about 105°C and 80°C

6 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 respectively.
temperaturein °C During the tests, temperatures and pH-values

FIG. 3: Example for calculated pH versus tempera- were measured every 3 seconds and the mean
ture ((Ca 2+] = 2.87 mmol/I, [HCO3] = values were recorded each minute. The pH after
3 mmol/I, ion strength = 11.95 mmol/I) the injector was set automatically to the calculated

value (see above). To this, a term (PHadd) was
heated water and pass it through an analytical added. The term was varied for each test tochan-
column filled with calcite (measurement 2, Fig. 1). ge the saturation state of the water according to
In this column the dissolution or precipitation Tillmans Equilibrium. A positive PHadd means that
reactions are accelerated (Axt, 1965). The result is the amount of CO2 injected will be less and the
a change in the pH-value. This pH difference is a saturation index of the water will increase. On the
direct measure of the scaling or dissolving tenden- contrary a negative PHad d means a surplus of CO2,
cy of the water. Although this signal would be the so the saturation index will decrease. In addition,
best method to control the water treatment, it's blind tests without injection were carried out.

The experiments were started with an over-
pressure of about 0.5 bar in the heat exchanger. At

........................T--_ pH ...................... this pressure many gas bubbles could be seen in
......... the heat exchanger and the following sand filter.

......._- ...................l'---p_i-. .... Analysis of the gas showed that only about 20% of

_lk-- -......... the gas was CO2. Nearly 80% was nitrogen and
-_ calcite oxygen from the water. So, in the second phase of
-__. __- the experiments the overpressure was increased to

-- ............................... - about 2 bar. After that, ali gas bubbles disappeared
fromheatexchanger to aquifer and ali of the air and the CO2 were kept in solution.

FIG. 4: Schematic of the measurement 2 device
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Table 1 shows the combinations of pressure
'_:c_ and PHad d that were investigated.

IJ

O !001 TABLE 1' Combinations of pressure and ad-"; "_S bar
_j

£3, " ditive pH term (PHadd) , investigated
at SPEOS.

=- 60!

% 4c_ _oar " Pressure Additive pH term Duration
• ._ •

_I 20 i ..... : [bar] PHadd [hours]

'3 i 0.5 0 12.7
'_.__ O *0 _..,_ *'3 4 Cllnd

oH_o 0.5 blind test 58

FIG. 5: Scaling rates versus PHad d during various 0.5 0 61.3test periods at SPEOS, Lausanne _

2 -0.3 20.6
.....

2 0 76.9

2 +0.25 20.6

2 +0.4 16.6

•_ 2 blind test 21.3
- 4

= _ :. ]:'
LT_

= I I After each test period with scale formation the

[__ heat exchanger was cleaned and the amount of

_ - .T_--II, m_.l ...... precipitated CaCO3 was calculated based °n the._:_,, content of Ca2 + in the cleaning solution. From the
L_J/ll duration of the test period the scaling rate (in g/d)

- -' " under these special conditions was calculated.
-4 In Fig. 5 these scaling rates are plotted versus" __ , __=. .- 4 r;,-.;'.

s_-_a the term PHad d. The empty boxes represent the
FIG. 6: Average &pH-signal of the second measu- values- at 2 bar and the full boxes the 0.5 bar

rement device versus PHad d during the field values, The water flow at the low pressure was
test at SPEOS, Lausanne about 1000 I/h, at the high pressure only 550 I/h.

These different flows are one reason why the
scaling rate at the low pressure is higher. Therefo-
re, for a rough correction, boxes with dotted lines
are drawn to illustrate the normalized scaling rates
at one flow rate. Another point is that a part of the
CO2 is stripped in the heat exchanger and, therefo-

- -_-, re, the oversaturation is higher. The figure shows
= _' :":-_-."::--_:;_' a clear dependence of the scaling rate on the
/-_ .. additive term. At PHadd = 0, scaling still could be
._ . . / observed. This results from the high temperatures

• .... at the walls. Temperature of the district heating
__; ..................... _+:_:................... system water used in the heat exchanger was

' _i- ....... about 105°C and the groundwater was heated to
.. .-_z _. about 75°C. So the temperature of the walls was..

}:-_ nearly 100°C. The pH, however, was calculated

_'.:-............_. ..-.........._.--......... : only for 75°C.
.... The average of the ApH values resulting from

.._ _; ' _ L_, , the second measurement device was calculated for
FIG. 7' Average &pH-signal of the second measu- each period and are shown in Fig. 6. Again, the

rement device versus the sclaing rate du- empty boxes represent the 2 bar values and the full
ring the field test at SPEOS, Lausanne
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boxes the 0.5 bar values. A clear dependence can of about 0.003 to 0.007 DM/kWh.
be seen. At PHadd =0, the &pH signal should also
be equal to 0. The fact that it is not might be due POTENTIALLY NECESSARY ADDITIONAL
to miscalculations of the necessary pH. But this MEASURES
means that the signal of this measurement device
can be used for correction of the calculated pH. At ATES sites with a very low ground water

In Fig. 7 the good correlation between the ApH flow, it is possible that the injection of CO2 might
Signal and the scaling rate is shown for the tests cause an increase in hardness after a few loading
with 2 bar. The absolute values shown in this cycles. If this turns out to be a problem, a carbon
figure, however, are valid only for this system at dioxide stripping unit should be installed to remove
one specific flow rate and or_e pressure. But it the excess CO2 during the discharging phase.
clearly shows the usefulness of this measurement
device. CONCLUSIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS AND RISKS The data presented show that the proposed
scaling inhibition with carbon dioxide is an econo-

The main environmental benefit of everyATES mical, effective and environmentally beneficial
system is saving energy. In some cases the hard- water treatment method for high temperature ATES
nessofthe water causes problems so thatawater systems that experience carbonate scaling pro-
treatment process is necessary. Conventional blems.
treatments use hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide
or ion exchange (with a consumption of regenera- REFERENCES
tion chemicals in excess). This means either conta-
mination of the underground or raising of the salt Axt, G. (1965): Uber ein neues Verfahren und
load of the surface water. Water treatment with Ger_t zur kontinuierlichen Messung der

CO2 offers the possibility to avoid this. Kalkaggressivit_t. Vom Wasser 31, 311-
CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT THE GREENHOUSE 327.

EFFECT - The emission of CO 2 into the atmosphere
is the main cause for the greenhouse effect. ATES Saugy, B. (1990): SPEOS sept ans apr_s. Stockage
systems reduce these emissions by saving energy, pilote d'energie par ouvrage souterrain.
The use of carbon dioxide water treatment does Gaz Eaux Eaux Usees 70, 397- 408.
not destroy this positive effect. Technically used
carbon dioxide comes either from natural sources Wagner, R., Koch, M., and Adinolfi, M. (1988):
(springs) or is a byproduct of chemical processes Chemische und biologische Prozesse in
(e.g. synthesis of NH3). Thus, no CO2 is produced Aquifer-W_irmespeichern. Stuttg. Ber.
especially for sale and use in technologies, such as Siedlungswasserwirtsch. 101.
that proposed in this paper.

In addition, the amounts of CO2 needed are ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
very small. If the water of the ATES system in
Lausanne would be treated by the CO2 method, The support of this research by theBundesmini-
there would be a consumption of about 54kg/dof sterium for Forschung und Technologie (Federal
carbon dioxide for a performance of about 870 kW. Ministry of Research and Technology), Bonn, FRG,
In comparison, an automobile with a gas consump- is gratefully acknowledged.
tion of 15 1/100 km (about 16 miles/gallon) pro- Many thanks also to the Swiss working group
duces 37 kg of carbon dioxide per 100 km (62,1 in IEA Annex VI, the Federal Institute of Technolo-
miles). The amount consumed at SPEOS per day is gy Lausanne and the Swiss Bundesamt fQr Energie
the same as emitted from a car every 146 km (90 for giving us the opprotunity to carry out experi-
miles), ments at SPEOS.

ECONOMICS

Water treatment with CO2 is very cheep. The
injecting system is very easy to build and the
operating costs are very low. 100 kg of CO 2 cost
about 90 DM (about $ 55). Depending on the heat
recovery from the underground, this results in costs
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Microbiological and Environmental Effects of Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage

Studies of the Stuttgart Man-Made Aquifer and a Large.Scale Model System

M. Adinolfl and W. Ruck
Universiflit Stuttgart
Stuttgart, Germany

ABSTRACT The local changes of the subsurface and su#a-
ce environment have the potential for creating four

The storage of thermal energy, either heat or broad biochemical, geological and microbiological
chill, in aquifers or impoundments creates local per- phenomena (Fig. 1 ).
turbations of the indigenous microflora and the en-
vironmental properties. Within an international wor-

king group of the International Energy Agency (IEA _ BIOFILM _

Annex VI •) possible environmental impacts of (_J'/_ "_'_"_ (_ATES •"-systems were recognized and investigated.

Investigations of storage systems on natural sites, /4 MICROBIOLOGICAL
man-made aquifers and large-scale models of lm- // PROCESSES \pounded aquifers showed changes in microbial po-

pulations, but until now no adverse microbiological CORROSIONS' t I SCAUNG_
processes associated with ATES-systems could be I t
documented (Winters, 1992). However, examine- _ PHYS.-CHEM.
tions with a model system indicate an increased _ PROCESSES /
risk of environmental impact, therefore, the opera- C._

t _ofATES-systemsshoutdbeaccompanied by _ Jchemical and biological investigations. CLOGGING

ATES-SYS'rEMS AND MICROBIOLOGY
Fig. 1 Biochemical, geochemical, and microbiolo-

Thermal energy storage in an aquifer leads to gical interactions in ATES-systems

changes of the geochemical properties, mainly by 1 Conditioning of surfaces by microorga-
dissolving and precipitating minerals. These proces- nisms prior to scaling; biofouling on
ees lead to environmental changes, especially for aquifer material and heat exchangers
autochthonous bacteria and other microorganisms. 2 Clogging by inorganic scales in aquifers,

wells and drains
3 Clogging by corrosion products in wells

•International Energy Agency implementing agree- and drains
ment for a programme of research and develop- 4 Microbially induced corrosion (MIC)
ment on energy conservation through energy sto-
rage - Annex VI: Environmental and chemical as- If an aquifer is used, which is contaminated by

: pects of therma_ energy storage in aquifers and re- pathogens and/or opportunistic pathogens, human
search and development of water treatment me- exposure to these microorganisms could occur by
thods, ingestion of the water or by inhalation of aerosols,
• •Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage i.e. when such aerosols are generated by cooling

towers in the vicinity of human activities. Microor-
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ganisms within the circulating system of an opera- ATES system operation on the microflora of an
tional ATES plant live in the water or as biofiims on aquifer.
surfaces. They may lead to biofouling, especially of The store was impounded to prevent ATES
heat exchangers, or to microbiologically induced system interaction with thq surrounding subsurface
corrosion (MIC) (Adinolfi et al., 1990b; Wagner et environment, lt consists of a volume of 1,050 m3
al., 1988). Another anticipated hazard is the pos- filled with gravel from the River Rhein and water
sibility of a mass development of microorganisms from Lake Constance. The storage volume is ira-
in the underground (Ruck et al., 1990). This can be pounded with a high density polyethylene (HDPE)
due to temperature increases and lead to clogging I!ner, which is relatively inert with respect to
and decrease of the groundwater current. InvestS- common aquifer organisms (Winters, 1992). The
gations of these potential problems were performed system permits control of the chemical composition
by an international group of researchers in the IEA of rock/sediment and water and of the water flow
Annex VI (Winters, 1992). The observations made characteristics. The disadvantage of the system
to date indicate that current ATES system opera- was that the storage cycles were controlled by
rien is not significantly affected by these problems, concurrent thermodynamic studies and, therefore,
and adverse environmental effects caused by mi- could not be manipulated specifically for microbio-
croorganisms were not observed in the ATES sy- logical examinations. As a compromise a monito-
stems examinea, ring program of the current operation was per-

formed.
THE STUTTGART MAN-MADE AQUIFER

MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING - The ATES-
In Germany groundwater is the main source of system was sampled by drawing water from the

drinking water. Therefore relatively strong legisla- circulating system (between the store and the heat
tions and recommendations do not allow any exchanger) and froma slotted sampling tube which
change of the groundwater quality. In special ca- was inserted near the middle of the store. Both
ses, the extraction of the water is allowed, but not sampling points are not optimal for microbiological
the injection or reinjection into the ground. Conse- study purposes. The polypropylene sampling tube
quently ATES-systems, using natural aquifers, do within the store may not give representative results
not exist, in bacterial density. Flow characteristics, surface

In 1985 a man-made aquifer was constructed properties and therefore also the biofilm popula-
mainly for thermodynamic studies at the University tions in the sampling tube are different to those in
of Stuttgart. This pilot plant (Fig. 2) provided a the sediment filled storage volume. The other sam-
unique opportunity to examine the effects of the piing point, which is situated in the circulating

I _ '" R • 11.5 m _I

I Depth of Sell (30 cre) I
I I
I Depth of Gravel (15 cre) I

I Depth of Bltumlnoue IGravel (10 crn)
I I

[ Depth oflVolcanl¢ Gravel (90 cre)

-E mmi

If
- _i .__.,_..._I ..........................................................................!;.::...:_i_,

• ....... BlncI-DII¢I_
E E ..............Wo'" Oe",AiYpo'v,',hyi;'.OLi"*r ToSo.e,
_r _ ::.:.:..!;..;::ii:Ii:..:.:.i":.::i'i:i.iI " Gravel Slze (811b mm)

i I _:'_,:;_:i ........ ', i:.ii_i:i.;"i:i:.:.i:I Drainage Well. , i

Sole-Dltch

Drainage

I I
_ • 6.5 m _pI

FIG. 2 Impounded ATES-system at the University of Stuttgart
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system, is located about 20 m from the store. De-

pending on the distance to the store, flow rates, _ 4i

materials used and the occurrence of dead legs

within the piping system, the microbiological data
obtained may not give a completely representative 3
view of the microbiological conditions as they are

within the store. . ....

MICROBIOLOGICAL METHODS - Colony for- : -- storage ', _' - - circulation , ,
ming units (cfu) of heterotrophs in water samples , ,.;/ ;'
were determined after dilution in sterile sodium 10 _ i0 _5 _0 _5 _0 _5 10
chloride on CPS Agar (Collins and Willoughby, month(July$7 - June90)
1962; Jones, 1970) using a spread plate techni-
que. The plates were incubated at 20, 30 and FIG. 3 Colony-forming units (cfu)of heterotrophicbacteria at the Stuttgart man-made aquifer
37 °C for 2 weeks. The higher incubation tempera-
tures were used, when samples from zones with
higher temperature were investigated. The standard store with great sediment surface and low flow
identification methods were used as described by rates, a higher amount of bacteria is found.
S06muth et al. (1987) and in Austin (1988). Fur- When the water temperature was increased to
ther methods for the taxonomic classification were 35 °C to 40 °C organisms, which had the ability to
applied as described in Bergey's Manual of Syste- form colonies at 37 °C appeared. The taxonomic
matic Bacteriology (Krieg and Holt, 1984; Sneath representation within the microbial population
et al, 1986) or in Start et al. (1981). shifted as weil. When the temperature of the

For bigr=lm investigations, gravel samples were ATES-system was decreased again, organisms ca-
taken into sterile bottles with sodiumchloride (NaCI) pable of growing at 37 °C disappeared within a
solution. The samples were treated with ultrasonic few weeks. This is very important, because many
vibration in order to detach bacteria from the gravel pathogenic bacteria or opportunistic pathogens,
surface. The ssolutions were then treated like the favor temperatures near 37 °C. The system was
water samples, checked for enterobacteriaceae, fecal coliforms and

other indicator organisms for fecal pollution and

RESULTS OF THE MONITORING - Within the additionally for a respiratory tract pathogen, Leg=o-
sampling period from 1985 to 1990 sampling was nella. During the monitoring period from 1985 to
performed monthly, in 1991 quarterly. The storage 199! neither Legionella nor other pathogenic bac-
temperatures varied between 3 and 55 °C and teria could be found in the system. Extensive che-
were dependent on seaso_,al or short term cycles mical investigations of the water showed constant
of operation. The temp_,r;:ure difference between low nutrient contents (Adinolfi et al., 1990a). In
the two sampling points (Storage and Circulation) contrast to open or natural aquifers there is no
averaged 1.2 °C. Water specimens were analyzed groundwater which may carry additional nutrient=

= for colony forming units (cfu/ml), which is an est=- into the system.
mate of overall microbial growth in water, and
examined for the representation of individual SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS IN A LARGE-SCALE
taxonomic groups of bacteria. MODEL SYSTEM

The water drawn from the store showed con-
sistently higher cfu/ml than the circulating water. The Stuttgart man-made aquifer showed no ad-
Both sampling sites demonstrated the same overall verse microbiological processes. Therefore a large-
patterns of microbial growth levels (Fig. 3). The scale model of the Stuttgart ATES system was
difference in cfu may depend on a filter effect of constructed to establish a model of the system that
the aquifer. The biggest part of bacterial activity in could be manipulated by microbiologists for the
aquifers ancJother aqueous environments is situa- investigation of undesirable processes (Fig. 4).
ted in biofilms which consist of settling bacteria
and extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) which The large-scale model consists of a 4.0 m high

= are produced by these organisms (Costerton et al., stoneware column with an inner diameter of
1987; Marshall, 1992). Between biofilm arid water 45 cre. The column was filled with the same gravel
a permanent interchange of bacteria exists. The and water that was used in the impounded aquifer.
cfu/ml are higher in the direct vicinity of the surfa- A heat exchanger was installed in the circulation
ces. Therefore in water samples, drawn from the loop to control the temperature of the water.

=
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FIG. 4 Large-scale model of the Stuttgart man-made ATES-system

Sampling ports were included over the length of than the cfu of the raw water (Table 1).
the column to allow gravel specimens to be taken

throughout the temperature stratification that TABLE 1 Colony-forming units of water lain-
builds-up in the column. The column was fully in- pies at different cycle temperatures
strumented for temperature measurements within ........

the water and gravel bed at different heights in the cycle duration T (°C) cfu/ml
column. The flow velocity (5-10 m/d)was designed (weeks) (20 °C)
to approximate the flow rates of the man-made ......... -
aquifer. TW 14 300-2500

For the investigation of the microbial popula-
tions it was very important to avoid material which 1 15 18-23 3200-27500

would attract or favor microbial species that were 2 15 20-40 540-11300uncommon for aquifer stores. Therefore stoneware

was chosen for the column body. This material is 3 24 20-55 200-2000
very similar to the gravel used relative to its chemi-
cal and surface properties. Organic materials, as 4 12 20-75 100-1200........

well as metals were avoided in the construction of
the column system, lt consists only of stoneware TW = Water which was used to fill the column
and glass with joints made of concrete. The only T = temperatures within the column;
metal contacting the water was galvanized steel in high temperature at the entrance of the co-
the heat exchanger, lumn (input water), low at the exit.

The model was run for a 15-week period with

a water temperature of 18 °C to 23 °C to estab- The taxonomic groups represented in the cir-
lish an equilibrated microbial flora. The cfu/ml of culating water were slightly more diverse to those
the water leaving the column during circulation for found in the raw water. No unusual taxonomic
equilibration (cycle 1) were about ten-fold higher groups were found and the observed organisms
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represented in the column closely resembled those heterotrophic microflora in both, water and biofilm
of the impounded aquifer. Additionally microorga- populations (Fig.5). At the lower sampling points,
nisms adhering to gravel samples were released associated with lower temperatures, increased re-
from the surface by ultrasonic treatment, presentation of gram-positive bacteria was obser-

ved.
The numbers of microorganisms adhering to the In a third cycle with an input water temperature

gravel (biofilm) exceeded in ali cycles the number of 50°C to 55°C and an exit temperature of 20°C,
in the adjacent water phase by at least 100- to only a slight decrease of the cfu/ml was noticed.
1,000-fold. The representative taxonomic groups in After switching the input water temperature up
the biofilms were slightly different when compared to 65 to 75 °C (cycle 4) and adaptation of the mi-
to the water populations. Gram negative bacteria crobial populations, gram-positive bacteria were in
were the predominate species in ali samples. Coli- the majority, especially in the warmer strata of the
form bacteria, which are indicator organisms for column (Fig. 5). '
fecal pollution, were found in ali cycles at constant While the predominance of gram-negative bac-
low levels. These enteric bacteria originate from terSe is typical for water samples, gram-positive
aerosols of sewage treatment test plants that are bacteria are kown to be found in higher percen-
in the immediate vicinity of the large-scale model, rages in soil (Gottfreund et al., 1983). Many gram-

In a second cycle the temperature of the input positive bacteria are known to be pathogenic.
water was switched to 40 °C and the microorga- Pathogenicity of gram-positive bacteria is extremely
nisms were allowed to to adapt for approximately species-specific. Thus, the increased representation
2 weeks. The cfu/ml and the taxonomic groups de- of gram-positive bacteria in the effluent water of
tected in the water did not change significantly du- the large-scale model may or may not indicate an
ring 15 weeks after the temperature shift. Gram- increased risk for infectious diseases. The fact, that
negative bacteria remained predominant among the coliform bacteria were always at a low level, de-

monstrates however, that continued ATES system
operation under a variety of temperatures does not
increase the levels of enteric bacteria within the

% of heterotrophs / temperature C "C_) ATES system.

A 0 ]0 c0 9o Ali taxonomic groups of heterotrophic bacteria
1 which were found in the model system and the

40 cm !
. impounded aquifer are listed in Table 2.

C

c_ ; TABLE 2 Taxonomic groups of heterotrophic
c 240 cm ' bacteria found in the impounded
_- ' aquifer and in the model system

, ,,,,,, i , ,, ' ' ', ,,,

360 cm _ (groups !gram
.=

B , , , i , , , ,in ',

LI0cm pseudomonads
U'l

Fluvobacter/CytophagalesC

6 80 cm Acinetobacter=
O._

o_ Alcaligenes
C

-- 240 cm Spirillum/Azospirillum
Vibrio

360 cm i Hyphomicrobium
.=._: '" u '"' : ''L ' q

Arthrobacter +
FIG. 5 Combined plot of gram-positive bacteria in Nocardia

% of heterotrophs and temperature at
coryneforms

different strata of the model system Kurthia

-- A = Cycle 2 Micrococcus
B = Cycle 4 Bacillus/sporeformers
[] = % gram-pos, bacteria in water actin,,,o,mycetes ,.
I = % gram-pos, bacteria in biofilm
- = temperature (°C)



CONCLUSIONS nature and disease. Ann. Rev. Microbiol.
41,435-464.

Monitoring of an impounded (man-made)aquifer Gottfreund, E., Gerber, I., und Schweisfurth, R.
and simulation experiments in large-scale model (1983): Quantitative Verteilung verschie-
plants did not show adverse microbiological pro- dener physiologischer Bakteriengruppen im
cesses in closed ATES-systems. Neither biofouling Lockergestein zweier Grundwasserleiter bis
or mass development of bacteria nor a significant 90 m Tiefe. Mitt. Dtsch. Bodenkdl. Ges.
increase in pathogenic or opportunistic bacteria 38, 319-324.
could be found. Closed storage systems seem not Jones, J.G. (1970): StUdies on freshwater bacte-
to be susceptible to microbiologically induced ria: effect of medium composition and
hazards, mainly because the nutrients are limited, method on estimates of bacterial popula-

For open ATES-systems using natural ground- tion. J. Appl. Bact. 33, 679-686.
water the situation may be different, because the Krieg, N.R., and Holt, J.G. (Eds.)(1984): Bergey's
groundwater flow may permanently provide the manual of systematic bacteriology, Vgl.1,
storage area with new nutrients and microorga- Williams & Wilkins Co., Baltimore, London.
nisms, lt is possible, that in cases without nutrient Marshall, K.C. (1992): Biofilms: an overview of
limitations mass development of bacteria leads to bacterial adhesion, activity, and control at
an environmental impact. Although no adverse mi- surfaces.
crobiological problems associated with operating Ruck, W., Adinolfi, M., and Weber, W. (1990):
ATES-systems were reported to date, because of Chemical and environmental aspects of
the manyfold biological and biochemical activities heat storage in the subsurface. Z. angew.
of microorganisms, investigators should continue to Geowiss. 9, 119-129.
be vigilant for potential microbiological problems. Sneath, P.H.A., Mair, N.S., Sharpe, M.E., and Holt,

The authors would recommend accompanying J.G. (Eds.) (1986): Bergey's manual of
chemical and biological investigations for ali ATES- systematic bacteriology, Vgl.2, Williams &
systems, lt is also very important, that before con- Wilkins Co., Baltimo|'e, London, Los Ange°
structing an ATES system, whether it is man-made les, Sydney.
or on a natural site, appropriate sampling facilities Starr, M.P., Stolp, H., TrQper, H.G., Balows, A.,
are designed. In case of doubt, biologists and che- and Schlegel, H.G. (Eds.) (1981): The
mists should cooperate during the planning phase, prokaryotes. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg,

New York.
SQl_muth, R., Ebersptcher, J., Haag, R., and Sprin-
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Ge•hydrologic Characterization. for Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage

S. H. Hall and J. R. Raymond
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington U.S.A.

ABSTRACT Successfuldesignandoperationof ao ATES system
dependon threeelements: I) thelxeseaceof a suitable

Successful operation of an aquifer thermal energy storage aquifer for ground-water supply and energy storage; 2) the
system depends on three elements: I) the presence of a availability of a source of free or low-cost thermal energy; and
suitable aquifer for ground.water supply and eaergy storage; 3) a temporal mismatch between thermal energy availability
2)theavailabilityofasourceoffreeorlow-costthermal andthermalenergyuse.

energy, such as industrial waste heat or environmental chill; Elemeat 1 is usually the most difficult component of an
and 3) a temporal mismatch between thermal energy availabil- ATES system to assess quantitatively. In this paper, we
iv/and thermal energy use. Using conventional hydmgeologic present a practical and economic method for characterizing
methods for aquifer characterization, the presence of a suitable ge•hydrologic systems for ATES applications. The method
aquifer is the most difficult of these three elements to assess combines conventional hydrologic testing with single-well
quantitatively. By combining conventional methods with geochemical tracer tests and is illustrated by a case study of an
drift-and-pumpber.,kand point-dilution single-well tracer tests, existing ATES installation in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
however, the rate of ground-water flow, the effective porosity, Aquifer characterization tS important to the engineering
andtheverticaldiswibutionofhydraulicconductivityofthe designofanATES installation;thatis,theaquifermustbe

aquifercanbeestimatedquicklyandeconomically, consideredasoneimportantcomponentoftheATES heating

or cooling plant. However, unlike the pumps, heat exchang-
e,rs, and other mechanical components of the system, the

Storing thermal energy in ground-water systems (aqui- aquifer cannot be altered to meet design specifications. Thus,
lets) is an energy conservation concept designed to pardy to some degree, the ATES plant must be designed to acc•m-
replace costly or scarce primaryenergy sources, such as ro•date the aquifer.
petroleum, _th abundant and inexpensive heat or chill. For

example, industrial waste heat can be stored in an aquifer for Ii.................. _......... ' .........

later use in comfort heating. Similarly, the chili of cold winter [[ _r-tr "'-- _i_il R" _:_

air can be stored for air conditioning during summer months, t,[[c°°_ ""_°_ -annA'_l'"' m_)__, a), /
An aquifer,ermal energystorage(ATES)systemin its l! 1)=" :|

waw

simplestformiscomposedofapah"(doublet)offairly ........... A R_Nurnpun_

conventional water supply wells drilled into an aquifer, t::_.:.'.:_.:_._][|l[y::'_:_'w.:a,e'rl'd_:'?:'._.'_|[Il __':':';:i i'::I
Geologic materials are good thermal insulators, and Ix)ten- _:..r..,'a,m_..-.._..._.._.'..,'..,'.,y....'.,__,..¢'_Hlil[ :',._,',,.;._..:_,:..,-;,:,,• 3) o'la'_o_a'_l'lo%a-ei'_i%a%o% _o%¢ . .o • .• ,Cold Water ..............

ir • _ u .,-.._,o_.,-.-..%.%.-,,,,-..-..% ... .dally suitable aquifers are widely available throughout the c culat)ofj..1_._,._,,,,ae,,...,_,,,_,a.*.,._a._,,_.]UJ!_ _ Clr_lalion ,,• '_0%•%•"ea_e%•'ea%a'_a',_•% ,

During operation of an ATES system, ground water is _,_.,:c_0._Wt',,_,,_,,_,_,,_,-_.,_.,_,.W(irm,_--,_":""""'",, , , , , ,','1,
withdrawn _-omone weil, heatedorchilled in a heat.ex-

changer,and then returned for storage to the same aquifer via Figure 1. Simplified aquifer thermal energy _torage system u._
a second well ('Figure 1). [:or recovery of the stored thermal for air conditioning. The ce•ling tower ts used to chill water
energy,the secondwell ispumped,andthehotor cold water drawnfromthewarmwellduringthewinter. Thechilledwater
is again circulated through a he.atexchanger and then returned isstored in the aquifer via the cold weil, and is recovered dnrtng
to the aquifer through the RrstwelL The recovered thermal the summer and passed through a heat exchanger to cool warm
energy can be treed for space or process heating or cooling, air. (After SehaetzleandBr•tr, 1989)
thus reducing the need for primaryenergy. The cycle is
repeated on a seasonal or other temporal basis. The ATES
system ts simple, inexpensive, and relatively efficient.
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For example, the capacity of the aquifer to accept or yield change of temperaan'e in a unit mass of media. Variation in
water limits the flow rate that can be used in an ATES plant, thermal capacity of earth materials, as with thermal conductiv-
Also, the effective porosity of the aquifer affects the volume it,/, is small, so characterizing thermal cap_zity is also of
of aquifer required to store a given volume of heated or chilled second-._rder importance.
water. This in turn affects the size of an ATES well field. The following case study is an example of a combined

The dixection and rate of ground-water flow similarly affects program of conventional and tracer testing, lt also illustrates
the size, shape, and operation of the well field, some methods and techniques for conducting the tracer tests.

The aquifer's hydraulic conductivity, which is a measure The tesdng methods presented here can be used to address ali
of the ability of the porous geologic media to uammit water, of the factors of aquifer characterization noted above except
is of first-order imlxx',.ance in design and evaluation of ATES for thermal characteristics.
systems, and is dependent on the size and shape of the media
pores. Hydraulic conductivity ('K) multiplied by aquifer EXPERIMENTAL
thickness (b) equals aquifer transmissivity, which is a measure
of the rate at which water moves through the aquifer under a Aa ATES system has been in operation since 1985 at the
unit hydraulic gradient. A high hydraulic conductivity (and University of Alabama Student Recreation Center (UASRC),
transmissivity) is desired to produce the largest volume of located on the university campus in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. In
water from a well with tl_ least drawdown of ground-water this ATES system, ground water is circular•xi between heat
level, However, paradoxically, low hydraulic conductivity is exchangers and the unconfined aquifer via a well field
desirable for decreased regional ground-water velocity and consisting of six production wells. During cool months, the

prevention of excessive tilting of the therrnocline from water is chilled and injected into the aq,uifer. During warm
viscosity/buoyancy effects in high-temperature ATES sys- months, the stored water is withdrawn from the aquifer to
terns. Isotropic aquifer media (having the same hydraulic serve as a heat sink to cool th_ air in the UASRC building.
conductivity in all dixecdons) are desirable to obtain maxi- The production and v_.level monitoring wells used for this
mum water supply fi-x)ma weil with minimum drawdown, test are shown in Figure 2.
But, conversely, anisotropic conditions (with vertical hydrau- In November 1991, Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)
lic conductivity being much less than horizontal hydraulic conducted a series of field tests at the UASRC site to deter-
conducuvity) ate desirable for high-temperavar¢ ATES mine aquifer characteristics including the direction and rate of
systems to resist tilting of the thermoclin¢, ground-water flow, formation effective porosity, hydraulic

Porosity of geologic media is expressed as the ratio of the conductivity, vertical distribution of flow within the aquifer,
pore volume to the total volume of the rock. With regard to and the specific capacity of wells during both injection and
the movement of water in a porous medium, only the system withdrawal (Hall and Newcomer, 1992). The purpose of this
of interconnected interstices (effective porosity) is important, series of tests was to provide design data for expansion of the
The effective porosity of the aquifer matrix is also of ftr,st, weil field. Ali tests wer_ performed at the ambient ground-
order importance in ATES systems because it determines the water temperature of approximately 17')C.
amount of heated or chilled water that can be stored per unit The unconfined aquifer at tl_ UASRC sit= is within
volume of the aquifer. Porosity also is important because it, unconsolidated alluvium consisting of sands, gravels, and
along with hydraulic conductivity and hydraulic gradient, clays from the n(_'by Black Warrior River (Schactzl¢ and
controls ground-water velocity. Ground-water velocity in a Brett, 1989). These deposits am believed to be 10 to 30
porous medium is proportional to the hydraulic conductivity thousand years old, formed during the final phases of the
and gradient (slope of the water table or piezometric surface) Wisconsin Glaciation. The sediments overlie the Pottsville
and inversely proportional to theporosity. Formation,wtdch consists of well.indurated shales and

Areal aquifer boundaries and aquifer thickness, along limestone, is of low permeability, and provides the lower
with effective porosity, de_rmine the volume available for boundary of the unconfined aquifer. In the vicinity of the test
storage of heat or chill. Aquifer volume generally is much site, the sediments ar_ typically 24 to 27 m thick, and the
greater than the required sttrage volume, but boundary lower 9 to 12 m am samrmed with ground water.
locadon may be of interest if the proposed AI'ES storage site
is near zones of recharge or discharge, or on the periphery of a
ground-water system. • ProductionWell

Thermal characteristicsof the aquifer are important in oWellH3N o Mo_nitonngWell

de:_rmining the heat capacity of the system and conduction of o'_'-,, o,,Well4 owe_l

heat out of the storage volume. Thermal conductivity ts the WellH2N _ Gradient• 0.0045
quantity of heat conducted in unit time across an element of _lo,o_ete r (B(Isod on Wellssun'ace under a given thermal gradient. Porous geologic 1, 4, and 5) l

materials, saturated with water, do not vary widely in thermal
conductivity values. Basically, earth materials are good .v

insulators under ATES conditions,and differencesintheir _ 2S m _ /1thermal conducuvides are relatively small. Thus, thermal eW•li 5

conductivity is of second.order importance in geohydrologic
characterization.Thermalcapacity(specificheat)ofa Figure_ TestwellsattheUniversityofAlabamaStudent
material is the quantity of heat required to produce a unit RecreationCenter (after Hall and Newcomer, 1992).
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Production wells 1 through 6 were drilled with a 0.43-m 12r

(17-in.) diameter bit and completed through the sediments and | Wa_l_1

slighdy into the Pottsville Formation (Schaetzle and Brett, 10II._ 1.3x lO.2m3/s/'_l,s x Io'2 m3ts

1989). In each case, 0.25-m (10- in.)diameter PVC screen, "_' [_ 1,ox lo.2 m31s/ [
with 8. l x I0"-m (0.032-in.) Ol_nings, was installed in the _" 8 / 7.6 x 10.3 m3/s / I_ I

lower 15.2 m of the weil. The scr_n was gravel-packed to _. /
just above the screen/PVC casing connection, and then ._ 6_.o x lO.3 m3/s F

grouted with concrete to the surface. Each well was devel. "z'
oped by pumping for:a period of approximately one day at a _ 4
rate of 1.3 x 10a to 1.6 x 10a m)/s (200 to 250 gpm). The

monitoring wells were constructed using 0.051-m (2-in.) PVC 2

casing, and screened and sand-packed near thebottom of the 0
aquifer, o 2o 40 _ 80 _00 _20 _40 _60 _so

Hydraulic gradient and the direction of flow were E)aps_Time Since Pumping(mini
determinedfrom water- level measurementstakenfrom well
#I, well #4, andwell #5, and from survey dataprovidedby the Oi

University of Alabama. The water levels were measured from 5.o x 10.3 m3/s
,..., _m3/$

the top of the well casings with a steel tapejust before the start g 2 " _.0 x 10.2 m3/s
of the aquifer tests. The resulting hydraulic gradient was _ -LL.3 x lo-zm3/s
0.0045. The direction of flow relative to the layout of the well ,_ 41- 7
field is shown in Figure 2. A step-injectiontest was per- ,_ tformed at well #1 to determine theinjection capacity of a ,el 6 - 1.exIo"z m3/s

typical production well. Well #4 was used to supply water for ..=1
,:. 8--injecuon at well #1, and pumping at well #4 was treated as a

concurrent step-drawdown test. Pressuretransducers were /_ lO:- weir_4
installed in both wells for monitoring water level change. The

discharge end of the supplyLineleading from well #4 to well 12 I I l I I I _ I
#l was placed below water level in well #1 to prevent frothing o 2o 4o 6o 8o loo 12o 1(o 18o 18o

and the resulting injection of entrapped air into the aquifer. ElapsedTimeSincePumping(mini
The test was started with an inidal pumping rate of 5.0 x

10"3m2/s(80gl:)m),inc_ in2.5x I0"3mS/s(40gl:)m) Flgure3.Water-levelchangesduringthestepinJec_nandstep.
incrementsupto126 x I0"=mJ/s(200gpm),andfollowedby drawdowntests(afterHallandNewcomer,1992).
armalincreaseto1.77x I0"2m=/s(280gpm).Eachincrement

was maintained for approximately one-half hour, except for A constant discharge pumping test was started at well #4
the final pumping rate, which was maintained for approxi- approximately 18 h after completion of the step-injection test.
mately one hour. Figure 3 illustrates the changes m water Based on the resultsof the step-injection test, a discharge rate
level observed during the test. Note that after approximately of 1.77 x 10"=m3/s (280 gl:)m) was chosen, and that mt¢ was
65 rain of injection, during the 1.0 x 10"am3/s (160 gpm) flow maintained for a duration of 8 h. After pumping was stopped,
step, the water level in well #1 rose above the level of the water level recovm'y was monitor_ for I5 h.
screen. Wells H2N and I-BN, located 15.2 m and 19.5 m,

The specific capacity of each well was determined using respectively, from well #4, were used as the principal observe.
the method of J'acob (1946), where change in water level is don wells. Downhole pressure traasducm's were used to

expressed as a function of flow as follows:
700 .....

S =BQ +CQ a (1) aw_1
& Well 46OO o °

where S = drawdown in m zx

Q = flow rate in m_/s _ see __' = a
B = formation loss coefficient _ a • s2o

C = well loss coefficient _ 400 -- Slope C • 3.4 x 103 J"

The graphical method described by Driscoll (I986) was
used to determine the values of the coefficients B and C. This 3oo _"'"-- • • •B - Formallon Los= Coa41k:mnt

method uses a rearranged form of EQ (1), where a best-fit B- 29o C= w,I Lo=)c,:)a_=ent
straight line through a plot of S/Q versus Q yields a slope 2oo I l J I .o .oo4 .ooa .o12 .o_6 .o"eo
equal to C and an ordinate intercept equal to B. Figure 4 illus- O{ma/s)
trates such plots for the test wells. At well #1, it is seen that,
depending on flow rate, ground-water mounding will occur at Figure 4. Change in water level normalized to pumping rate
the rate of approximately 500 to 6(30 m per mVs (-0.1 ft,/gpm). _,e_ruspumping rate for the step-injection and step-drawdowntests (a/t=r Hail and Newcomer, 1992).
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monitor drawdownandrecoveryin the pumpingandobserva- ments. The electrodeswere connectedtoa Hach OnepH/
donwells.Neartheendofthe8-hpumpingphaseofthetest, miUivoltmeterwith30m (100ft)ofdual-conductorinsulated

themaximum drawdownobservedin thepumpingwell was wire. Figttm 5 illustrates the resultsof measurement.
6.94 m. Maximum drawdownin theo_scrvationwellswas

1.14m inwellH2N,and0.90m inwell1-13N.Thetestdata _.0_o,_0s,,,....,._ ,.,,,

the following equation: ,=,,,, _ = • - ,o0_,,_ _ . .
Ioo 2_O

H H'-fH'VZb) (2) ,.oi-_""'_.--_- '° .,':i"--'-:..---'7
where H' = uncorrecteddrawdownin m " ,o0 _ _ 'o0 _ _* .,oUr. L ,

b = aquifer thickness,in m, prior to pumping " _" ,o0 _

1983;Bourdctctal.1989),straight-linesolutions(Jacob, • ,00 _ _)

1946),andtype.curvematchingt_hniqucs(Theis,1935; "" ' ,00_,,,g* _0 " ,o0 _0

Novakowski, 1990) was applied to the corrected data to ': _

Analysis of drawdown data yielded a value of storativity '®"" '_ • - ,0, g, _,
of0.0002 to 0.0005,specificyieldofapproximately0.I,and
trattsmissivityof280ma/dayto320ma/day.A similar Figure5.BromldeIon-selectlveelectrodereslmnseat12depth

analysisof recoverydatacont'n'rrtedtheseresults. Intervalsduring thepoint.dilutiontest (afterHaUandNewcomer,
Approximately19hafterpumpingceasedduring tl_ 1992).

constantdischargetest,a poiat-dilution test was initiated at
well #4 byemplacinga bromidetracerinto thewell bore. A Theelectrodeswere calibrated just prior to the point-dilution
point-dilutiontest, as describedbyKearletal.(1988)isused testusingaconcentratedsolutionoflithiumbromideanda

to estimateground-watervelocity. (The rat=at whichthe sampleof naturalground watercollected from well #4. Well
concentration of a tracer in a well bore decreases over t._ne is water spiked to a bromide concentrationof l0 mg/L yielded a

a function of ground-water velocity.) For this test, point- response of 62.1 inv. Ba.s_ on previous testing, the bromide
dilution wasusedto estimate the distributionof flow velocities sensingelectrodeusedin this experiment was known to
with depth by monitoring bromide concentrations at several consistendy respond with -56 my pea"decade of increasing
depth intervals, concentration (i.e.. 95% of the the.oregicalNernst slope) in the

To emplacc the tracer, a 1.6 x 10"=.m(5/8-in.) ID hose, range from 10 to 1000 mg/L. Therefore, millivolt readings for
open at both ends, was suspendeA in the well to the bottom of the test may be converted to bromide concentrations using the
the aquifer. The hose was weighted with a plastic jug having a following equation:
radius of approximately f),1.8m. Grovel was added to the jug
asballast.Thocontainedw_lumeofthebose,fromwa_ table A=I(Y"<°'_'zvs_ (3)
to the lower end, was 2.2 L, _ this volume of _ water

was usedtodissolve125go[il)_iumbromide(LiRr).The where A = bromideconcentrationinmg/I.

solution was poured into the top of the hose.,displacing well E = millivolt reading
water fromthe hose. The hose was thenwithdrawnfromthe

weil, leaving the tracer solution in pla_. The jug u,_ to Inspection of Figure 5 shows that the bromide tracer was not
weight the hosealsoservedtomix the trae_ within the well quite evenly distributed at the time of emplacement. That ts,
bore as the hose and jug were withdrawn, the miilivolt responses for each test depth, when extrapolated

Basedon the0.25-mwell dJame.t_and the 11.3-m tozero time,are notallequal The extrapolated potentials

effecuve aquifer thickness, the predicted bmrnidcconcentra- range from -8 to -16 my. Each of these potentials represents a
don immediately after tracer emplacement was 202 mg/L. 0.9-m segment of well bom, except for the deepest test

Followingtraceremplacement,thebromideconccntra- interval,whichrepresents1.2m ofwell bore. Convertingthe
don in the well bore was monitored as a function of time and zero-time potenlials to bromide concentrations and weighting

depth. Downhole measurements were made at 0.9-m (3-ft) each according to the length of borehole segment that it
intervals over a period of 5 h. The measmements were made represents yields a mean calculated bromide concentration of
using an Ag/AgBr ion-selective electrode and a submersible 206 mgjL. This compares quite favorably to the predicted
double-junction reference electrode of the Ag/AgCI type concentration of 202 mg/L.
having an innerFillingsolutionof 4 M KCI (saturated with
AgC1) and an outer Cd.lingsolution of 10% M"NO_.The To calculate flow velocities, the following equation,
reference electrode is of a new design, which was developed at modified from Hall ct al. (1991a) with EQ (3) above, was
PNL specifically for deep, in situ electrochemical measure, used:

dE,/dt = .0846V* (-t)
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at the various test intervals, calculation of meaningful seepage
where dE/dt = the slope of the plot of my versus time in velocities for the intervals is similarly difficult. However, if

minute.s the flow distortion factor is truly a constant, then V* is
V* = ground-water flow velocity through the well directly proporuonal to net flux (volume pcr unit time) for

bore in m/day each test interval. Figure 6 illustrates the relative discharge for
each test depth in relation to the 6.9-m depth, which showed

The theory describing a point-dilution test requires that, in a the highest V*. The stratigraphy at well #4, determined by
Valid experiment, the slope dE,/dt be a straight line 0-tall ct al., particle.size analysis of drill cuttings collected at 1.5-m
1991a). Inspection of Figure 5 shows that, at all test depths, intervals, is also included in the figure. The correspondence
the data support a straight-lir_ interpretation. (At some of the between observed stratigraphy and the results of the point-
test depths, e.g., 8.7 m, them is some curvature in the plot of dilution test is quite good. The greatest ground-water flux is
my versus time early in the experiment. This curvature may through the relatively clean sand, and the least flux is through
have been caused by initial non-ideal distn'bution of the the clayey, poorly sorted sediments.
bromide tracer between the well bore and the gravel pack,

which is effectively pan of the well installation. Alternatively,
the curvature may be an arti/act of vertical mixing within the o -- -- 7- (watar Table) __ _._._..-.

,__'", SandandClay

weLlbore causedby frequentmovementof the sensing 1.... "..".
electrode assembly early in the experiment.) However, the _...:;
theory also requires that the tracer be at all times evenly 2 - -_.'.-"-
dismbuted in each test interval within the well bore. That is,

mixing within the bore must be fast compared to the rate of _ 3 - Sand--.---"me.-
ground-water flow through the bore. If this condition is not _- .._'...,. .,_-...:

met, EQ (4) becomes invalid. A plot of my versus time would _ 4 _.._.._ Sand and Clay
then reflect a plug flow component, and the plot would tend -_ s -
toward a step function rather than a straight line.

In conventional practice, a point-dilution test is con- _ s -
e-

ducted by isolating a test interval, such as with packers, and by _ 7 -

using some mixing device installed in the test interval to keep _ a ]d Sandthe composiuon of the solution homogeneous (}{earlet al., _ -
1988). In this test, and in the test described by Hall et al. 9
(1991a), it was assumed that the natural turbulence in the well
bore and gravel pack would provide sufficient mixing. The lo

:..'_'i_ Sand, Clay,
straight.line slopes seen in Figure 5 support this assumpuon. .:.._.!_ a,d Grav,I
Further, the assumpdon was tested during the conduct of the 11.. , _ , I , _ , , , ,
experiment by moving the sensing electrode to four different 0 0.2 0.4 o.s 0.8 1.0
positions in the well bore at given depths. At 11 rain and at _a_v, o
66 rnin into the test, at a depth of 0.5 m below the water table, Figure6. Relative horizontal ground water flux (Q) through the
millivolt readings were made adiacent to the well screen on well bore at 12depth Intervals. Aquifer stratigraphy Isbased on
the upgra_ent side, the downgradient side, and the "left" and examinationof drill cuttings. (After Hall and Newcomer, 1992;
"right" sides. This procedure was repeated at the 8.7 m depth and SchaetzleandBret%1989)
at 69 mm and 240 mm. In no case did the difference between

the upgradient and downgradient measurements exceed 0.2 As noted above, the point-dilution test is conventionally
my, which m the context of this experiment is negligible, performed in an isolated interval. In this test and in that
Therefore, an assumption of adequam mixing must be taken as described by Hall et al. (1991a), there was no atI_npt to
correct, isolate depth intervals.It was assumed that in an aquifer

The flow through the well bom, V*, calculated from EQ dominated by horizontal advective flow, vertical mixing
(4) is related to seepage velocity within the aquifer as follows: within the well bom would be negligible compared to horizon-

ml flow vectors. The contrast in calculated relative discharge

V" = Vna (5) between the 9.6- and 10.5-m test depths in Figure 6 shows that
this assumption is reasonable.

where V = seepage velocity The tracer emplacement for this test aLso served as the
n = effective porosity beginning of a drift-and-pumpback test, as descn'bed by Haft
a = flow distortion factor et al. (1991b). In a drift-and-pumpback test, the tracer is

allowed to drift away from the well under natural gradient for
The flow distortion factor, a. ,arises because the hydmuiic a period of days. Then, the weU is pumped to recover the

conductivity of the well ts considerably greater than that of the tracer. The time required to recover the center of mass of the
aquifer, thereby causing the flow net (within the horizontal tracer is then used to calculate net seepage velocity and
plane) to converge toward the well (Raymond, 1955). For this effective porosity of the aquifer using the following equations:
analysis, the factor will be considered invariant with depth.
Because it is difficult to evaluate effective porosity variations n = rcbK:FTVQt (6)
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where n = effective porosity the UASRC site is also greater. F'mally, the results of the
b=aquiferthickness(I1.3m) point-dilutiontestwarrantadditionalcomment.InEQ (5)it
K = hydraulic conducuvity (24.6 m/day to 28.0 m/day) was shown that the mean flow velocity through the well bore,
I = hydraulic gradient (0.0045) V*, is proportional to seepage velocity, V, effective porosity,
t=pumpingtimetorecovercenterofmassoftracerirt n,andaflowdistortionfactor,a.Inconvenuonalpractice,the

days flow distortion factor is deumnined by laboratory calibration
T = drift time _ t in days of some given combination of screen and gravel pack by
Q = pumpingraminm3/day comparingmeasuredV* againstaknown velocity,V,fora

"weil" established in a laboratory-scale "aquifer" (Kearl ct al.,
and V =Qthtb'l_KI (7) 1988).Then,avelocity,V,forarealaquiferisobtainedfrom

fieldmeasurementofV* andbyestimatingporosity,n.That

where V =seepagevelocityinm/day is,theflowdistortionfactorisconsideredtobcstrictlya
functionofweilconstruction,andt6beindependentofthe

Thedrifttimeforthistestwas2.039days.Pumpingrate natureoftheaquifer.

dta'ingrecoveryofthetracerwas 327mVday. Bromide Inthistest,laboratorycal_rationwasobviouslynot
concentrationduringpumpingwas monitoredusingaconven., necessary.Velocityandporosityareknown fromtheresults
donalbromideion-selectiveelectrodeandadouble-junction ofthecompaniontests,andthemean V* (0.91m/day)is

referenceelectrode.Figure7illustratestheresultsofbromide easilycalculatedfromtheexperimentaldata.Therefore,,from
measurements. The concentration curve in the figure was EQ (5), the flow distortion factor must be equal to approxi-

integrated, and it was calculated that the centerof mass of the mately 7 to 8. If the flow distortion factor is truly independent
bromide tracer was recovered after 50.6 rain, or 0.0351 days. of variation within the aquifer, then Figure 6 accurately

ApplyingEQ (6)andEQ (7)resultedinacalculatednet depictstherelativeflux,andalsotherelativehydraulic
effectiveporosityof16% to21% andnetseepagevelocityof conductivity,foreachteatdepth.

0.6to0.7m/dayatwell#4. However,laboratorytestsasweilascomputersimula-
tionshave shown that the flow distortion factor should be

7.o approximately2.0(Raymond, 1955).Inthis.test, the valuefor

s,o that factorwas approximatelyfourtime.stheexpectedvalue.
Further, even highervalueshavebeenreportedintheliterature

s.o (Keatl et al., 1988). We interpret the disparity between
; 40 Laboratoryextents andfieldmeasurementsasfollows.

3 a.o Labomu_'y experimentswith porousmediaareof
scale, both in dme and space, compared to real aquifers, and

2.0 -" Mass ",, the media used in suchexperiments to simulate aquifers are

1.o [ a r_c._. _ often uniform and well sorted. Within the conductof anAec_ered _,_
.... I ................... . ._ experiment,thelaboratory.scalewell will notundergoo

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 14,0 160 1_ 200 220 240 SJglXif]Cantdevelopment. (Certainly this is also true for
T'm_e(rain) ¢ompUber simtlla_ons, whe_, aquifer c[_traC_llC$ are fixed.)

Figure7. BromideconcenU'aflonvera'mrtimeduring the However, a real well is developedover time, every time it is
pumpbackstageofthedrlft-and.pumpbacktest(afterHaU and pumped, and progressivelymorn fine-g_ainedmaterialis
Newcomer,1992). withdrawnfromtheaquiferneartheweilbore.Thatis,inthe

vicinityoftheweU,theaquiferismoreconductivethanthe
DISCUSSION rest of the aquifer, and the sediments ate better sorted.

Thus, in the laboratorytestsandcomputer simulations,
The flow determined through this series of tests, 0.6 ta but not at a real weil installation, the assumption of a uniform

0.7 m/day, is greater than the apparent flow rate observedby aquifer immediately adjacent to, and extending from, the weLl
monitoring the migration of "chill" in the aquifer during actual is a valid assumption. Therefore, the pattern of flow distortion
use of the ATES installation, which is approximately 0.45 m/ at a real weLlis probably not accurately represented by the
day.Some differencewasexpectedbecausethechillis resultsoflaboratory-scaleorcomputerexperiments.

effectively retarded by heat exchange between the injected For the present test, there is an im_t consequence. It
coolwaterandthesedimentsandentrappedwaterofthe isunlikelythattherelativedevelopmentofpoorlysorted

aquifer.(Thevolumeofentrappedwaterinthesedimentsis sediments,suchasthematerialnearthebottomoftheaquifer,
reflected by the difference between effective porosity and total will be tlm same as that of the overlying sand stratum. That is,
porosity.) Thus, in designing future ATES instaLlationsin the hydraulic conductivity of weLl-sorted sand will be less

- similar sediments, or in designingtheexpansiontothe affectedbywelldevelopmentthanthepoorlysore.ximaterial,

UASRC well field, assuming a retardation coefficient of so the flow distortion factors of the two strata will probably be
approximately 1.3 to 1.5 would be reasonable, different. It seems intuitively likely that the relative rates of

The effective porosity of 16% to 21% is _eater than the flow (i.e., the relative hydraulic conductivities) shown in

6% to 12% values measured for other sites in this aquifer Figure 6 for the poorly sorted sediments are too high com-
t,Cronin ct al., 1989; Hail ct al., 1991a), However, the higher pared to the sand layer. The figt_e t_'tustbe taken as a semi-

,, porosity is reasonable because the hydraulic conductivity at quanutative representation of the vertical distribution of flow:

9O
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Prediction of Long.Term Operational Conditions for
Single.Well Groundwater Heat Pump Plants

S. N. Sorensen and J. Reffstrup
Technical University of Denmark

Lyngby, Denmark

used extensively for the storage of .v_armwater as well
ABSTRACT as chilled water, utilizing the same basic principles of

energy exchange between the water and the porous

When using groundwater as a primary energy source in matrix. [4], [5].
combination with heat pumps, the groundwater is When groundwater is used as a natural energy re-
pumped from the groundwater zone, cooled in the heat source, it is supplied from a reservoir and cooled in the
,_.x,'hanger of the heat pump, and then reinjected into heat exchanger of a heat pump. The groundwater is then
the g_oundwater zone. reinjected into the ground. In such systems, the long-

The aesign of traditional groundwater heat pump term steady-state operational conditions require, that
plants is based on the use of a separate pumping and energyis supplied to the aquifer from which the ground-
reinjection weil. An alternative design is to use a single- water is pumped at the same rate as that which energy
well for both pumping and reinjection. However a mini- is produced. This supply of energy to the groundwater
mum distance between well screens is required in order zone is mainly obtained through the energy inflow from
to prevent break-through, caused by short-circuiting of the surface. To obtain steady-state operational condi-
the cooled groundwater, tions at acceptable operational temperatures, requires a

The present paper describes a simplified mathemati- large area to volume ratio of the groundwater zone
" cal model to be used to analyze steady-state operational affected by this operation.

temperature conditions for a single-well groundwater Because of the requirement that drinking water
heat pump plant. The model is based on a finite element reservoirs should not be affected, it is necessary that a
solution of the temperature distribution in the pumping mass and energy balance is maintained locally. Such an
and reinjection zones of the groundwater reservoir, operational constraint is usually met by using a double-

Furthermore, a model for the calculation of the ratio well configuration, where two wells are sufficiently sepa-
of the vertical to the horizontal permeability is presented rated, so as not to create an interference. Water is then

in the paper. This ratio is one of the important parame- pt:mped from one weil, returned from the heat pump
ters in the design of a single-well groundwater heat and reinjected through the other weil. Furthermore, it is
pump plant, normally required that a minimum distance to drinking

Both models have been tested against data from a water supply wells is kept in order to avoid thermal

full-scale experimental plant on the campus of the pollution [7].
Technical University, where the hydrogeological con- An alternative design may be to use the same well
ditions are familiar. The results of a comparison be- for both pumping and reinjection, but with a depth

tween model predictions and experimental field data are interval to separate injection and production zones [8].
included in the paper. This single-well configuration has many advantages

over the double-well solution; primarily the potential for

INTRODUCTION a lower implementation cost and, in addition, the fact
that the plant will be thermally neutral within a smaller

The use of groundwater and aquifers in connection area. The single-well concept however requffes a much
with improved energy utilization has aroused increased more careful design so as to minimize the risk of opera-
interest over the last decade. The groundwater aquifers tional problems, such as short-circuiting between the
have been used both for energy storage [1] and as a production and injection zones. In the present paper,

natural energy resource in combination with heat design criteria for such a single-well plant is discussed
pumps, and design tools in the form of models and parameter

Groundwater aquifers located at greater depths have curves are presented.
: thus been used for the storage of hot water at approxi-

mately 100°C [2], [3]. Higher-located aquifers have been
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THE SINGLE-WELL MODEL AQUIFER. chapter 2 and illustrated in figure (1).
Dimensionless radius, piezometric head and flow

The model aquifer shown in figure 1 is used as a rate are defined as follows:
basis for the derivation of the mathematical models de-

scribed in the following chapters. In the model aquifer, r=--z--; h=--z--; uo=--z-; (1)
it is assumed that the aquifer is confined and consists of Ha Ha Ka
an upper and lower confuting layer and that the perme-
able layers are separated by a third layer. The height of
the two permeable layers is Ha. Dimensionless injection temperature is defined as:

T= _'°-/_ (2)
........ " .... " ' '" " .... " ........ " " " ....... "'"-_"" ' T.

iiiili!i21iiiiiiiiiiiiii::!ii!ii::iiiii!iiiii!iiliiiiii!i_iiiii!iiiii!_!_iiiiii!!!ii!_ii!_N_N..__q,_. _ tL:t_,

........... ......................... ...........Ii"" .
-- ///////(/N

_,:,-,,,_-:_,_:,.'_,_,,'_,_r,',¢,'_,'_,,,',--:_-':_,_,',_n'._o_:\_;_._2 where TOis initial groundwater temperature. Since onlyRB_X_tI_R¥ ""
_-- __ _//,g".../'/_"/_/'/_//'//,//_z/, steady-state con ditions are considered, time does not

_'-__ _'//////_/I/_p'?/2"/////,_ _"_ enter into the problem. Dimensionless groups arising

fili_i !ili!iii!ii!!i!!!!iil!i!!!iiiii!il/!iiiii!iiiiii:i_i{ii!i!iii;iiiiii!!_!i:i"_i__N'i/_':_._.::ii_!ii_iiii_::i_:!!_ii!i_._i!_::_!iiii.i_::_i_!_i_i_i_iii_i_i_::_i_:_iii:iii_?_ii_.i!:_:!::i endfr°mofthesethischapter.dimensi°nlessvariables are defined at theIt is assumed that the temperature variations in the
° _- • _ _o aquifer are so small that the influence on the grotmd-I ; i i I )r

water density can be disregarded.
Based on this assumption, the mass conservation equa-

Figure 1. Model Aquifer for a Single Well Heat Pump tion in dimensionless form can be written:
Plant.

1 d(ruo(r))
,u,(r)=O (3)

The upper confining layer has a thickness of Hc_ and r dr
the height of the separation layer is He2. Water is
pumped from the lower laye_ and sent to the heat ex- In this equation, uD represents the Darcy velocity
changer of a heat pump, cooled down a few degrees and uL leakage from the aquifer. These velocities are
and then returned to tt_e upper layer. Heat inflow to the expressed by equation (4).
upper aquifer is assumed to be by heat conduction only, A

and from the lower layer by both heat conduction and dh K_ff/,
convection. Energy inflow as geothermal heat is disre- ua=.---_-r, ut=2 h=N_h (4)X_'la
garded and thus the model will give a conservative
estimate of the injection temperature. The flow in both

the upper and lower aquifer is assumed to be horizon- N L is a _,imensienless leakage factor. Combining equa-
tal without a vertical flow velocity, component. The mass tion (3) and equations (4) gives the following equation
exchange between the two aquifers is handled as a for the piezometric head in the aquifer:
leakage term in the flow equation for the upper aquifer,
and as a source term in the lower aquifer. This flow r:d_.,..._a+raa_i..Zr_h__.O---- (5)
direction will give the best conditions for the reheating dr _ dr
of the water returned from the heat pump evaporator,
since the heat influx to the upper layer will normally be Equation (5) is the modified Bessel differential
greater than the geothermal heat influx from below, equation of order zero. The general solution to this

equation is given by equation (6) [81:
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING.

_-C_lo(N_r)+C_Ko(IV_r) (6)

GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS -

To predict the operational conditions for the plant, The coefficients in equation (6) are determined from the
mathematical models for the flow and energy transport boundary conditions for the problem. Th:" boundary
in the aquifer were developed, condition used for the flow problem is a Neumann

The models are based on a corabination of an analytical condition specified at the weil, i.e. dh/drr=_ = NQ is
and a numerical solution of the conservation equations specified. NQ is a dimensionless injection number
for mass and energy, defined by equation (9) with other dimensionless groups..
The solution domain for the equation is defined in At the outer.' radius, a '_irichlet condition specifying that
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h = 0 at r -, - is used. It is further assumed that the K0 is the modified Bessel function of the 2. sort,
leakage from the upper aquifer to the lower aquifer is zero order and K1 is the modified Bessel function of the

proportional to the difference between the piezometric 1. sort 1. order. In this equation No denotes a dhnens-
heads in the two aquifers. Because of symmetry the rela- ionless injection number defined by equation (9).
tionship between the piezometric head in the two aqui- Differentiation of equation (11) gives the following
fers is: hl(r ) - - h2(r), where h2 is the piezometric head expression for the dimensionless Darcy velocity:
in the lower aquifer.

The energy equations for the upper and lower aqui- K1(NtY)
fers have the following form: u°(r)--N°Kl(NLr .)

(12)

± a---(raT')-N_oaT'-(N.,.N.,)T,.N,_r2--o (7)
r Or 81" Or By inserting the expression for the Darcy velocity

given by equation (12) into equations (7) and (8), the
No and No dimensional numbers may be combined to

1 O. 07'2... c3T2 give a characteristic Peclet number for the energy
r-_rtr--orl+Nruo-_r (8) transfer in the aquifer. This Peclet number Pe is defined

-(N,2+Nput)T= +(N a*Nrut)r_--O as follows:

Oc) _O
,,,,=,v_p=_ 03)

The additional dimensionless coefficients used in 2n_af,,
equations (7) and (8) are defined by equations 9 and 10.

The energy equations for the upper and lower
O_ . (1_,,/'Io/¢,, aquifers were solved by using the finite element method

No-2,_id_fl¢° Nr- ; (9)" "' _.,, with quadratic interpolation and weighting functions.
The upper and lower aquifers were discreticized sepa-
rately and the two coupled energy equations describing
flow of heat in the aquifers were solved simultaneously.

_'c_ lq, _._eq,, The coupling terms in the two equations describe the
Nn1=- _ ; N_a=__ (10)

_. HcI _/i. 2 energy and mass flow from the upper to the lower
" aquifer. Hence, this essentially two-dimensional problem

was reduced to two one-dimensional problems, by the
introduction of the coupling term as a source-sink term

Np is a modified Peclet number describing the con- in the two equations.
vective heat transport in the aquifer. Nut and Nn2 are
modified Nusselt numbers for the confining layers and DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR SINGLE WELL
the separating layer between the two perforations. GROUNDWATER HEAT PUMPS.

The boundary conditions used for the upper aquifer
were specified temperature at the well and a no-flux HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS. - The

boundary condition at the outer radius. The boundary criteria used in the design of a single-well heat pump
conditions used for the lower aquifer were natural plant are optimal operational conditions for the heat
groundwater temperature at the outer radius and a zero pump and minimum environmental affect. Both aims are

heat flux at the weil. met by ensuring that the temperatures in the aquifers
reach a steady-state level that will allow an economic

SOLUTION PROCEDURE - The governing operation of the heat pump, without having a negative
equations described in section 3.1 were solved by using effect on the environment.
an analytical solution technique for the flow equation The design parameter, that to a large extent controls
and a numerical technique for the temperature equa- the steady-state operational conditions, is the hydraulic
tions, interaction between the upper and lowe:" at,uifers.

The mass conservation equation as expressed by The hydraulic conductivity between the two aquifers
equation (5) was solved analytically. The solution to this may be estimated by using the aquifer flow model dis-
equation may by found in [8] and is given by: cussed in section 3. From equation (11), the pressure

required to inject water at a given injection rate may be

h(r)---No K°(Nt'r) (11) calculated by substituting r = rw. Rearranging then gives
N L ,_l(,.Nrr_) the following expression for a dimensionless pressure

coefficient Np:
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where NA is def'med by: NA = NLrw is called the aniso- _ /
tropy number of the formation.

From equation (14), it can be seen that this pressure 2

coefficient is a function of the anisotropy number NA. ¢_3'°° / / //_// /.ll._i 0.1

However, it is the inverse function NA(Np) that is used

in practical applications, and this function is shown in a_E /// / _"_"
figure 2. _2.00 :. / / /

/

L. 'X_ 1.00 ......a_lO - _oo looo 10000
,, ' Peclet Number Pe
E X_ .

", Figure 3. Dimensionless injection temperature as aZ

>,_o "'X function of Pe and the leakage factor NL for
'",,., .... Nul = 0.1 and Nu2 = 0.2o

o ',, The data represented in the figure is the dimension-
"_-r-_o _. "X, less injection temperature T, as a function of the
< ", dimensionless injection number Pe, for different valuesxi

_\ of the dimensionless parameters Nut and Nu2. The vari-

lo "x,, able NL is the dimensionless leakage factor and is a
o.oo 2.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 lO.OO measure of the hydraulic conductivity between the

Pressure Coefficient Np aquifers. From the figure it can be seen, that the aquifer
parameter NL is extremely important for the operation
of the plant.

Figure 2. Anisotropy number NA as a function of the The influence of the two parameters Nul and N,2 is
pressure coefficient Ne. of less importance.

The model may therefore be used to calculate the EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON
vertical to horizontal permeability in an aquifer, based AGAINST MODEL RESULTS.
on a measured pressure difference in a pumping test
from a well with two separate perforation intervals. The EXPERIMENTAL TEST FACILITY - In order to
pressure coefficient is calcuiatcd _n the basis of the data allow thermal break-through phenomena to be studied,

from the pressure test. The anisotropy number NA can a full-scale test stand for single-well groundwater heat
then be read from the graph. From a known value of pumps has been set up on the campus of the Technical
NA the ratio between the permeability in the aquifer, University of Denmark.
and the vertical permeability in the aquitard can be The reservoir contains 3 instrumentation wells, which
calculated, were established for temperature and pressure measure-

The absolute value of the aquifer hydraulic conduc- ments.
tivity must be estimated by traditional well-testing
methods.

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS FOR THE

SINGLE-WELL PLANT - The energy equations
describing the temperature distribution in the upper and
lower aquifers were solved numerically using the finite
element method and for different values of the dimensi-

onless parameters. Some of the results of this parameter
study are shown in figure 3.
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_.__._[k _ Data for single-well installation

_ Aquifer height Ha 5 m

"_"!... i.iI:__II: " Distance between well screens HE2 4 m

!i i:. o,_,,_,An,,TAU'..i...i : ' Aquifer horizontal permeability Ka 10-4 m/sI} Heat conductivity 3 W/t_K

•i_l "/" . _ '" :_ Average groundwater temperature 8.8 C°
_,,.:_Jiiii_:i.!';..ii,._i:..i.:.!._.i./...:...i..:.:.:!..,,L...._:,_;,.,.;._.i._i:,.!;ii_Specified temperature difference in

"__iiii!i!i!i i:.i iii heat pump evaporator 2.2 C°
". ." "'"'."':._:}.:"._:.::,i Effective well radius rw 0,25 _ 0,05 m

ii:i!: ..:::..'::.,Ei_" ..'. .": i:.i:.:."..: Injection rate Q 4.63 10.4 m3/s
i i"._..'..:.:i:.;.... "..' : ' .".." .".....:..."i' Values of parameters used at anisotropy test.? "ll_'. , . . . , . , . ,..,, ,

_:.. !._: ::. ::.'..'!".. ..:.." ' .". ...":.::...'"i...: 0.031 bar
j_,_,.,: (72"_,_",_ Injection pressure

Injection rate O 2.78 10-4 m3/s

Figure zt. Illustration of single-well design used at
the University test facility. Table 1. Key data for the single-well test stand.

The design of the well is illustrated in figure 4. Based on the data listed in table 1, the limits for NL
Groundwater was produced from the aquifer through a were calculated to 0.47 and 0.70 and for Pe to 511 and
screen at a depth of 38-43 metres below surface and 341. The values of Nul and Nu2 were 0.15 and 1.25.

injected through a screen at a depth of 29-34 metres
below surface. The two screens are separated by a N,- 0.70 0.47

packer. 5.oo / ttr /

The well was drilled with a diameter of approximate- / /

ly 0.40 m to a depth of 45 metres. The technique used

was flush-drilling with reversed drilling-water circulation, f/

The groundwater was produced and circulated with 4,o0 /// // /

the help of a submerged pump placed 2 metres above
the well-screens. The flow-rate was 1.5 to 3.0 m3/hour.

In the heat pump installation, the groundwater was _3.oo [/__

cooled 2-3°C before reinjecting into the reservoir. The _ /

initial groundwater temperature was 8.8 °C. The heat
capacity of the heat pump wa,_ 10 kW. After each test Ea_

run, the flow direction was reversed and the groundwa- _ /

2.00 J f I!

• ter was reheated to its natural temperature by the use of ,/_f

a 24 kW electrical heater device. In total, 4976 m3 of /._'_'f i
groundwater was cooled and 5156 m3 of groundwater
was reheated, which corresponds to an extraction of _.oo _ooo _oooo
62514 GJ of heat from the reservoir and a reheating oo Peeler. Number" Pe
amount of 27403 GJ into the aquifer.

Figure 5. Dimensionless injection temperature as a

COMPARISON BETWEEN MODEL PREDIC- function of the injection number Pe for the
TIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA - The mathe- two limiting values of the leakage number
matical models described in the previous chapters were NL and Nu 1 = 0.15, Nu2 = 1.25.

used to predict the operational behavior of the weil. The
relevant data for the test stand is shown in table 1. The relationship between these parameters is

In order to estimate the vertical to horizontal illustrated in figure 5, which shows dimensionless

permeability ratio, the pressure required to inject water temperature as a function of injection number Pe"
and produce water in the well dipole at a specified rate The the measured temperature of produced gro-
was recorded. Based on this data, the factor of aniso- undwater as a function of time is shown in figure 6

tropy NA could be read from figure 2, and the dimen- which also shows the calculated steady-state tempera-
sionless leakage number N L could be calculated, ture level. As can be seen from the figure, the mea-
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CONCLUSION. LIST OF SYMBOLS

The use of groundwater as an energy resource has (_ Specific heat capacity.
aroused increasing interest. Natural groundwater is to- IZl Height of geological layers.
day used in combination with heat pumps for private h Piezometric head.

home heating. Normally such heat pump installations NA Anisotropy number.
consist of a production and a reinjection well. By dril- NL Leakage number.
ling only one well for both the pumping and the reinj- Np Pressure coefficient.
ection of the groundwater, however, the installation NQ Injection number.
cost can be considerably reduced, lt has been demon- Nu Modified Nusselt numbers.

strated that the long term operational conditions of a Pe Peclet number.
single-well groundwater heat pump plant can be pre- Q Injection-production rate.
dicted by the models presented in the paper and these rw Well radius.
can therefore be used as tools in the design proce- r Radius.
dure. An estimation of vertical to horizontal perme- T Temperature.

ability is particularly essential in the design procedure. ATf Temperature difference over heat pump
A comparison between model prediction and data evaporator.
from a long term operation of a single well at the uD Darcy velocity.
Technical University of Denmark has demonstrated uL Leakage velocity.
good agreement between predicted and measured Subscripts:
performance, a Aquifer.

d Darcy.
LIST OF REFERENCES: C Confining layer.

L Leakage.
[11 B. Ovale, S. N. Sorensen, L. S. Ibsen, 1989."Aq- w Weil.

uifer Thermal Energy Storage. Status and Future Variables with dimension.
Prospects". CLIMA 2000, Sarajevo, Jugoslavia.

[21 B. Qvale, L. S. Ibsen: "The Danish Aquifer
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PHREEQM-2D: A Computer Model to Calculate Geochemical Reactions During
Transport of Groundwater;, Model Description and Application to the

Utrecht University ATES

A. Willemsen

IF Technology
Arnhem, The Netherlands

, ABSTRACT During heating in the heat exchanger, these reaction maycause severe scaling problems. Calcium carbonate scaling

When hot water is injected into an aquifer, the water during heating is a very common problem, encountered in
will react with the minerals present in the aquifer. The most many cases where (hard) water is heated. Silica scaling is

tmportant processes are cation exchange, precipitati°n/diss°" encountered where groundwater is cooled down from high
[ution of carbonates, and dissolution/precipitation of silicates, temperatures, especially in geothermal operations. During
if the redox condition of the water is changed during the pro- ATES, calcium carbonate scaling can be a severe problem, lt

tess (e.g., because of contact with oxygen in the air or has been encountered at many projects, for instance at St.
because of rmxing of water with a different redox status) Paul (Holm et al., 1987) and at SPEOS (Saugy et al., 1988).
redox reactions will be important as weil. Further information on geochemical problems encountered at

In many cases, the water will have to be treated to existing projects can be found in Jenne et al. (1992).

prevent carbonate scaling during heating. This treatment will Formation of calcium carbonate scale can be prevented
influence the reactions in the aquifer. Because the water is (at by different water treatment techniques. Previous analyses

least partly) reused each cycle, the reactions in the aquifer (Willemsen et al., 1988a; WiUetmen, 1990) of water treat-
mav cause an increase or a decrease in necessary treatment in ment methods to prevent calcium carbonate scaling for ATES

st'bsequent cycles. Also, the treatment and the reactions in have shown that the treatment techniques that remove solutes,
the aquifer may have an influence on the environmental like Na exchange and precipitation with lime, decrease m
impact of the store because the quality of the water lost from intensity with each cycle. Ca-Na exchange is the treatment
the store is changed, technique that is used most frequently for A'rES. It has a

To be able to assess the relevance of these processes, a relatively low impact on the groundwater quality; it has a de-

model has been developed that calculates the chemical reac- creasing intensity with cycles; it is commercially available
ttons dunng transport of groundwater. ,-Maexample of use of and it can operate fully automatically. Drawbacks of Ca-Na
the model is given for the Utrecht University ATES system, exchange are the discharge of salt to the sewage and the
At this site, a split treatment of Ca-Na softening is used to potential for clay swelling in the aquifer. Clay swelling, fol-

prevent carbonate sealing. The calculations have helped to lowed by migration of the clay particles and subsequent
make decisions on how to proceed with water treatment, clogging of the pores is a phenomena that is among others

encountered when fresh water is injected into aquifers con-

[NTRODUCT[©N mining brackish/salt water (Oisthoom, 1982). The potential
for clay swelling is generally calculated with the Sodium

For ATES, groundwater ts withdrawn (from the 'cold Adsorption Ration (SAR; Appelo and Postma, 1992).
wellts)') in penods of heat surplus, heated, and injected back Ca-Na exchange significantly influences the SAR.
into the aquifer (using the 'hot welltsY). In periods of heat Because future development of the SAR at the Utrecht Urn-
demand, the heated water will be withdrawn again, cooled, verstty ATES also depends on the reactions in the aquifer,

and rejected back into the 'cold well(s)'. When the water is PHREEQM-2D is used to predict the future behaviour of the
heated and cooled, chemical reactmns might occur because SAR.
the water contains dissolved solids and the relevant equtiib-
hum constants (complex assocmtton constants and mineral

-,olubtiity products) are generally temperature dependent.
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PHREEQM-2D PHREEQM/CHARMI model (Appelo and Willem,_n, 1987
Nierthuis et al., 1988; Willem_n et al., 1988b) suffer frot_

The model PHREEQM-2D (Willemsen. 1992) is a coupled numencal dispersion when the grid sizestime step is to
chermcal transport model that couples a groundwater trans- large.

port model (HST2D, Hagoort, 1989, denved from HST3D, PHREEQM-2D uses eight fractional steps per time step
K.ipp, 1987) to a geochemical reaction model (PHREEQE, These steps are shown in Table 1. Tins table shows that for

Parkhurst et al., 1980). HST2D calculates the solution to the ali cells, PHREEQE is called 4 times per time step. If ther_
flow equations using finite differences and writes information are 100 cells and 100 time steps, there are 40,000 calls ts

on temperatures and flow velocities across boundaries into a PHREEQE. On a 16 MHz 386 SX-machme with 387 coproc
file. essor, a call to PHREEQE takes approximately 1 second (thi:

Th_s file is later read by PHREEQM-2D. In will depend on the chemistry of the problem), which wouh
PHREEQM-2D, up to 30 solutes can be transported and mean that this simulation would take about 11 CPU-hours t(

diffused, also using finite differences. Reactions among these run. This calculation time can 'be reduced by eallin,r
solutes and with solids and a gas phase can be calculated with PHREEQE only if a solute concentration has changed sign.iri

' PHREEQE. Reactions that can be calculated are equilibrium candy.

dissolution/precipitation for up to 20 minerals simultaneously, PHREEQM-2D is a second order correct transpor
kinetic calculations for 1 mineral, cation exchange, redox model by correcting for numerical dispersion caused by th(
reactions, aqueous complexation and calculation of the gas backwards in space (BIS), forward in time (FIT) approxima
composition of a bubble formed by the water, tion to the transport and by the backwards in time (BIT_.

PHREEQM-2D uses an established procedure to correct approximation to the reactions. The numerical dispersiots
numencal dispersion. Other coupled chemical transport caused by the BIS, FIT approximation to the adv_tion i:

mode_s do not correct at ali (e.g., AppeIo and Willemsen, related to the grid size and time step (Abbott and Basco,
1987; Liu and Narasimham, 1989;). Some use iteration 1989).
between transport and chemisty to improve the accuracy
(Sequential Iteration Approach, e.g., FSrster, 1986; Ceder- v

berg et al., 1985). Others solve the total system of coupled Dnum,advecnon,x = x.._.(AX_VxAt, )
(1)

equations directly (e.g., Lichtner, 1985"). The direct solution
to the complete set of equation is very time consuming. In
general, the Sequential Iteration Approach is considerably

faster (Yeh and Tripathi. 1989). However, iteration between (See Notation section for definition of terms).
tranport and chemistry may result in severe problems with

respect to convergence. The method of tractional steps (with The numerical dispersion caused by the BIT approximation tc
correction for numerical dispersion) that is employed by reactions is equal to
PHREEQM-2D is unconditionally stable and second order
correct within certain limits. The models that do not iterate 'vx Rx-1

- -v at (2)
and do not correct tbr numerical disperston like the Dnuma'eacnons'x 2 R_

Table i. Fractional steps in PHREEQM

2D for each ttme-step (Willemsen, 1992; Herzer and Kinzelbach, 1989).

step calculation of Combining these two gives

l transport in x-directlon v V _ ;"
2 reactions (PHREEQE) Dnum,t.o_a/,x= ,._ (Ax - -: .... , (3)
3 diffuse m x-direction - R,

4 reactions (PHREEQE_
5 transport in v-direction
6 reactlons /PHREEQE'J
•7 diffuse in y-direcnon
8 reactions (PHREEQE')
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Dttfuzion ts now calculated usmg a corrected D,,,,_: Table 2. Some data on the Utrecht University ATES

T.,,_.,_,,loading 90°C
D,_a,t_ = Dph_._-D,_ (4) T_ unloading 45oc

m3 water loaded ca 100.000
mo water unloaded ca 100,000
T,_,_m usable 500C

For the y-directxon the calculation ts similar, distance hot 'cold" well 60 m
The retardation factor _ will be different for different

processes that can be active in any cell in the finite difference

grad at any time. This means that there can be several differ- To prevent calcium carbonate scaling during loading of
ent R's simultaneously, the store, a conventional Ca-Na ion exchanger has been in-

To prevent errors in the electrical neutrality (which is stalled for water treatment, lt was recognized that this type of
used to calculate pH in PHREEQE_ only one value for D_,,t water treatment creates a risk of clogging of the aquifer by
is used for ali solutes. Therefore, the _ used in equations (2) clay swelling (Willemsen and Van der Weiden, 1991). This
and (3) is constant. The R_ used is the R_ for the solute with risk is minimized by keeping the SAR below 11 by split
the largest change in concentration with time. This implies treatment: 60% of the water is treated and 40% is not
that PHREEQM-2D is second order correct if there is only treated.
one reaction front or, if there are more fronts, if fronts are

fully separated. The limits for grid and time step for PHRE- RESULTS OF FIRST CYCLE - During the first storage
EQM-2D are as follows: cycle, no clogging has been observed, in either the wells the

or the heat exchanger. Analyses of water samples taken from
the injection and production cycles are shown in Table 3.

vat From other samples (Heidemij, 1992; Willemsen and
Cr - < i (5) Van der Weiden, 1991) it is known that a fresh/brackishAx

water quality boundary is located in the aquifer used for
storage. This explains why during charging, the water quality
of the recovered water changes. From the measurements it
can be concluded that gradually more water is produced from

vxAx the deeper, higher layers.
Pe w - < 2 (6) The amount of Ca and Mg removed during charg4ng isD_

approximately 60%, coinciding with the split of the treatment
(see Tabel 3). The injected Ca, Mg, Na and K concentrations
are fairly constant. There is one analysis of K that shows an

and sirrular for the y-direction. Above Cre l, the model will anomalously high value.
be unstable: above Pe=2. there can be aumerxcal dispersion. The most sinking feature is the drop in pH combined
For a more complete descraptlon of PHREEQM-2D, includ- with an increase in alkalinity during discharging. This implies
xng model verification and a comparison to other coupled an increase in Total Inorganic Carbon Content (TIC). This

models, the reader is referred to Willemsen (1992). could be explained by acidification of the water followed by
carbonate dissolution. The acidification could conceivably be
caused by CO..-production as a result of decomposition of

UTRECHT UNIVERSITY ATES organic matter (Brons et al., 1991) and/or by proton buffer-
ing. The only other realistic explanation seems to be that the

.At the Utrecht University. an ATES system has recently been incoming water from below has a higher CO. content. This is
implemented. This system can store about 6000 MWh of not considered likely because the chloride-content hardly
thermal energy per year. For a description of the system and changes from 30/9/91 to 5/t2/9t. However, the presence of
the general performance durang the first year. the reader is different water qualities in the aquifer makes a proper disttnc-
referred to Van Loon and Van der Hetde , 1992) and to Van tton between the reactions difficult, if not impossible. Maybe
Loon and Paul (199l). The most signlt_cant data are gxven i._
Table 2.
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Table 3 Water composmon dunng first cycle (in rag/l)

tbncnon charging chargmg Charging charging charging charging di=charging di=charging discharging
sampledate 2515i89 1316191 1316191 2917191 2917191 3019191 3019191 5112191 2811192 31,13192
locationlweli_ cold cold warm cold warm cold warm warm warm warm

pH (at_.0=C_ 8.[ 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.06 8.13 7.4_ 7,68 7.95
Ca 42 48 l 7 .50 20 51 21 25 30 32

Mg I5 20 l [ 28 li 25 l 1 1l l [ 12
Na 140 210 280 2 l0 280 210 280 300 285 290

K 16 24 10 25 11 29 41(?) 21 29 28

HCO_ 211 196 t 96 190 19 ! 218 220 284 285 260
CI 2,,t0 275 n.d. 390 n.d. 380 n.d. 390 410 415
SAR 4.7 6.4 13.0 5.9 12.5 6.0 1.2.3 12.6 11.3 11.1

n.d. not dctarmmcd SAR = Na (Ca -+-Mg) "a'_ ; value in mmol/l

future cycles will provide more information, when the water constitute a problem because calcite dissolution would sooi,
quality m the aquifer is more homogeneous, decrease due to this increasing pH. The process is self-stabil,

Dunng production, the Ca, Na and K concentrations izing. However, an increasing pH could increase the risk oi
increase. The calculated SAR of injected and produced water clay swelling. Adding hydroxide is a technique that is used i_
is between 11 and 13, which is too high. It is also higher the laboratory to peptize clay.

than expected. The increase is caused by the inflow of other Calculations have been performed with PHREEQM-2L-
water. From these data, and from previous work on water to get answers to the concerns mentioned above.
treatment for the Utrecht University ATES system (Will-
emsen and Van der Weiden, 1.99l), the following concerns CALCULATIONS PERFORMED - The most signifi
arise, cant data on the store are shown in Table 2. Other data use,

During discharge the cooled water is rejected without in the calculations are shown in Table 4.
treatment. In the next cycle, the water is treated again. This
will cause an increasing SAR. ,-kt present no weil clogging Table 4. Data used during Calculations
has been observed, although the SAR has increased to 1.3.
At the Plaisir Project (Pfiffer et al., 1991) wells became Initial temperature 15 °C
clogged after Ca/Na exchange. The water withdrawn from Effective thickness aquifer 20 m
the clogged wells had a very high clay content. Although Longitudinal dispersivity 5 m
Pfiffer et al. (1991) did not attribute the clogging to clay Transversal dispersivity 0.5 m
swelling, ali facts point towards this cause. It is, therefore, of Porosity 35 %
importance to predict the future behaviour of the SAR in the Water composition Table 3 cold well 29/7/91
storage aquifer at the Utrecht University. CEC (estimated) 100 meq/l water

The water is injected with a positive saturation index Original amount 1000 meq/l water
with respect to calcite (Willemsen and Van der Weiden, calcite
1991). _ the aqmfer, this supersaturated calcite might pre-
clpttate. The amount precipitated rrught be enhanced by back-
exchange of Ca for Na from the cation exchange complex During charging of the store, the water is taken fro t,
(cec) :ra the aquifer (this was calculated by Witlemsen et al., the cold weil. The water is changed in composition (60% Ca
1.988a). This precipitate may eventually clog the aquifer Mg, Fe to Na exchange on equivalent basis) and injected mt,
around the weil. It ts. therefore, important to know the the warm well at a temperature of 90"C. Dunng dischargl
amounts of precipitate, the water is taken from the warm well and injected into tht

If the water becomes undersaturated with respect to cold well at a temperature of 45°C, without treatment. Tlal
calclte dunng cooling, calcite dissolution aught occur around amounts of water are given in Table 2.
the cold weil. if the amount dissolved per cycle is more than For the firs: cycle, the amount of water injected and thl
the amount precipitated (because Ca is removed by the treat- temperature of the water are different. To be able to compar
ment each cycle), this could cause a continuing increase m the calculated data with the measurements, an approximatto
pH and alkalinity..Apart from the SAR-problem mentioned or amounts of water and temperatures has been used: 10,
above, such an mcrease tn pH and alkaltmty would not days charging 65°C, total 64,000 m?; 50 days chargtnl
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90°C. total t4,000 trr3. W, have assumed that dunng the first it is clear that other processes will also occur ta the

cycle, 50,000 m_ will b¢_withdrawn from the store, aquifer. The most significant are:
Silica dissolution (and to a minor extent: precipitation)

- Precipitation/dissolutton of other carbonates, notably

FeCO_, also m the form of _[id solutions

- Decomposition of orgamc matter, which mcreas_ the

REACTIONS - The following reactions have been amount of TIC

assumed to be operative in the store: - Proton buffering
- canon exchange Reactions with other minerals, e.g., oxides, sulfides.

-calcite equtlibrium dissolution/precipitation. These processes have been neglected, because the possible
For cation exchange, the Gaines-Thomas convention for extent of these reactions cannot be quantified without site

de..scriptton of the activity of the adsorbed solutes is used specific empirical data. On the other hand, experiments on

(Appe[o and Postma, 1.992; Willemsen, 1992). The exchange material from other sites have shown: that, m general, carbon-
constants used are given in Table 5. ate precipitation/dissolution and cation exchange are the most

significant processes (Appelo et al., 1990a).

Table 5. Cation exchange constants

reaction K,x AH°
(Kcal/mol) "..,

WArM WELL

"_ NaX -" Ca" --. CaX. -,- 9 Na" 6.3 1.0 -_ ,'_N.._ , ° _ ct

", NaX - Mg'" "* MgX.. + _- Na" 4.0 1..0 _ :o i..,.,._
NaX- K" --,' KX + Na" 5.0 0.0 _ _"

• i

For the calcite solubility product and tor relevant aque- z

• - ,\ ,'- ,ii ".,. ,ous complexes the database from Smith (1988) has been _-"to, '..

used. &

In the calculations the pH of the original water is L s'= [ _,_.
assumed to be 7.7 instead of 8. ,-kt this pH, the water is at

equilibrium with calcite at 1.5°C.
0

"COL_" WELL

max.SAR
tOO _ 'flt-. I max........__

) _ : , a , : _ : I ¢ i d i c i _ _ i [ : qll

9o ,- -= '_ ---"-X _ .;

SoL ' - " -• _ t ,, )

- "o ,- W'A_M _ -- - i
L ; _ " - ' WE'.'. -- -- _ to- ' _;AR

lO - -- -- - : i _ "_"

, i
:,0- 0

i • .f g.O '.0 LO LO _.0
" - T'tme(ytat)

:0'
0.o _.o "_o ;.0 ,o Fieure 2. Calculated SAR m the warm (above) and cold

":""='"_) well (below). A,lso shown ts the fraction f, this ts

Ca-Mg-Na-,-K divided by Ca.+-Mg (in rag/l).

Ficure 1. Calculated temperatures in the warm and cold Above the lines shown as litr,its, there is a clay

,,veil. c: char_tng, d: discharging or store swelling potent(at.
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\Figure 3. Contours of the calculated NaX - concentration _.
(in meq/l porosity) after the 4" charging cycle _• • =-"- 30.0 ",,

(above) and the 4u' discharging cycle (below). "-
Above 15 meq/l (= 15% CEC occupation) "c0t.o" wet.',.
there is a risk of clay swelling.

-aO.0

Figure 4. Calculated cumulative amounts of calcite prec:pi,
RESULTS ,_'qD DISCUSSION tared in the warm well (above) and cumulative

amount dissolved in the cold well (below). Dat-'
Figure 1 shows the calculated temperatures in the warm and in mmol/ [1 porosity]"
cold weil, where as Figures 2 and 3 show the calculated SAR
and the contours of the calculated SAR after the 4_ cycle.

WARM "COLD b
Figures 4 and 5 show the calculated amount of calcite wtu. ., WILL

precipitated around the warm and cold weil and the contours i ._o
• 15 ,5 0

after°fthecalculatedam°unt°fprec'pttatedcalcitetncheaqutferthe4_ cycle. _:',-_'.t-;l: ; , .....,. -_.z..._///____.

Figure 6 shows the calculated TIC and alkalinity in the 0
cold weil. and Figure 7 che calculated pH in the warm and \ ") -"
coldweil.

These t]gures show the following. The SAR increases
with cycles to approximately 25 during the .iu, cycle tn the
warm well (figure 2). The SAR ts highest dunng ,'hargmg 0t _0,,i zoml
around the warm weil. but dunng discharging, the SAR
initially peaks to an even higher value. If we compare this to Figure 5. Contours of the calculated amount of calcite
the measured data. we find that the measurements also show the aquit'er after the 4m cycle. Data in mmoi /
initially a higher SAR dunng production rrom the warm weil. porosity
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Figure 2 also shows the fracuon f. This ts
(Ca-,-Mg-,-Na-,-K)/(Ca-'.-Mg) in mgtl. Acco,'ding to Jones
(1964) this value should be kept below lO tbr inJeCtiOn of
water into oil ti=lds if clay swelling ts to be prevented, lt is

- ctear that the rule according to Jones (1964), agrees very
well to the SAR-rule.

The jig-saw nature of the lines in figures 1., 2, 7 and 8
is because PHREEQM-2D has more time-steps between m i
HST2D-ume steps, and ts also caused by the tolerance on !

changes in composition before PHREEQE is called. The ra I" ":_t_" ',_ELL
amount of calcite that precipitates during each cycle decreases t '

%.

with cycles, because gradually ali the Ca in the groundwater -,.6' --...:" '" '" "'

ts removed bv the treatment (figures ? and 4). The total _, ,,<_" "'_'_ '""_ "'_
" """ _ --"_ - ""- ",1"' "'"'_ _" . > " ''I

amount precipitated around the warm well is about 17 mmol/l - "'* _ , ,,'?_ __....._ ,,?'...... t "---,,; i r' "'-"_ ', '
after the 4u' cycle. This would mean that the porosity could [ ..

have been reduced from 0.35 to 0.34.98 and clogging due to r" _. 'ut,RM '#ELL
calcite precipitation is not likely,

Dissolution of calcite :. calculated for the area around 7.o,.
the cold weil. The total amount dissolved is larger than the i
amount precipitated. Precipitation and dissolution are only r
calculated near the wells. ,-kt nodes some distance from the 0.0 t.o "..0 _._ .,.0

wells, dissolution/precipitation Is not significant. This could "r_t._)
be different tf kinetics were included m the calculations.

The alkalinity and TIC content of the water in the store Figure 7. Calculated pH around warm and cold weil.
hardly change as a result of the reactions with calcite. This
shows that reactmns with calcite are relatively insigmficant

' for the composlnon of the water and that it rrught be possible compensate the decrease in Ca, the treatment could not be
to decrease the treatment intensity with successive cycles. If decreased. A decreasing treatment will reduce the risk of clay
the alkalinity would increase with cycles and if this would swelling.

The pH increases slightly with cycles due to the dissol-
ution of calcite. The initial drop in pH, and tile difference in
pH ber'v,,, , warm and cold weil, is caused by the depend-
ence of pH on temperature, The increase m pH with cycles
does not seem very significant.

4.0

i EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

3d -
, PHREEQM-2D can be a valuable teel for designing

,"lC

-.._,. _ ..,,__._,.,,,,_,__,,..,.,_ water treatment systems for ATES. The model can accurately
-------/" ......_ _ ---. -----_ : predict the time and space-dependent behaviour of reactive

._ _tk solutes during transport in aquifers, provided the data are
accurate. As ali models. PHREEQM-2D needs input data. It
needs hydrological data on permeabilitles, heat conductivities

"--'- and porosities. There is of course an uncertainty m these
data. In general, tor field problems this uncertainty in

' hydrological data is slgmficant. The uncertainty in geocherm-
"--_ cal data rmght be even larger.

_.0 :.0 -_ ;.o ,0 Geochermcal data like solubilities have been gathered_c Iy_:l.t )

for idea[ systems. Natural systems may behave differently as
,=,_',.are'3. Calculated alkaltmtv and TIC tn the cold weil, a result ot" processes like inhibition, solid solutions and unex-

Data _n mmot [1 '._,ater[ petted complexion with orgamc components (Appelo et al..
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1990a). For many dissolutton_preclpttatton reactions, kmeucs uons: however, Lt dots give an inslght Into the posstb[e
•,re tmportant but kinetic rate constants and re,action surface development o¢" the chermstry of the store. The following
area are seldom known, conclus=ons may be drawn regarding future water treatment.

If the split of 60% treatment, 40% bypass is not
PHREEQM-2D has been verified on analytical solutions changed, there is a significant nsk that clay swelling will

(Willemsen. 1992) and validated on column-experiments, clog the aquifer in the future.

Cat_on exchange and calcite dissolution kinetics have been The percentage treated should be changed such that the
modelled accurately (Appelo et at.. 1990b). For cation SAR of the injected water stays below 11. If this means that

exchange the constants can be estimated from literature. As the saturation index tbr calcite after heating would increase to

long as minerals can be assumed to be in equilibnum with art unacceptable level, expenments should be performed.
the water composition, the data can be based on literature (if These experiments should assess the maximum calcite satura-

,,,olid solutions tbrmatton is neglectible). For calcite dissol- tion index at 90°C at which no scaling occurs and the maxi-
utton kinetics, however, the parameters are site dependent mum SAR that can be injected without risk of clay swelling.

and had have to be determined empincally. (It is not impossible that this would show that water treatment

In the computations above, we have assumed calcite is not necessary because carbonate precipitation is inhibited
equilibrium to be valid. The residence time of the water in sufficiently.)

the cell where the well is located is more than 7 hours. If the At present, work is underway to install a system that
reaction is not inhibited, this residence time will be sufficient will regulate the water treatment split according to the Ca

tbr equilibrium with calcite. In ali other cells, the residence concentration in the water. The split will be regulated such

times are even larger, so the assumption of calcite equilib- that the injected Ca concentration is constant. The Na and

hum seems correct. Reseach performed by Griffioen (1992) Mg concentration will be analyzed regularly so the split can
and Banck (1989) (see also Appelo et al., 1990a) has shown be set in such a way that the SAR will stay below 11,

that the presence of ortho-phosphate (o-P0,) and Dissolved
Organic Carbon (DOC) tn the water can inhibit calcite pre-

ctpitatton to a large extent. Gnffioen (1992) found in col- ACK_N'OWLEDGEMENTS

eurnn expenments that even after 44 hours reaction time. the
Ion Activity Product over the solubility constant (IAP/K)for The results presented in this paper were obtained by

calcite was higher than 10..-kt Utrecht University the Dis- international collaboration within the Energy Storage Pro-

solved Organic Carbon (DOC) and o-PO_ levels are signifi- gramme of the International Energy Agency, _i_',_ially under
cantly lower than at Delft (Griffioen. 1992) and at Lomma Annex VI entitled: "Environmental and chemical aspects of

(Banck. 1989). (Lomma: 3 to 4 mg/l DOC and 0.3 to 0.6 thermal energy storage in aquifers and research and de,_elop-
mg/l o-PO_; Delft: 25 to 35 rag/! DOC (including CH,,_ and ment of water treatment methods'.

10 to 15 mgtl o-PO_; Utrecht: 0.5 to 2 mg/l DOC and 0.1 to The PHREEQM-2D model was developed under con-

9.3 mg,I o-PO,). The kinetics of the precipitation reaction tract with the Netherlands Organisation for Energy and the

will mfluence the location of the preclpitauon. If the reaction Environment ¢'NOVEM contract rtr. 25.20-221.10 and
ts fast (taster than assumed) the precipitate may be found 41,420-005.1). "

directly around the weil. [n that case clogging ts not imposs-

Ible. lt Is theretbre of importance to quantity this reaction NOTATION

rate. Ho'wever, considering the empincal results described Cr = Cour',tnt number (v_t/_x)
above, a stgmficantly faster reaction (faster than equilibnum D = Dispersion coefficient (m:/s)

tn " hours) Is not considered likely. D_ = Numencal dispersion coefficient (m:/s)

If the model predictions are not correct, this might be Pe = Cell Peeler number (v_x/D)
caused by: R = Retardation factor

rruxmg or' different water compositions T = Temperature (°Ct

mrluence or reactions not mcluded ta the model, like silica v = Groundwater flow velocity (m/s)

dissoluuon and organic matter decomposLtton. 3t = Time step (st

From thLs discussion we ,:onclude that the model needs ._x. _v = Distance between nodes tn x- resp. y-direction (m)_

to be vaitdated on data from ext_tlng ATES p4"ojects, prefer-

ablv from projects where water and _,ediment composltLon are
tapproximately) homogeneous.

The calculations on the Utrecht Umversttv .-kTES system

iTluv not _lV¢ an accurate prediction o1 future water compost-
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Conformal Flow Models for Warm and Cold Storage in Aquifers

J. Claesson and G. Hellstr6m
University of Lund

Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT rounding parts of the ground by heat conduction. Local
inhomogeneities in the aquifer cause a certain amount of

The paper presents the thermohydraulic models for mixing of the water (dispersion) that results in further
aquifer thermal energy storage developed by the Lund thermal degradation. Convective movements, such as
Group for Ground Heat. The basic assumption is that regional groundwater flow and buoyancy flow, can also
the aquifer is horizontally homogeneous and that the lead to substantial heat losses.
groundwater flow is two-dimensional without a vertical An understanding of the thermohydraulic processes in
component. The groundwater flow field is then given the aquifer is necessary for a proper design of an aquifer
by an analytical function, or conformal transformation, heat storage system under given thermohydraulic con-
which is obtained from the positions of the well, the ditions. The main design considerations concern the

pumping rates, and the regional flow. location of the wells, the loading conditions (injection
The first set of PC models concerns the groundwater temperatures and pumping rates), heat losses, temper-

flow and the motion of thermal fronts for any set of wells ature quality losses, thermal breakthrough time etc. It
and a regional flow. The flow field, with streamlines and is also important to assess the consequences of the un-
stagnation points, is presented graphically on the screen, certainties associated with storage in an underground
The motion of the thermal fronts is determined by par- region beyond detailed investigation.
ticle tracking. These interactive models have proven to The thermohydraulic models for warm and cold stor-
be very convenient and useful design tools, age developed by the Lund Group for Ground Heat are

The complete three-dimensional thermal process is presented in this paper. The objective of the first set
solved in the second set of PC models. The groundwater of models is to visualize the groundwater flow in the
flow is again given by the explicit analytical formulas, aquifer and the movement of the thermal front. The
while the thermal process is solved numerically. The locations of the wells and their pumping rates can be
coupled groundwater and the heat flow process in the changed interactively.
aquifer is dealt with using a new entropy-conservation The second set of models concerns the heat balance of
technique, the store. The three-dimension_ thermal process with

The models are carefully documented and available on combined groundwater and heat flow in the aquifer and
PC. They have been validated against a few field exper- heat conduction in surrounding impermeable layers is
iments and they are used extensively for design studies, solved numerically. The models, which cover the most

commonly used well configurations in combination with
INTRODUCTION the presence of one or two hydraulic boundaries in the

aquifer, give the temperature of the recovered water.

Heat (or cold) storage in aquifers (ATES) involves
drilling a few wells to an aquifer stratum for circula- CONFORMAL GROUNDWATER FLOW
tion of water between the storage region and the en-
ergy system. The aim of the thermal analyses of aquifer The thermohydraulic analysis requires a calculation
heat storage systems is to predict the return tempera- of, or at least a reasonable knowledge of the'groundwa-
ture from the aquifer for given variations of the injection ter flow and the temperatures in the aquifer and the sur-
temperature and fluid flow rate. rounding ground. The groundwater flow is often quite

The injected hot water will loose heat to colder sur- complex. In general, it must be computed numerically
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for an aquifer with its more or less complicated inhomo- The temperature-induced density difference between the
geneities. There are, however, many important applica- warm and cold water causes natural convection, or buoy-
tions that can be analyzed assuming that the groundwa- ancy flow, in the vicinity of the thermal front. The
ter flow pattern is given by an analytical solution or a so- buoyancy flow is proportional to the permeability of the
called conformal transformation (Claesson and Bennet aquifer and it depends strongly on the temperature dil-
l987). A requirement is that the hydraulic properties ference between the warm and cold regions. If the buoy-
of the aquifer are homogeneous in the horizontal plane ancy flow is large, the thermal front tilts and the warm
oi' the flow. The most general case that can be treated water flows up on top of the cold water. The warm wa-

with use of this conformal technique is an aquifer with ter becomes more exposed to colder surroundings, which
an arbitrary number of parallel, homogeneous aquifer increases the heat losses, lt will also be difficult to avoid

strata, mixing of warm and cold water in the well during the
extraction period.

THER.MOHYDRAULIC EQUATIONS - The cou- Analytical solutions for the pr_sure distribution and
pied groundwater and heat flow processes in the aquifer the flow field have been derived for several idealized
stratum are governed by the partial differential equa- situations involving an injection well and a vertical
tionsforthe mass balanceand the energybalancein planeorcylindricalinterfacebetweentwo regionsofdif-

theaquifer.The darcyvelocity_"isrelatedtothegra- ferentdensityand viscosityin an infiniteanisotropic
dientofthepressureP and thegravityforceg through aquiferboundedby two horizontalplanes(I-[ellstr6met
theempiricallaw ofDarcy.Compressibilityeffectsare al1988a).The interface,or thermalfront,betweenthe

neglected.The divergenceoftheDarcyvelocity_"then two regionsmay be eithersharporoffinitewidth.The

becomeszeroateachpoint.The groundwaterflowfield buoyancyflowinducedby thedensitydifferencecreates
isderivedassumingthattheeffectofviscc_ityand den- a convectioncellinthethermalfrontregionand anen-

sityvariationscanbe neglectedand thatthereisno vet- suingtiltingofthefront.A characteristictime-scaleto
ticalcomponentofthegroundwaterflow.The pressure (s)forthebuoyancytiltingrateatasharpthermalfront
distributionP intheaquiferthensatisfiestheLaplace isdefinedby:
equation:

HC _2(/_o+ l_l)

/)2p c92p to = I¢-'-kC"--_32G(p0 - pl)g (4)
= + =0

Nomenclature:
The aquifertemperatureT fulfillsthegeneralequa-

tionforconvective-diffusiveheattransfer: C volumetricheatcapacityofaquifer,J/m3K.
Cw volumetricheatcapacityofweter,J/ranK.

c0r
cOt = V. (AVT - TCw_') (2) g standard gravity, 9.81 m/s :2.

G. Catalan's constant (=0.915...).

where t is the time. The volumetric heat capacities of H thickness of aquifer stratum, m.
the aquifer (matrix plus water) and water, C and C_ k permeability (horizontal), ms.
respectively, are assumed to be constants. The thermal k' vertical permeability, ms.
conductivity is denoted A. The last term of (2) is due to ,¢ anisotropy factor, equal to _.
the convective heat flux TCnq. It gives a convective dis- po dynamic viscosity in region 0, kg/ms.
placement of the temperature field with the "thermal" pl dynamic viscosity in region 1, kg/ms.
velocity: po density in region 0, kg/m 3.

Cw .. Pl density in region 1, kg/m a.
gT = --_-q (3)

The second factor on the right hand side is a function

BUOYANCY FLOW - The validity of the models only of the temperatures To and Tl of the two regions.
presented in this paper assumes that the influence of The tilting time should not be too short compared to the
groundwater flow in the vertical direction is negligible, length tc of the storage cycle in order to a,,Ad a large
One important process that may generate considerable tilting of the thermal front. The tilting time becomes
vertical groundwater movement is natural convection longer with increasing width of the transition zone. The
due to temperature-induced density differences at the tilting-time criterion concerns the case of buoyancy flow
thermal front. Here, we will give a criterion by which in the absence of forced convection. The combined el-
the influence of this process may be estimated, fects of buoyancy flow and forced convection are treated

The groundwater flow around the wells takes place in (Hellstrom et al 1988b).
primarily in the horizontal direction. The interface,
or thermal front, between the warm water around the
well and the surrounding cold water becomes vertical.
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GROUNDWATER FLOW MODELS transporttakespiacealongonly one coordinateaxis
-- thestreamlines.Thisapproach,combinedwiththe

The firstsetofPC modelsconcernsgraph_:.;,Ipresen- entropyconservationtechniquedescribedbelow,makes
tationofthegroundwaterflowand themotio, fther- theiterativecalculationveryfastand accurate.A large

realfronts(neglectingthermaldiffusion)foran_ :Jtof numberofcellscanbe usedinthenumericalmesh with-
wellsand a regionalflow.The inputdata(aquiferdata, outexcessiveexecutiontimes.The differentversionsof
regionalflowmagnitudeand direction,welllocations the model,whichcoverthemost common wellconfig-

and pumpingrates,and graphicalpresentatio_data)are urationincombinationwiththepresenceofhydraulic
enteredinteractivelyin a spreadsheet.The stagnation boundaries,calculatethetemperatureoftheextracted

pointsand allthestagnationstreamlinesto and from water,thetemperatureintheaquifer,and theheatbal-
thesearefirstdetermined.Thisgivesa directpicture ance.
ofthecharacteroftheflowfieldbetweenallwells.Any The modelshavethefollowingcharacteristics:

streamlinesbetweenthewellsand equipotentialsofthe • Three-dimensionalheatconductioninthe aquifer
pressurefieldmay alsobedrawn.Finally,themotionof and inthesurroundingground.The thermalprop-

thermalfrontsisdeterminedby particletrackingalong ertiesmay varyintheverticaldirection.
thestreamlines.The result,withdifferentcolorsforar-

easofwaterwithdifferenttemperatures,ispresented • Convectiveheattransportintheaquiferor aquifer

immediatelyon thescreeningraphicsmode (EGA or layersandcrackplanes.The layersand crackplanes

VGA) forany distributionofwellsand pumping rates, may havedifferenthydraulicproperties.
Therearetwo versionsofthe model. The firstone

concernsthecaseofan aquiferwithinfinitehorizontal • Thermal dispersionmay be accountedforby a

extensionsand thecasewithasingle,straighthydraulic anisotropicthermalconductivityintheaquifer.

boundary(closedoropen).The secondversiondiffersin • The groundwaterflowisgivenby analyticalfunc-
therespectthattherearetwo parallelhydraulicbound- tions(conformalgroundwaterflow).
aries(closedoropen).These modelshaveproventobe

averyconvenientand usefuldesigntool(wheretolocate • Numericaldispersionminimizedby anentropycon-
wells,analysisofbreakthrough,and soon). servationtechnique.

An illustrativeexampleistakenfroma projectwith
bothheatand coldstorageinan aquiferbeneaththe ENTROPY CONSERVATION TECHNIQUE - A
SheratonHotelin MalmS, Sweden. FigureI shows a particularproblem in the numericalcomputationof

horizontal,rectangularareain the aquiferwhere the combinedconductive-convectiveheatflowprocessesis

fourinjectionwellsand the fourextractionwellsare theso-callednumericaldispersion.The effectisanen-
indicatedby circles.The stagnationpointsarelocated hanced,apparentheatconductionthatcausesthermal

at theintersectionsofthe stagnationlines,whichare degradation.A discussionofthisproblemisgivenby
drawn inbla:k.The streamlinesbetweenthewellsare Lantz(1971)and Claesson(1978).

givenby thegraylines.Figure2 showsthestagnation The heatbalanceprograms listedbelowuse an en-
linesand theextentoftheheatedregionintheaquifer tropyconservationtechniquethateliminatesthenumer-

aftera certainperiodoftime.The shadedarearepre- icaldispersion(HellstrSmetal1986).The energyand

sentstheregionheatedby waterinjectedduringthefirst entropycontentof eachcellin the numericalmesh is
halfoftheperiod,whilethewhiteareaclosetothewells thenrepresentedby threeparameters.Thismethod is

showsthewarm regiondue towaterinjectedduringthe usedforthe convectivepartof theprocess,whilethe
secondhalfoftheperiod, diffusivepartiscalculatedwithuseoftheexplicitfinite

differencemethod (FDM).

COMBINED CONDUCTIVE-CONVECTIVE
HEAT TRANSPORT MODELS LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The second set of models concerns the heat balance There are two versions of the PC model for graphical

of the store. The ground water flow is in each case presentation of the groundwater flow, the pressure field,
generated by a conformal transformation. The three- and the motion of thermal fronts:

dimensional thermal process with combined groundwa- • CONFLOW - The basic version of the program al-
ter and heat flow in the aquifer and heat conduction in lows for 25 wells in an aquifer with infini_( extension
surrounding impermeable layers is solved numerically in the horizontal direction or with a single, straight

with use of the explicit finite difference method (FDM). hydraulic boundary (closed or open).
The numerical mesh is generated based on the stream-
lines and equipotential of the conformal groundwater • CFSTRIP - This version has the same features as
flow. The calculation is performed in the transformed CONFLOW, except that there are two parallel by-
orthogonal coordinate system, so that the convective drauiic boundaries (cloeed or open).
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Nine models have been developed for simulation of the Doughty C, HelistrSm G, Tsang CF, Claesson J. 1982. A
heat balance in aquifers. The models, which cover the Dimensionless Parameter Approach to the Thermal Be-
most common well configurations in combination with haviour of an Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage System.
the presence of hydraulic boundaries, are listed below: Water Resources Research, Vol. 18, No. 3, pp.571-58T.

• AST - Heat storage around a single well in an HellstrSm G, Bennet J. 1989. Model of Aquifer Stor-
aquifer stratum with infinite horizontal extensions, age System, Doublet Weil. Manual for Computer Code.
The groundwater flow is assumed to be in the radial Mathematical Physics, Lund.
direction from the weil.

FlellstrSm G, Bennet 3, Claesson J. 1986. Model of
• RADFAU - Heat storage around a single well Aquifer Storage System, Radial Ground Water Flow.

located near a closed hydraulic boundary. The Manual for Computer Code. Dept. of Mathematical
groundwater flow field is generated by a conformal Physics, University of Lund, Box 118, S-221 00 Lund,
mapping. Sweden.

,o RADPER - Heat storage around a single well lo-
HellstrSm G, Tsang CF, Claesson J. 1988a. Buoyancycated between two parallel, closed hydraulic bound- Flow at a Two-Fluid Interface in a Porous Medium: An-

aries, alytical Studies. Water Resources Research, Vol. 24,

• TWOW - Heat storage with a two well system. No. 4, pp.493-506.

• REG - Heat storage with two wells in the presence HellstrSm G, Tsang CF, Claesson J. 1988b. Combined
of a regional groundwater flow. Forced-Convection and Buoyancy Flow at a Two-Fluid

Interface in a Porous Medium: Analytical Studies. Wa-
• FAULT - Heat storage with two wells located near ter Resources Research, Vol. 24, No. 4, pp.507-515.

a closed hydraulic boundary.

Lantz RB. 1971. Quantitative Evaluations of Numerical
• STRIML - Heat storage with two wells located be-

Diffusion. Soc. of Petroleum Eng. 3., p. 315, Sept. 1971.
tween two parallel, closed hydraulic boundaries. A
connecting line between the two wells would be par-
allel to the boundaries.

• PERPEN - Heat storage with two wells located be-
tween two parallel, closed hydraulic boundaries. A
connecting line between the two wells would be per-
pendicular to the boundaries.

• DIPCIRC - This program simulates the thermal
process during water flow in a number of circular
(disc-shaped) crack planes. There is a central well
with a number of symmetrically positioned periph-
eral wells.

The models are carefully documented and available on
PC (Hellstr6m et al 1986; Hellstr6m and Bennet 1989).
They have been used extensively for design studies and
parameter sensitivity studies (Doughty et al 1982).
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Figure 1. Stagnation lines and streamlines for an aquifer thermal energy storage system
involving four injection wells and four extraction wells in MaimS, Sweden.

i

Figure 2. Stagnation lines and extent of heated region after a certain time period. The
shaded area r_presents the region heated by water injected during the first half
of tile perked, while the white area close to the wells shows the warm region
due to water rejected during the second half of the period.
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saturation with respect to calcite in the reactor by injecting and Acidification is generally the least desirable means of
rapidly mixing alkali with the water. In the fluidized bed avoiding carbonate scaling because acidification of the water
reactor where high pumping rates cause fine sand to be 1) causes increased corrosion during heating as a result of both
fluidized, calcite precipitation is enhanced by the high surface increased CI and H concentrations and injection, and 2) it must
area of the fine sand (van Di_ and Wilms 1990). If an be added each cycle before heating of water resulting in an
SI_cit_ in excess of 2.5 occurs, very fine grained precipitates increased CI concentration with each cycle. However,

may form that may pass the rapid sand filter and clog the acidification may be the method of choice if an aquifer contains
aquifer, only traces of carbonate minerals and degassing can be

In a low-nitrate environment, the in situ oxidation of facilitated. Similarly, where siderite (FeCO3) clogging may

reduced Fe and Mn may be accomplished with nitrate injected occur, acidification and degassing may decrease the
upgradient from a source weil. High nitrate concentrations concentration of CO3 enough to bring the SlsideritetOzero
stimulate microbial growth, which results in Fell and MnN with little increase in dissolved iron concentration.
oxidation (Vanek 1990). A cascade treatment can be used There are three means of reducing the required cation
when the aquifer is relatively shallow and unconfined. The exchange treatment capacity for a given water and specified
ground water is aerated by cascading from a trough onto a megawatts of energy stOrage. One means is to condition the
surface covered with small rocks that promote oxidation and water by withdrawing water from the source weil, passing it
further aeration. The precipitated oxides are removed by through the exchanger and injecting it into the source weil.
passing the water through a slow sand filter. The treated water The second is to increase the storage temperature in one or
infiltrates tOthe aquifer and creates a local body of treated water more stOrage-recovery cycles until the design temperature is
that is used as the source water for heating and stOrageat a reached (van Loon and Holde 1992). The third is tOreduce the
different location in the aquifer. In the VYREDOX treatment stOrage temperature and increase the stored volume.
(Hallberg and Martinel 1976), ground water is extracted, aerated
and reinjected in an outer circle of 4-6 wells. The water flows
towards the source weil, and although there is some mixing
with local ground water, the water reaching the source well is
sufficiently low in Fe. In the case of eskers-type aquifers, the
air-sattwated water can be injected upgradient of the source
weil, as in the nitrate method.

i I
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J:I2..Q.Z_-,A£ The MINTEQ code (Felmy et al. 1984) is included in
H2OTREAT. The MI2_TEQ code is a thermodynamic model

I-I20TREAT allows a user to perform the complex used to calculate solution equilibria for geochemical
geochemical calculations that are required to design ATES applications. Version 3.00 contains formulations for
water treatment systems using a general-purpose geochemical correcting equilibrium constants for the effect of temperature
model, MINTEQ, without mastering the somewhat complex from 0 ° to 300°C and pressure. The MINTEO User's IVlanual
input and output data structures of the geochemical code. A (Peterson et al. 1987) describes the input files, input options,
point and click screen menu is available for H2OTREAT on database files, and methodology for using the MINTEQ code.
DOS machines. An example of an input data screen is shown However, this information is not necessary for the operation of
in Figure 1. For non-DOS machines the FORTRAN source H2OTREAT.
codes, the geochemical database files, and a UNIX control
script are available. CONCLUSION

Because the quantity of available water chemistry data
varies widely, data input requirements have been divided into H2OTREAT is a public-domain software package to aid
"Required" and "Optional" (Table 1). "Required" data are engineers in the design of water treatment systems for aquifer
considered essential for a meaningful analysis to be performed, thermal energy storage. H2OTREAT was developed for use by

Inclusion of certain "Optional" data may result in a significant engineers with limited or no experience in geochemistry.
improvement in the reliability of the analysis. This work was supported by the U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE) under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
Table 1. H20TREAT Input Data Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for DOE by Battelle

Reo_u_ Optional Memorial Institute.

[Ca] [K]
[Mg] [-NH4]

[Nal [Mn] 100./,
[SO4] [Fen]

ICl] t-Fern]
pH IF]
Conductivity [1:'O4] ao*/.-

Head [NOEl
Sample Temperature [NO3]

Temperature [Si] _ 60*/.Low

High Temperature Eh _g
Alkalinity pCO2 ipCH4

DOC _ 40./,

H2OTREAT estimates the fraction of water that must be

treated by Na-exchange and by H-exchange to prevent carbonate 20*/.
scale formation in the heat exchanger. To perform this
calculation, H20TREAT successively increases the fraction of
the total relevant cations (Ca, Mg, Fe, and Mn) until the
saturation index for one of the significant carbonate solids 0./. _ 1 I I
exceeds 0.3. The fraction immediately greater than the fraction 20 40 6o ao 100 1
resulting in a saturation index that exceeds 0.3 is the estimated StorageTemperature
treatment fraction required. These calculations are repeated for sgaoao_.a
the range of high to low temperatures specified by the user.
Figure 2 illustrates the change in treatment requirements as a
function of temperature for a water chemistry controlled by
calcite saturation. The ion exchange process is assumed to be
ideal (i.e., ali relevant cations are replaced with an equal molar
amount of either Na+ or H+. H2OTREAT does not consider

the change in treatment requirements that will occur after
several cycles of treatment because of the change in water
chemistry caused by the treatment process or by the change in
aquifer temperature.
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H2OTREAT: An Aid for Evaluating Water Treatment Requirements for
Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage

L W. Vail, E. A. Jenne, and L. E. Eary
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington, U.S.A.

the user with guidance on other geochemical problems that
A public-domain software package is available to aid must be considered, such as Sit2 precipitation, corrosion,and

engineers in the design of water treatment systems for Aquifer environmental considerations. The sodium adsorption ratio
Thermal Energy Storage (ATES). Geochemical phenomena and sodium hazard are calculated to evaluate the likelihood of

that cause problems in ATES systems include formation of clay swelling and dispersion caused by high Na concentrations.
scale in heat exchangers, clogging of wells, corrosion in (e.g., as a result of Na ion exchange water treatment used to
piping and heat exchangers, and degradation of aquifer prevent calcite precipitation). H2OTREAT is available for
materials. Preventing such problems frequently requires DOS and UNIX computers.
employing water treatment systems. Individual water
treatment methods vary in cost, effectiveness, environmental INTRQDUCTION
impact, corrosion potential, and acceptability to regulatory

bodies. Evaluating these water treatment options is generally The chemistry of aquifem often represents a significant
required to determine the feasibility of ATES systems. The problem in the de_;gn of Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage
H2OTREAT software was developed by Pacific Northwest (ATES) systems, The precipitation of minerals in heat
Laboratory for use by engineers with limited or no experience exchangers can result in significant scale formation that can
in geochemistry. At the feasibility analysis and design stages, make the heat exchanger less efficient or inoperable. Many
the software utilizes a recently revised geochemical model, ground waters are naturally corrosive to many common
MINTEQ, to calculate the saturation indices of selected materials used in heat exchangers, pumps, and pipes. Changes
carbonate, oxide, and hydroxide minerals based on water in temperature may make these waters even more corrosive. In
chemistry and temperature data provided by the user. The addition, precipitation of minerals within the aquifer or
saturation index of a specific mineral defines whether that .precipitates transported into the aquifer can clog the aquifer.
mineral is oversaturated, hence may precipitate at the specified Water treatment technologies are available that can
temperature. The saturation indices of key calcium, iron, mitigate these problems. The cost, effectiveness, and.
silica, and manganese carbonates, oxides, andhydroxides environmental consequences of these treatment technologies
(calcite, rhodochrosite, siderite, Fe(OH)3[a], birnessite, vary considerably. The selection and sizing of the ap_
chalcedony, and Sit2) are calculated. User input is separated treatment technology for a specific situation (aquifer chemistry

into "required" and "optional" data (Table 1). Currently, and design temperature) require significantly more ba_kgmmad
H2OTREAT does not perform cost calculations; however, in geochemistry than most design engineers who are making a
treatment capacity requirements are provided. Treatments feasibility assessment for Al'ES are likely to possess.
considered include 1) Na and H ion exchangers and pellet A public-domain software package is now available to aid
reactors to avoid calcite precipitation, and 2) in situ nitrate engineers in the design of water treatment systems for ATES.
addition and cascade precipitators to prevent Fe and Mn oxide The I-L2OTREATsoftware was developed for use by engineers
precipitation. The H2OTREAT software also provides
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with limited or no experience in geochemistry at the feasibility The hydroxides and oxides of Fe and Mn, respectively,
analysis and design stages. The software was developed by hereafter referred to as oxides, precipitate upon reaction with
Pacific Northwest Laboratory for the U. S. Department of atmospheric 02 as a consequence of oxidation of the reduced

Energy as pert of the United States' contribution to Annex VI metal. Ferrous iron, Fen, and Mnn are commonly the
of the International Energy Agency. dominant forms of dissolved Fe and Mn in aquifers that are

depleted of 02. This is primarily a result of microbial

GEOCHEMICAL PROBLEMS processes that deplete the oxygen as surface water infiltrates
and moves down gradient from a recharge area. When 02 is

The most general geochemical problem encountered in depleted, then NO3, NO2, MnlV, Fe'II, and then SO4 serve in
ATES systems is that of p_v,cipitation of carbonate on heat
exchangers and clogging of the injection well and/or storage turn as electron receptors. Because every oxygen molecule that
aquifer by Fe and Mn oxides or by carbonates. The deposition comes into contact with reduced ground water can oxidize 4
of a significant amount of scale on heat exchangers greatly Fen to Fernor 2 MnR to MnlV atoms, the entry of even
reduces their thermal transfer efficiency and deposition on the small amounts of air may cause considerable oxide
well screen, gravel pack, or in the aquifer markedly deereast;s precipitation. ATES systems should preclude air entry if 1)
the injection rate at a fixed pressure, the source water concentration of Fe or Mn is >0.1 mg/L

The major geochemical reactions of concern in ATES because 02 entry may cause oxide precipitation with resultant
are: scaling and clogging and may also increase corrosion rate, or

• precipitation (scale formation, aquifer clogging), 2) if pC02 is greater than the value in equilibrium with the
• dissolution, atmosphere, then a partially open system may allow degassing
• redox transformations (oxidation of reduced Fe and and a pH increase with resultant precipitation of Ca, tc, and

Mn), Mn carbonates.
• cation exchange, The dispersion of fine-grained sediment and the swelling
• swelling of expandable clays, of clays may also reduce aquifer permeability. Dispersion may
• dispersion of fine-grained sediments, and occur as a result of physical disturbance (Molz et al. 1981),
• degassing (formation of gas phase), but more generally from increased Na satm'ati'on of expandable
The solubility of carbonate minerals decreases with clays caused by use of Na-exchange water treatment or a

increasing temperature. Although calcite is the predominate significant reduction in ionic strength as when a foreign, lower
carbonate mineral formed, ferrous carbonate (siderite) is ionic strength water is introduced into a saline aquifer (Jones
suspected as the cause of reduced pe_,,e_bility in Swedish 1964). The likelihood of clay dispersion, swelling, and reduced
ATES systems. The departure from _quilibrium with respect permeability is characterized by a high, medium, ct low Na
to a specified solid phase can I:_eca3c'_ted by determining the hazard (Richm'ds 1954, p. 80; Jackson 1958, p. 258).
aqueous speciation of the dissolved c;_,n_ponents(e.g., Ca, Gases are often present in ground water in amounts
dissolved carbonate) and calculating the ion activity product greater than would be in equilibrium with atmospheric
(IAP). The logarithm of the ratio of the lAP to the solubility pressure. If during injection, the pressure on the water is

value (Ksp) is known as the saturation index (Sl); i.e., lAP = reduced as a result of inadequate back pressure, the gases may

Aca Aco3 and Slealcite= logl0 (IAP/Ksp), where ,sc a = come out of solution and create a discrete gas phase that can
activity of Ca and Aco3 = activity of CO3. At Slcalcite values block aquifer pores, greatly decreasing permeability and

causing a system to fail.
of less than 0.3, calcite precipitation appears to be too slow to

pose a problem (van Dijk and Wilms 1990; Banck 1989; TREATMENT METHODS
Griffioen 1992; Willemsen and Appelo 1985) because of the
interference of components such as dissolved organic carbon

Sodium exchange, hydrogen exchange, and the pellet
(DOC), Mg, and PO4 with the precipitation process (Jenne reactor treatment methods are consideredhere to avoid

1990; Griffioen 1992). Other factors that affect precipitation carbonate precipitation whereas nitrate injection, cascading, and
and calculation of SI's include the formation of solid solution air-saturated water or peroxide injection treatments are included
of CaCO3 with Mg, Fe, and Mn. If Slcalcite,correctly to avoid iron and manganese oxide precipitation.
estimated at the temperature to which the water is to be heated, Either NaCI or HCI are used to recharge the cation
is at or below zero no water treatment is required. For SI exchanger. Use of the H-saturated exchanger results in lower
_>0.3,water treatment is indicated. Because storage at a lower pH and additional carbonate mineral dissolution during heated
temperature than originally contemplated might remove the water storage. Therefore, Na exchange is to be preferred to H
necessity for water treatment, it is important to estimate the exchange. Additionally, the fraction of storage water that must
temperature at which Slcalcite is S 0.3. lt is also important to be treated is expected to decrease with each cycle when Na
note that errors in calculated Sls for carbonate minerals may exchange ts used, but is expected to increase if H exchange is
result from the loss of CO2, with resultant rise in pH, during used. The pellet reactor has been used to soften domestic water

pumping, sampling, and while awaiting analysis, supplies since the mid-seventies in The Netherlands (van Dijk
and Wilms 1990), achieving very rapid but not excessive over
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Exergy Analysis of Aquifer Thermal Energy Storages
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ABSTRACT The present work is part of a research program

The application of exergy analysis (Second-Law directed towards investigating the need for consideringexergy analysis in the design and evaluation of thermal
analysis) to aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) sys- energy storage (TIES) systems. Other results of the pro-
terns is investigated in order to facilitate proper assess- gram have been reported elsewhere [4-7]. Here, the
merits of overall system performances. The investiga- application of exergy analysis to ATES systems is inves-
tion involves the creation of an elementary ATES model, tigated. Exergy is defined as the maximum amount of
and the development of the corresponding expressions work which can be produced by a quantity of matter or
for etficiencies and for the quantities of energy and energy in a reference environment, and is discussed else-
exergy that are injected and recovered, lt is demon- where [4-7].
strated that ATES performance measures based c....
exergy often are more useful and meaningful than tho_;¢." In the remainder of this paper, an elementary
based on energy. Exergy efficiencies account for the ATES model is developed; expressions are developed
temperatures associated with energy transfers to and and examined for the quantifies of energy and exergy
from an ATES, as well as the quantities of energy tttat are injected and recovered for an ATES, and for
transferred, and consequently provide a measure of how energy and exergy efficiencies; the effect of introducing
nearly AT'ES systems approach ideal thermodyna.,'r'ic a threshold temperature is considered, below which resi-
performance. Energy efficiencies only account for dual heat remaining in the aquifer water is not con-
energy transfer quantities, and thus do not provide a sidered worth recovering; and an illustrative example
measure of approach to ideal performance. In fact, usingrealistic ATES parameter values is presented.
energy efficiencies are often misleadingly high because
some of the energy recovered can be at too low a tem-
perature to be available for a useful purpose. However, ATES MODEL

it is shown that the use of an appropriate threshold A general ATES is considered. Charging occurs
recovery, temperature can partially eliminate the inherent over a finite time period, tc, and after a holding interval
misleadingness in ATES energy efficiencies, discharging occurs over another finite time period, ta,

which can differ from tc. The working fluid is water,
having a constant specific heat c, and assumed

INTRODUCTION incompressible. The temperature of the aquifer and its

In use, aquifer thermal energy ¢_.orage(ATES) sys- surroundings prior to heat injection is denoted To and is
terns must be integrated with other components into referred to as the reference-environment tempetature.
larger thermal systems, and hence their characteristics Only heat stored at temperatures above To. is considered,

and pump work is neglected.must be accurately expressed if proper analytical assess-
mcnts of overall system performances are to be made. During charging, heated water at a constant tem-
At present, however, in spite of the fact that much ATES perature Tc is injected at a constant mass flow rate the
research has been performed [1-3], no valid and gen- into the ATES. Then, after a storing period, discharging
erally accepted standards have been established for the occurs, during which water is extracted from the ATES
evaluation and comparison of the performance of dif- at a constant mass flow rate rha. The fluid (Iischarge
ferent ATES systems. In fact, conventional performance temperature is taken to be a function of time, i.e.,
measures, which are normally based on energy quanti- Ta = Ta(t). The discharge temperature alter an infinite
ties, are often misleading, time is taken to be the temperature of the reference-
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envirorunent, i.e., Td(_) = 7"., and the initial discharge time, where temperature T is a fi.mctionof th'ne t, is
temperature is taken to be between the charging and

_ference-environment temperatures, i.e., E = ,I E(t) at (2)
_'.,< Ta(O) < Tc. Here, for simplicity, the discharge tem- t
_,,:_.'_tureis taken to decrease linearly with time from an

where the integration is performed over the time period,
imtial value Tn(0) to a final value To. The final tempera- and the energy flow rate at time t isture is achieved at a time t/, and remains fixed at To for

all times after re. That is, E(t) = in c (T(t) - To) (3)

Ta(O)-(Ta(O)-To) t , 0 "; t <. t/ Combining the above two equations, and noting that

t! rh, c and To are assumed constant,
r,,(t) = To , t/< t _<** (1)

E = rh c : (T(t) - To) dt (4)
l

Other discharge temperature-time profiles are possible,
but most others would be inconveniently complex The corresponding exergy flow e is
mathematically for the present discussions. The linear

profile above is sufficiently realistic and simple to illus- e = j" k(t) dt (5)
trate the importance of using exergy analysis in ATES ,

evaluation and comparison, without obscuring the cen- where the exergy flow rate at time t is
tral ideas of the paper. The temperature-time profiles
considered in the present model for the fluid flows dur- E(t) = rh c[(T(t) - To) - To In (T(t)/To)] (6)

ing the charging and discharging periods are summar- Combining Eqs. 5 and 6,
ized in Fig. 1.

The two main types of thermodynamic losses that e = rh c : [(T(t) - To) - To In (T(t)/To)] dt (7)
occur in ATES systems are accounted for in the model, t
These losses occur between the beginning of charginu
and the end of discharging, and are as follows: -- or, in terms of E (see EQ (4)),

• Energy losses. Energy injected into an ATES that
e = E - rhc To _ In(T(t)/To)dt (8)

is not recovered is considered lost. Thus, energy ,
losses include energy remaining in the ATES at a
point where it could still be recovered if pumping
. ere continued, and energy injected into the ATES CHARGING - The energy input to the ATES dur-
rr at is convected in a water flow or is transferred ing charging, for a constant water injection rate rho and
oy conduction far enough from the discharge point over a time period beginning at zero arid ending at tc, is
that it is unrecoverable, regardless of how much or expressed by EQ (4) with T(t) = Tc. That is,
how long water is pumped out of the ATES. The t,

effect of energy losses is that less than 100% of the Ec = rhcc _ (Tc - To) dt = rho c tc (Tc - To) (9)
injected energy is recoverable after storage. ,=o

• Mixing losses. As heated water is pumped into an The corresponding exergy input is expressed by EQ (7),
ATES, it mixes with the water already present with the same conditions as for Ec. Thus, after integra-
(which is usually cooler), resulting in the recovered tion,

water being at a lower temperature than the ec = rho c tc [(Tc- To)-To In(Tc/To)] (10)
injected water. In the present model, this loss
results in the discharge temperature Ta being at ali Mtematively, with EQ (8),

times less than or equal to the charging tempera- 8, = Ec - rho c tc To In (TcTo) (11)
ture Tc, but not below the reference-environment
tcmperature To (i.e., To < Ta(t) < Tc for 0 <_t _<**).

DISCHARGING - The energy recovered from the
ATES during discharging, for a constant water recovery

ENERGY AND EXERGY ANALYSES rate the, for a time period starting at zero and ending at
ta, is expressed by EQ (4) with T(t) as in EQ (1). Thus,

To perform energy andexergy analyses of theper- ,,
formance of ATES systems, the quantities of energy and
exergy injected into the ATES during charging and those En = the c _ (Ta(t) - To) dt
recovered during discharging must be evaluated. ,=o

"c(2t/- x)
The energy flow E associated with a flow of water = rha c (Ta(0) - To) (12)

at a constant mass flow rate rh, for an arbitrary period of 2t/
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where be rewritten as:

td , 0 < ta < t! thdc(Ta(O)-To)tl/2 = frhcc(Tc-To)tc (22)":= t/ t/< ta< 0. (13), or,afterrearranging,

The correspondingexergyrecoveredisexpressed f = t.t-the(Ta(0)- To) (23)
byEQ (7),withthesameconditionsasforEd.Thus, 2tcthe(Tc- To)

t, SinceTa(O)can varyfromTo toTc,thetemperature-
Ed=/nac _[(Td(t)-To)-Tolrt(Ta(t)/To)]dt (14) related term (Ta(O)-To)/('£c-To), like f, varies

t=o between zero and unity. The time ratio trtc and rn_s-
or, with EQ (8), flow-rate i-atio tha/th, can both take on any positive

_, values (subject to the above equality).

Ea = En - the c To I In (Ta(O/To) dt (15)
t=o EFFICnZ.NCIES AND LOSSES - For either

Here, energy or exergy, efficiency is defined as the fraction,
t, t, taken over a complete cycle, of the quantity ir_,'_'' during

I In (Ta(t)/To) dt = _ In (at + b) dt charging that is recovered during discharging, ,_ule lossis the difference between input and recovered amounts
t=o z=o of the quantity. Hence, the energy loss as a function ofb

_ az + b In (az + b) - x- --lnb (16) the discharge time period is given by [Ec-Ee(ta)],
a a while the corresponding exergy loss is given by

where [dc -Ea(ta)]'. lt is emphasized that energy losses do not

To - Ta(O) reflect the temperature degradation asso:. :.d with mix-
a = (17) ing, while exergy losses do.

To t/ The energy efficiency rl for an ATES, as a function
Ta(0) of the discharge time period, is

b - (18)
To Ea(ta) rbe(Ta(O)- To) "c(2t/- x)

Note that when ta >-tr, the expression for the integral in rl(ta) - E--'_ = rhc(Tc - To) 2 t/t c (24)
EQ (16) reduces to

: Ta(O) 1 and the corresponding expression for the exergy

tl[ Ta(O) in lj efficiency _ isTa(O)- To To ca(td)
_/(ta) - (25)

Ec "

ENERGY AND EXERGY BALANCES - An

energy balance on any ATES taken over a complete Note that the energy efficiency in EQ (24) simplifies,. when the discharge period ta exceeds t/, i.e.,
charging-discharging cycle states that rl(ta >--t/) =f. Thus, for an ATES in which ali injected
Energy injected = Energy recovered + Energy lost (19) energy is recoverable during an infinite discharge period,

i.e., f = 1, ,.he energy efficiency can reach 100% if the
A corresponding exergy balance states that discharge period td is made long enough. The

1 Exergy injected = Exergy recovered + Exergy lost (20) corresponding exergy efficiency, however, remains less
than 100% because, due to mixing losses, much of the

, !ffis defined as that fraction of the injected energy heat is recovered at near-environmental temperatures.
Ec that can be recovered if the length of the discharge Only a thermodynamically reversible storage would per-
period approaches infinity (i.e., water is extracted until mit the achievement of an exergy efficiency Of 100%.
ali recoverable energy has been recoveTed), then

Ea(td ---)_) = f Ec (21) EFFECT OF A THRESHOLD TEMPERATURE

From the above energy balance, (I -f)Ec is the energy In practice, it is not economically feasible to con-
irreversibly lost from the ATES. Clearly, f varies tinue the discharge period until a._much recoverable heat
between zero for a thermodynamically worthless ATES as possible is recovered. As the discharge period
to unity for an ATES having no energy losses during an
infinite discharge period. (Note that even if f = 1, the increases, water is recovered from an ATES at everdecreasing temperatures (ultimately approaching the
ATES can still have mixing losses that reduce the tem- reference-environmenttemperatureTo),and theenergy
peratureoftherecoveredwaterandconsequentlycause intherecoveredwaterisofdecreasingusefulness.
exergylosses).SinceEc is givenby EQ (9) and
Ea(ta_ o.)isgivenby EQ (12)with'_= t/,EQ (21)can
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To determine the appropriate discharge period, a peratare, i.e., To = I I°C = 284 K.

threshold temperature Tt is often introduced, below During charging, it can be shown using Eqs. 9 and
which the residual energy in the aquifer water is not con- 11, with tc = 5.24 d = 453,000 s and Tc = 89.4°C =
sidered worth recovering from an ATES. For the linear 362.4 K, that
temperature-time relation used here (see EQ (1)), it is
clear that no heat could be recovered over a cycle if the Ec = (18.4 kg/s)(4.2 k-J/kg-K)(453,000 s)
threshold temperature exceeds the initial discharge tem- x(89.4°C - ll°C) = 2.74x 109k.J
perature, while the appropriate discharge period can be
evaluated using EQ (1) with 7', replacing Ta(t) for the and

case where To <-Tt <-.Ta(O). Thus, 8c --2.74× 109IU - (18.4 kg/s)(4.2 k.J/kg-K)(453,000 s)

Ta(0) - Tt × (284 K) In (362.4 I</284 K) = 0.32 × 109 kJ
Ta(O) - To tj, , To < T, <Ta(O)

During discharging, the value of the time (t" is
, ta = (26) evaluated using the linear temperature-time relation of

0 , Ta(0)<7', the present model and the observations that
Ta(t = 5.24 d) = 38°C and Ta(0) = 77°C = 350 K. Then,

• using EQ (1) with t = 5.24 d,
Thus, the effect of a threshold temperature in practice is
to place an upper limit on the allowable discharge time 38"C = 770C - (77°C - 1I"C) (5.24 d/t/-)

period, which can be solved to show that tI = 8.87 d. Thus, with
the present linear model, the discharge water tempera-
ture would reach To if the discharge period was

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE lengthened to almost 9 days. In reality, the rate of tem.
In this example, experimental data are used from perature decline would likely decrease, and the discharge

the first of four short-term ATES test cycles, using the temperature would asymptotically approach To. Also
Upper Cambrian Franconia-lronton-GalesviUe confined the value of the fraction fcan be evaluated with EQ (23)
aquifer, and performed at the University of Minnesota's as

St. Paul campus from November 1982 to December (8.87d)(18.1 ke;,/s)(77°C- l l°C)
1983 [8]. During the test, water was pumped from the f = 2(5.24d)(18.4 kg/s)(89.4°C - li°C) = 0.701
source weil, heated in a heat exchanger and returned to
the aquifer through the storage weil. After storage, Thus, the maximum energy efficiency achievable is
energy was recovered by pumping the stored water approximately 70%. With these values and Eqs. 17 and
through a heat exchanger and returning it to the supply 18, it can be shown that

well. a = (11°C - 77°C)/(284 K × 8.87 d) = - 0.0262 d-t

For the test cycle considered here, the water tem- b = (350 K)/(284K) = 1.232
perature and volumetric flow rate are shown as a func-

tion of time during the injection and recovery processes Consequendy, expressions dependent on discharge time
in Fig. 2. The storage period duration (13 days) is also period, ta, can be written for En, en, 1"1and _ using Eqs.
shown. Chafing occurred during 5.24 days over a 17 12 to 18, 24 and 25. Also ta-dependent expressions for
day period. The water temperature and volumetric flow energy loss (E: -Ea) and exergy loss (ec -Ea) can be
rate were approximately constant during charging, and written. These quantities are plotted as a function of td
had mean values of 89.4°C and 18.4 1/s respectively, in Fig. 3.

Discharging also occurred over 5.24 days, approximately Several points in Fig. 3 are worth noting. First, for
with a constant volumetric flow rate of water and the conditions specified, ali parameters level off as td
linearly decreasing temperature with time. The mean approaches tj,, and remain constant for td > tI. Second,
volumetric flow rate during discharging was 18.1 l/s, and as ta increases towards tI, the energy recovered increases
the initial discharge temperature was 77°C, while the from zero to a maximum value, while the energy loss
temperature after 5.24 days was 38°C. The ambient decreases from a maximum of ali the input energy to a
temperature was reported to be I I°C. minimum (but non-zero) value. The exergy recovery

In the subsequent calculations, mean values for and exergy loss functions behave similarly qualitativety,
volumetnc flow rates and charging temperature are used. but exhibit much lower magnitudes. Third, both
Also, the specific heat and density of water are both efficiencies increase from zero to maximum values as ta
taken to be fixed, at 4.2 kJ/kg-K and 1009 kg/m 3, increases, with the energy efficiency always exceeding
respectively. Since the volumetric flow rate (in the exergy efficiency. Further, the difference between
litres/second) is equal to the mass flow rate (in the two efficiencies increases with increasing ta. This
kilograms/second) when the density is 1000 kg/m 3, latter point demonstrates that the exergy efficiency gives
mc = 18.4 kg/s and rhd= 18.1 kg/s. Mso, the reference- less weight than the energy efficiency to the energy
environment temperature is fixed at the ambient tem- recovered at higher ta values since it is recovered at tem-
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peratures nearer to the reference-environment tempera= ideal performance. Energy efficiencies can only account
ture. for qdantities of energy transferred, and can often be

If a threshold temperature is introduced and arbi- misleadingly high, such as in cases where heat is
trarily set at 38°C (the actual temperature at the end of recovered at temperatures too low to be useful. The use
the experiment::i discharge period of 5.24 d), then the of an appropriate threshold recovery temperature can
data in Fig. 3 for ta = 5.24 d apply and one can see that pa/daily avoid the most misleading characteristics of

ATES energy efficiencies. Although the analysis
• the exergy recovered (0.127 x 109 Icl) is almost all presented is for a particular storage cycle, analogous

(91%) of the exergy recoverable in infinite time results would be expected for other ATES cycles, and
(0.139 × 109 ld), while tile energy recovered the methodology should be adaptable to a wide range of
(1.60 × 10 9 kJ) is not as great a portion _83%) of ATES designs.
the ultimate energy recoverable (1.92 x 113"ICY).

• the exergy loss (0.19 × 109 LI) exceeds the exergy
loss in infinite time (0.18× 109 kJ) slightly, (by NOMENCLATURE

5.5%), while the energy loss (1.14× 10" k.l_
exceeds the energy loss in infinite time (0.82 × 10 a parameter in ea expression
k.I) substantially (by 39%). b parameter in ea expression

• the exergy efficiency (40%) has almost attained the c specific heat
exergy efficiency attainable in infinite time E energy
(43.5%), while the energy efficiency (58%) is still f fraction
substantially below the ultimate energy efficiency m masst time

attainable (70%). T temperature
To gain confidence in the model and the results, e exergy

some of the quantifies calculated using the linear model 1"1 energy efficiency
can be compared with the same quantities as reported in _ exergy efficiency
the experimental paper [8]:

• The previously calculated value for the energy Subscripts
injection during charging of 2.74 × 109 kJ is 1.1% c charging period
less than the reported value of 2.77 x 109 LI. d discharging period

• The energy recovered at the end of the experimen- f final
ta]. discharge period of ta =5.24 days can be o reference environmentt threshold
evaluated with EQ (12) as

Ea(5.24 d) = (18.1)(4.2)(77 - 11) Superscripts
rate

5.24(2× 8.87-5.24) 86,400 s = 1.60× 109kj
× 2 x 8.87 d

which is 1.8% less than the reported value of
1.63 × 109 kJ. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Review of the Aquifer Seasonal Thermal Energy Storage Building HVAC System
at the Melville, New York, Mid-Island Mail Facility

T. J. Marseille
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Richland, Washington U.S.A.

D, A, Wilke
Douglas A, Wilke Architect.Engineer

Glen Head, New York U,S,A,

ABSTRACT designed to be energy efficient, aesthetically pleasing,
and economically feasible. Lightingfor the workroom

The successfulwidespread commercialization of area is provided by variable high pressure sodiumfix-
aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) in the United tures, each controlled by a central computer generated
States will depend on the effectiveness with which the radiosignal. The luminaire wattage is governed by USPS
experiences gained from early full-scale systems are work program needs, and is reduced as allowable by the
used as guides in the design, installation and operation of natural light level achieved through skylighting, which
future projects. One such early system from which both encompasses 4% of the roof. The building envelope
anecdotal and quantitative information is available is the includes wh=tehypalon membrane roofing, mechanically
Mid-Island Postal Facilityin Melville, New York. At this fastened over R-30 insulation,and exterior walls made of
facility, built in the mid-1980s, an ATES system has been insulated precast concrete.
integrated with the building'scentral heating and cooling Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
plant. "Cold"wells are charged with water that is cooled of the building (Figure 1) is provided by a unique combi-
during the winter by heat pump and closed circuit cooler nation of grot,,_d water heating/cooling with a liquid-des-
operation. Water from these cold wells is then used to iccant syst¢.'_for humidity control.A seasonal aquifer
meet the facility'scoolingload during the summer, before thermal energy storage (ATES) system was designed to
being pumped back into ,he ground at "Warm" wells, provide "cold"water to handle the cooling load during
Dehumidification duringsummer operation is accom- summer and "warm" water as a heat source for a heat
plished by a liquid desiccant system that uses propane pump in winter. Backup up cooling is provided by the
boilers to provide a heat source for desiccant regenera- heat pump; backup heating is accomplished through
tion. This system willalso add water to the air during peri- modular boilers. Tdethylene glycol is used as the liquid-.
ods of low humidity.This paper provides an overview of desiccantfor moisture removal from workroom supplyair.
the project, and describesthe analysis being performed The desiccant system can also add water to the air dur-
to assess energy and economic merits of this innovative ing periods of low humidity.
system. Conceptually, the HVAC system at the Melville

MPF offerssignificant operational advantages over more
INTRODU CTION conventional systems. Mechanical refrigerationforcool-

ing was downsized from peak cooling load levels, and its
The U.S. Postal Service's (USPS) Mid-Island operation schedule can be reduced. Thus, a sizable

Mail Processing Facility (MPF) is located inMelville New reductionin summer electric peak loading is expected
York. The facility (23875 m2) services a population of 2.5 relative to conventional systems, along with a decrease
million with sophisticated,computerized mail sorting intotal summer electrical usage. Downsizing of the
equipment. Approximately 1200 employees work over HVAC equipment because of desiccant dehumidification
the course of a 24-hour day, 7 days a week. The peak also reduces the amount of ozone-depleting compounds
period is between 6 p.m. and 3 a.m. Monday through Fd- such as CFCs that are required. Because the desiccant
day. Various types of mail processing equipment at the system provides dehumidification,a higher temperature
facility processes approximately 5 million pieces of mail (and thus higher efficiency)well cooling system can be
each day. used than in other ATES designs. Finally, the glycol liq-

The facility was designed and built with systems uid-desiccantsystem provides a much more precise con-
to use minimum off-siteenergy, and a buildingenvelope trol of buildinghumiditythan conventional commercial
designed to achieve maximum energy savings. The facii- HVAC systems. Such glycolsystems also are purportedly
ity incorporates state-of-the-art features that are (Amsterdam 1988) highly effective at eliminating bacteri-
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ological pollutants, and can help in the removal of air- cant system is used to add water to the supply
borne particulates, air stream as necessary to increase relative

Because of these perceived advantages and the humidity.
unique opportunity for study this innovative existing appli-
cation affords, the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) WELL DESCRIPTION
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) has entered into
agreements with the USPS, the U.S. Geological Survey The ATES system consists of six wells, each 55
(USGS), and the New York State Energy Research and m in depth, and made up of a 0.305-m diameter (I.D.)
Development Authority (NYS ERDA) to evaluate the steel busing fitted with a 15.2 m long screen, of 0.2 m
project. PNL is operated for the U.S. DOE by Battelle diameter. The screen is surrounded by an 0.46 m diame-
Memorial Institute. ter fine gravel envelope that extends 6.1 m above the

A technical assessment of the ATES/desiccant screen for a total height of 21.3 m. The casing above the
HVAC system at Mid-Island Mail Facility has been initi- gravel pack is enclosed in cement grout. The well pump
ated, with emphasis on predicting the operating perfor- is located within the casing above the screen and within
mance and cost-effectiveness of the thermal system, the water table at a sufficient distance to allow for draw-
This paper first describes the ATES/desiccant HVAC sys- down. Clearance of 25 mm around the pump on ali sides
tem installed at the USPS MPF at Melville, and then dis- allows for recharge. The pump drive motor is located
cusses the approach to be taken for the technical above the weil. The subsurface in which the wells are
assessment, located is comprised of glacial outwash sand and gravel

sediments known as manetto gravel. The ground water
DESIGN SUMMARY table is 12.2 m below surface grade. At the level of the

well screen the aquifer is classified as the upper glacial
Ground Water System: Three wells supply cold aquifer.
water to the building during the summer, and are Wells lA, 2A, and 3A are located on the eastern
recharged in the winter through heat pump and boundary of the USPS property (Figure 3). The tempera-
closed-circuit cooler operation. Three other wells ture of water from these wells prior to ATES system oper-
supply warm water during the winter as a heat ation has been recorded at 17.5 G. This relatively high
source for the heat pumps, and are recharged in temperature is considered to be a result of warm water
the summer by the water that has been circulated discharge into the ground from off-site wells located to
through the building (and thus warmed), the north that service air conditioners of large office com-
Heat PumD: Two 352 kW chillers are operated in plexes. Through regional flow of ground water, this dis-
series to reduce supply cold water temperature charge impacts the aquifer below the USPS/MPF. As a
from the wells as required to meet the summer consequence, the warmest wells of the ATES system,
cooling load. Condenser water is used for winter (the east wells) are used as the winter supply for the heat
heating. During the winter heating season, the pumps. Therefore, in summer, warm ._ater return from
heat pumps also produce cold water to recharge the USPS/MPF is injected into the ground at these wells.
the cold water wells. Wells 4, 5, and 6 are located on the western side
Close_-C,,ircuitCooler: A roof-top closed-circuit of the USPS property (Figure 3). Tt3e temperature of
cooler is used to reduce warmer well water tem- water from these wells prior to ATES system operation
peratures in the winter (in conjunctionwith the was recorded at 13.3 °C. These wells are not in line with
heat pumps, or alone) prior to injection into cold the regional flow of discharge water from the off-site wells
wells, to the north. These wells are for summer supply of cool
RadiantGa HL_.e,L_ ,_edr',eter mail platforms water to the heat pumps and are reinjected with cool
are heated during cold periods with overhead water during winter.
propane gas radiant heaters.
Modular Boilers: Back-up heating and regenera- WELL SYSTEM OPERATING CONCEPT
tion of liquid-desiccant is accomplished through
the use of modular propane boilers. The well system is designed to supply the USPS/
L.._.guidDesiccant System: Air conditioning of MPF with cool water to meet the building cooling load
workspace supply air is accomplished using during summer and warm water for heating dunng winter.
"conditioners" supplied by the desiccant system The basic concept employed is that of seasonally storing
manufacturer (Figure 2). Heating and cooling masses of warm and cool water in separate locations in
coils are located in each conditioner to control the aquifer. As it is warmed in summer, the water is
supply air dry bulb temperature. For dehumidifi- injected into east (warm) wells lA, 2A, and 3A; as it is
cation, triethylene glycol is sprayed over unit cooled in winter, the water is injected into west (cold)
cooling coils in summer, absorbing water from wells 4, 5, and 6.
the supply air stream. Water absorbed by the Because the building envelope is well insulated
glycol is removed at a central liquid desiccant and internal heat gains caused by equipment is high,
concentrator serviced by the modular boilers. In design calculations indicated that more cooling energy is
winter the cycle is reversed, and the liquid-desic- required on a seasonal basis than heating. To meet the
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additional cool water requirements beyond what can be schedules, occupancy schedules, and control modes of
produced during winter heat pump operation, water HVAC system will be obtained from the USPS. A limited
drawn from the east wells may also be passed through amount of monitored electrical data, fuel cost records,
the roof-top closed-circuit cooler and redeposited into the and anecdotal information is also available. To the extent
west wells. The roof-top closed-circuit cooler is designed possible, this data will be used to support model develop-
to reduce water temperatures in the winter prior to injec- ment and validation. In addition, algorithms will be devel-
tion into cold water wells. This additional cooling capacity oped to model the performance of the glycol liquid-
is required to help offset the heat loading generated by desiccant system using information provided by the man-
the mail processing operation to balance annual heating ufacturer.
and cooiing ground water thermal storage. Following In the analysis of ATES systems, the coupling of
seasonal changeover, a cool water mass should be avail- the aquifer's performance with the dynamic "load" it is
able from the west wells for summer cooling, and a warm serving is often overly simplistic. Total annual heating
water mass should be available from the east wells for and cooling load estimates typically have been used to
winter heating. The heat losses caused by (horizontal) estimate the "average" recovery flow rates from the aqui-
regional water flow and vertical conduction, along with fer for the entire heating/cooling season and the total
other geologic factors, limit the amount of stored heat or "charge" of water that must be recovered over the sea-
chill that can be recovered from the wells. As a result of son. Following a survey of the site, a hydrogeologic
the regional flow, the southernmost west (cool) and east model is then developed to predict how well a seasonal
(heat) wells have the coolest and warmest water, respec- ATES system can meet these requirements. The aquifer
tively, models numerically solve for the thermal response of the

The summer cooling process was designed to subsurface environment (Vail 1989), accounting for hod-
use 9.4 °C water during periods of highest temperature, zontal transport and vertical conduction within the aqui-
When cool water well recovery temperatures are above fer. However, even if the aquifer model is highly accurate,
9.4 °C, the heat pumps are designed to operate as water this simplified approach to coupling the aquifer with the
chillers to further chill the water as required. The design building can result in significant errors in predicting of
goal is to be able to obtain direct cooling with well water system performance because it does not capture the
without electric chillers at all, but this will be dependent dynamic impact of changing building loads (i.e., hourly,
on whether the amount of cold water stored in the previ- daily, monthly). Also, if average flow rates are used, the
ous season (less recovery losses) is adequate to meet analysis might falsely predict that an ATES system is

' the annual cooling !oad and whether recovery flow rates adequate when actually it might fail to produce sufficient
can be maintained at design levels. The wells were flows at cold enough temperatures late in the summer,
designed to supply water at 26 L./s.Maximum design sys- the time when peak cooling loads generally occur. An
tem operation is for two wells (a total of 52 L/s) to be equally unsophisticated approach, and one that is often
operated simultaneously. Reinjection is assumed to be to used to estimate chiller annual energy consumption for
two wells when a single 26 IJs supply well is being buildings with conventional HVAC systems, is the "equiv-
employed by the system, and three wells for a 52 L/s two alent full 10adhours" (EFLH) method. Results of EFLH
well supply to system. The design assumes wells will be analyses are overly conservative if cooling loads vary
pumped only as required to meet the heating or cooling much from the peak. Using peak recovery flow rates to
needs of the building on a daily basis. Single-well opera- estimate ATES seasonal performance might lead to
tion occurs during moderate cooling and heating periods, overly conservative well designs.
Two-well supply operation occurs during periods of high On the other end of the spectrum, the most
cooling needs, sophisticated method for modeling the USPS/MPF would

link an ATES computational model created to predict
ASSESSMENT aquifer performance (i.e., flow rates, and heat/chill recov-

ery efficiency) directlywith a sophisticated transient slm-
The goal of the assessment is to develop models ulation model of the actual building, so that the HVAC

to predict the annual energy costs and performance of dynamic effects can be captured. Such an approach is
the existing HVAC system if it is operated "per design", beyond the scope of the assessment described here.
and compare the system's economics to a "baseline" Instead, PNL will precaiculate hourly buildingloads using
HVAC system model. Because the HVAC system at the a building thermal model, and convert these loads to
USPS/MPF has a central chilled water loop, a conven- required aquifer recovery flow rate.q.The loads will be
tional central system will be used for the base line model, averaged over larger time increments (e.g., days) if
This base line model will include a water chiller,a boiler, desired, to match the computational time step of PNUs

a cooling tower, and standard air handling unitswith aquifer analysis program (Vail 1985). Leaving water tem-
heating coils (for supply air heating) and cooling coils (to peratures from the buildingwill be calculated by an
provide both cooling and dehumidification of supply air). energy balance based on predicted recovery flow rate.

For mathematical modelling, mechanical system Using this approach, the aquifer capability at the,USPS/
schematics, equipment specifications, and shop draw- MPF can be compared with actual required cooling and
ings will be referred to, and necessary data needed to heating water flow rates. Whenever the aquifer is inade-
define the building envelope, equipment operating quate to meet cooling or heating needs, the balance will
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be assumed to come either from increased reliance on ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
mechanical refrigeration (cooling) or the back-up modular

boiler (heating). We gratefully ackn_owledgethe financial support
The buildingcooling and heating load informa- and cooperation of the USPS, the New York State

tion can also be used to determine operation require- Energy Research and Dew_lopment Authority and U.S.
ments for the closed-circuit cooler. Finally, predicted Department of Energy's Seasonal Thermal Energy Stor-
latent heat loads will also provide a prediction of the age Program for the assessment described here.
annual desiccant system operation. From this, an esti-
mate of annual energy usage for the desiccant system REFERENCES
will then be obtained, includingthe propane used by
modular boilers for regeneration of desiccant in the con- Amsterdam, D. 1988. The Antibacterial Effects of Glyc9_
centrator. Comoounds Used in No-Frost Refriaeration and Hvarol

The economic assessment will be conducted hJ_,.b.g/,,_idificationSystems. Research Bulletin, Niagara
using an analysis methodology developed by PNL for Blower Company, Buffalo, New YoJ'k.
thermal storage evaluations (Brown 1987). Levelized
energy costsof the ATES/desiccant HVAC system at the Vail, L W. 1989. "Status of Numerical Models for ATES."
USPS/MPF will be compared to those for the base-line InU.S. Department of Energy Thermal Storage ResearCh
system. Operating and maintenance costsfor the exist- .ActivitiesReview 1989 Proceedings, CONF-890351, pp.
ing system and economic parameters used in the analy- 348-352. U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.
sis will be providedby the USPS. Standard estimating
procedures will be used to develop comparative costs for Vail, L. W., L. D. Kannberg, and C. T. Kincaid. 1985. "A
the base-line system. Computer Code for Analyzing the Performance of Aquifer

An additional, supporting, investigation is being Thermal Storage Systems." In Proceedings of the Inter-
conducted by the USGS to better understand the gee- national Conference on Energy Storage for Building
technical performance of the ATES wells at the MPF. The Heating and Cooling. ENERSTOCK 85, pp. 144-148.
objectives of this investigation will include defining the Public Works Canada, Toronto, Canada.
local geohydrologic setting, evaluating the potential
causes of well clogging, and providing general recom- Brown, D. R., J. A. Dirks, M. K. Drost, G. E. Spanner, and
mendations for improving overall system operation. This T.A. Williams. 1987. "An Assessment Methodology for
data will help inthe development of a more accurate Thermal Energy Storage Evaluations'. PNL-6372, Pacific
computational model of the aquifer, whichwill be used for Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
the technical assessment.

Finally, a desiccant system operation assess-
ment will be performed. The primary objective of this
evaluation will be to identity any performance anomalies
and provide recommendations (where possible) for
improving and maintaining the performance of the desic-
cant system. This task will include on-site monitoring and
analysis of existing operational data (both logs and anec-
dotal data) of the liquid-desiccant system. This work will
also help support validation of the desiccant system per-
formance model being created for the technical assess-
ment.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The ATES/desiccant HVAC system at the USPS/
MPF in Melville provides a unique opportunity for an in-
depth study of an innovative system that in theory offers
both energy and environmental advantages over more
conventional systems. The technical/economic assess-
_ent described in this paper should provide a means of

evaluating the cost effectiveness of this system. Support-
ing studies, operational logs, and anecdotal data will also
provide insights on actual performance, lt is hoped that
this study and the experience gained from maintaining
and operating the system will help guide the evaluation of
designs of similar systems in the future, both at USPS
facilities and at other locations.
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ABSTRACT Due to uncertainties associated withthe incorporation
of a relatively new technology into the overall energy

The Canada Centre Building was designed to management of the building, a comprehensive field
accommodate 1,900 workers on 12 floors in a 30,000 m2 research program was initiated, to verifygeothermal and
office structure in Scarborough, Canada. Its unique hydrogeological modelling predictions, and to allow for
energy conserving features include 700 m2 of roof modification of energy management systems to optimize
mounted solar energy collectors, chillers modified to the utilization of the ATES system. Fifteen observation
operate as heat pumps, and an aquifer thermal energy wells were drilled within the property limits (2.2 hectare
storage (ATES) system operating on four 60 m deep area), each equipped with seven resistance temperature
wells producing flows of 10 to 30 L/s from a 10 m thick device (RTD) sensors and one pressure transducer. Five
fine to medium sand aquifer. The ATES and solar RTD's are located within the aquifer at equal spacing,
domestic hot water heating systems have been used and one each in the aquitard and aquiclude above and
since 1985. below the aquifer respectively.

Instrumentation for ATES performance monitoring Ali mechanical systems, including pumps and valves,
was installed during construction of the building, for are operated from a central computer console. The
resaarch and verification of geothermal models. Energy building's HVAC system is operated in a pre-
monitoring, however, was implemented in 1991, to programmed energy conserving sequence, with
evaluate the energy consumed in operating various provisions for operator over-ride. The heating and
energy conserving systems. Initial data show coefficients cooling demands of the building are satisfied using one
of performance (COP) of about 4 to 5 for the ATES and or more of the following energy conserving and HVAC
heat pump systems respectively, components:

INTRODUCTION • Two steel forced draft cooling towers with a total
capacity of 2708 kW.

The Canada Centre Building in the City of • Two hermetically sealed centrifugal chillers of 1354 kW
Scarborough within Metropolitan Toronto in Ontario, capacity each.
Canada, was designed for Public Works Canada as an • Four short term concrete storage tanks of 197,500 L
energy efficient office building accommodating 1,900 capacity each.
workers on 12 floors, with two levels of parking below • A fine to medium sand aquifer located 60 m below
grade, basement level, supplying 10 to 30 L/s groundwater

Alter completion of initial energy modelling and from each of four production/injection wells.
design of a conventional HVAC system based on model • Seven plate type heat exchangers, two of which are
results, the possibilityof incorporating an aquifer thermal dedicated to the ATES system.
energy storage (ATES) system was investigated. Two • Two 635 kW electric resistance boilers, and one
aquifers were identified below the building site. After standby 210 kW electric resistance boiler for domestic
hydrogeological testing in 1981-82, it was decided to use hot water (DHW).
the lower of the two aquifers for the ATES system. In • Evacuated tube type solar energy collectors occupying
1982, the HVAC system configuration was expanded to 700 m2 of the south facing portion of an A frame type
include potential year-round cooling of the building using roof topping.
the groundwater from the lower aquifer. Construction of The solar system uses a 50-50 propylene glycol
the building and aquifer groundwater wells was started water mixture. Ali DHW is provided by the solar
in 1982 and completed in late 1984. The ATES system collectors, even during the coldest of winter dayst
was put into operation in 1985. provided some sunshine is available.
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AQUIFER AND WELL FEATURES During summer, the groundwater, at an average
stored temperature of between 8-9°C, was pumped up

The ATES system and the hydrogeological features from the cold wells to cool the building. The warm return
of the aquifer have been described in detail by Morofsky water, at an average temperature of about 13°C, was
(1983) and Mirza et al. (1985). The aquifer consists of a then injected into the warm wells. No problems were

encountered with re-injection, since ali well heads arefine to medium sand, known geologically in Toronto as
the Scarborough formation, lt is located at a depth of equipped with a vortex degassing unit.
approximately 60 m below ground level, and averages
about 10 m in thickness. A geological profile is shown 198g-Present: - In 1989, the two chiller units were

modified to operate as heat pumps, at a conversion costin Figure 1. The transmissivlly of the aquifer ranges
between 150 and 200 mZ/day, with a storativity of about of about $80,000. Since 1990, the chillers have been
10". Hence, the aquifer is fully confined. No leakages used to cool the groundwater to about 3°C for injectionin the cold wells. The reject heat from the condenser
or interfering boundaries were apparent during the sido of the heat pumps has been found to satisfy most
aquifer pumping tests.

The locations of four production wells (PW) and ali of the winter space heating requirements of the building.
observation wells (OW) used in the operation and The electrical resistance boilers have been used, but for
research of the ATES system are shown in Figure 2. The never more than 5 to 7 days during the severest of winter
production wells are full formation penetrating gravel days in 1991 and 1992.

packed wells. ENERGY MONITORING
The geophysical logs and construction details of one

production well are shown in Figure 3. Ali production The total electricity purchase for the building has
wells were constructed using stainless steel and welding been fairly steady, at between 7,500 and 8,000 MWh per
for the casings and wire wound screens. The 100 mm
thick gravel pack was placed several metres above the annum, irrespective of the heating and cooling degreedays (180C),which are on average, about 3,750 and 300,
screen level to allow for possible losses and settlement respectively, for this site. The building floor area is
during well development. 30,470 m=. The occupied floor area is 25,300 m=. A

During grout sealing of the external casing, problem; review of the purchased electricity records (Hickling
were encountered with migration of methane from the Corp., 1990) showed total energy consumption values of
aquifer. The methane is generated by peat lenses within about 300 kWh/m= of the occupied floor space, until
the aquifer. During investigations,the shut-inpressure of about 1989. After conversion of the two chillers to heat
the methane was found to be over 300 kPa. lt is

pump mode, the purchased energy consumption of the
believed that the heat of hydration ofthe grouting cement occupied floor space has dropped to about 250 kWh/m=.
expanded the casing initially, which upon pumping of The energy consumed per work place has also declined,
groundwater, shrank, allowing methane to escape from over 8,400 kWh in 1985 (900 work places), to less
between the casing and the grout. In future installations, than 5,000 kwh during 1989 (1,500 work places).
the casing will be cooled during grout sealing. Althouc]h energy reductions may appear to be

The specific capacities of the four wells, measured in dramatic, the efficiencies and cost savings achieved as
1985, ranged between 115 and 142 m_/day/m. Recent a result of investment in ATES and heat pumps are not
pumping tests (Strata Engineering Corp., 1992) showthe yet determined. The capital costs are known. The
well efficiencies have declined between 28% to 72% from operating costs of the four aquifer pumps and the heat
those measured in 1985. The decline in well specific pumps, however, are not known. Hence, an energy
capacity is being investigated. Scaling is suspected, monitoring system was installed in 1991, primarily to
Calcite scale was found on low level alarm probe tips monitor the energy demands of the chiller heat pumps
located in standpipes within the gravel pack surrounding and the aquifer pumps. Because a central computing
the well screens (Figure 3). facility was added to the building load in 1986-87, it was

fell that the same monitoring system should also capture
ATES SYSTEM OPERATION the energy demand of this facility.

The energy monitoring system is a modular data
1985-1989:- TheATES energy management system was acquisition unit with a proprietary monitoring and
initiallydesigned and intended solely to provide cooling, analysis software package. Transducers isolate power
based on a building occupancy of 1,900 work places, levels before connection to the data acquisition system.
The system design called for groundwater to be pumped Each power transducer consists of two current
up from the "warm wells", PW3 and PW4, at an ambient transformers and three voltage readouts. Calculations for
temperature of about 9-10°C, and cooled down toabout the power factor are accounted for electrically. A7-8°C in the cooling towers. Cooling tower freezing
problems were encountered when attempts were made conditioned signal is sent to the data acquisition system.
to cool the groundwater much below 6°C. The cooling In all, seven power transformers are used to read the
towers were also incapable of cooling the groundwater seven energy points (a central computing facility which
much below ambient during "warm"winter days. is cooled by the aquifer, the two chiller heat pump units

and the four aquifer well pumps).
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The software for the system has built-in processing CONCLUSIONS
and analysis capabilities, and is set up to scan each
monitoring point once every 10 seconds. The electrical Initial data fromthe newly installed energy mon_oring
power consumption values are averaged over 5 minute system has shown promising and interesting results,the
intervalsand logged. They are then intemally integrated full impact of which can be determined alter about one
into daily values of energy consumption, year of operation and observation. Initial results show

Daily energy profiles and totals are saved on disk. the COP equivalency ofthe aquifer based cooling system
The system has been designed with a modem interface, for a central computing facility to be about 4.
suchthat a personai computer (PC) located elsewhere in The COP of the heat pumps and ATES system
Toronto or in a remote city such as Ottawa can tap into together is expected to be between 5 and 6, when the
the data base for information on current consumption, or summer 1992 cooling potential, with the colder stored
previous consumption if it has not been off loaded on water, is taken into account.
disks. The investment in the energy monitoring system

(about $30,000) is felt to be justified, in light of the
INITIAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION knowledge being gained about the energy demands and

costs of energy conserving systems and components, lt
Logs of energy consumption show that the average is hoped that better information and rationalization of

dailv (24 hour day) energy consumption, between mid- costs and savings will lead to not only better energy
November 1991 and mid-February 1992 is as follows: management withinthe Canada Centre Building, but also

justify future funding requests to research operating
Chiller Heat Pumps 4,500 kWh problems and to further experiment with similar energy
Aquifer Pumps PW1 and PW2 732 kWh conservation technologies.
Aquifer Pumps PW3 and PW4 1,161 kWh
Computing Facility 6,170 kwh REFERENCES CITED

The central computing facility is cooled at nightsand Hickling Corporation. 1990. Canada Centre
weekends with cold water from the cold wells, PW1 and Building, Scarborough - Five Year Energy Systems
PW2. Assuming the night and weekend cooling load of Performance Summary. Hickling Ref. 2720. Prepared for
the central computing facility to be 50 % of its average IEA ECES Annex 7 Working Group. April.
daily load, it can be seen that the aquifer is providing a
COP equivalency of just over 4. Mirza, C., Lau, K. C., Nadon, R. L. and Crawford, A.

During the reported monitoring period, almost ali of M. 1985. Aquifer thermal energy storage - a new
the building heating load has been met with the heat technology. Proceedings, Seventh Canadian
pumps (condenser heat), and the extraction of 7-8°C Hydrotechnical Conference, Saskatoon, Sask. May, vol.
temperature change (delta T) from about 12 I./s of lA, pp: 389-409.
groundwater flow from the warm wells, PW3 and PW4.

The estimated COP of this type of operation is likely Morofsky, E. L. 1983. Overview of Canadian aquifer
between 5 and 6, when the potential for "free" cooling thermal energy storage field trials. Proceedincls,
during the summer of 1992 is taken into consideration. International Conference on Heat Storage in Theory and
The current (May, 1992) groundwater temperature is Practice, Stockholm, Sweden. Swedish Council for
4.5°C in PW1 and PW2 and about 5.5°C in the nearby Building Research, pp:221-231
observation wells. The groundwater temperature is

expected to rise to about 6.5°C by mid-June, 1992, after Strata Engineering Corp. 1992. Well Efficiency
storage during May and part of June, 1992. This rise in Testing, Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage System,
temperature will occur due to conductive and convective Canada Centre Building, Scarborough. Report S-g2-331
losses and mixing with the 9°C ambient temperature
groundwater, when pumping commences to meet the submitted to Public Works Canada, Ontario Region.
cooling demand in summer. April.

The energy monitoring system has helped to quantify
net benefits, defined as the energy savings accruing from
the use of ATES and heat pumps, less the energy
required to operate them. The monitoring program is
also yielding a more rational explanation of how the total
purchased electricity is being used within the building.

Additional monitoring points need to be added, as
and when funds become available, to more precisely
account for the energy balance within the building. A
better accounting and rationalization of the energy and
cost savings achieved is necessary to justify future
requests for earth energy and ATES related R&D funding.
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Figure 3. Geophysical logs and weil construction details, PW1.
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